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GENEALOGICAL PA'ITERNS IN THE OLD AND
NEW WORLDS (1)
by
CARL SCHUSTER

" 'The f olk has thus preserved, without understanding,
the remains of old traditions that go bsck sometimes to an
indeterminably distant past, to which we can only refer as
"prehistoric." ' . . . . . Had the f olk beliefs not indeed been
once understood, we could not now speak of them as metaphysically intelligible, or explain the accuracy of their for·
mulation.' 1
Ananda. K. Coomaraswamy, The Nature of "Folklore"
and "Popular Art" (Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society,
Bangalore, vol. 27, 1936; pa.rtly quoting René Guénon)

•

The purpose of this paper is to call attention to a type of design
which occurs among various peoples in both hemispheres, and to
offer an explanation of its form, which may at the sarne time account
for its surprisingly wide distribution. Designs of this type are made
up of series of human bodies joined by their arms and legs in such a
way as to form an endlessly repeating "all-over pattern" (Muster
ohne Ende). ln order to understand South American designs of this
type, it will be desirable first to beccme familiar with examples from
the Old World.
The incised decoration of a Melanesian club, Fig. 1, is made
up of series of quasi-human figures so arranged that the arms and
legs of horizo11tally adjoining figures form two continu-ous undulating
bands, each composed of five parallel lines (2). There are three tiers
of figures, those at t he top and bottom provided with heads, and an
intermediate tier, apparently headless, formed by the insertion of
series of spinal columns bet,veen the knees of the upper and lower
figures, in such a way that the arms and legs of the intermediate figures
coincide with the legs of tl1e figures above and below them.( 3) The
(1) Tbe present article is expanded from a communication read at the XXXI International
Congreee of Americanista in São Paulo on August 26, 1951 (and repeated before the Sociedad Amigos
de la Arqueologia, Montevideo. on September 29, 1954). The writer is indebted to Prof. Herbert
Baldus of São Paulo for encoura.ging the presentation of the11e ideas in a congress paper in the first
place, and then for accomodating this expanded version of it in the Rmata do Mmeu Patdiata.
(2) An explanation of these five parallel lines aa a continuation of the fingers and toes ia suggested in Schuster, 1951, not-e 42.
(3) Actually each intermediate body has two heads, in the form of oval eyee at ita top and
bottom. These rudimentary eye-heads serve at the same time as ocellations between the elbowe
•'nd knees of tbe figures diagonally above and below. See the diecuseion of fig. 69 in Schuater, 1951.
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peculiar drawing of the heads at the top and bottom of the design,
and the fact that the bodies are represented only by their spinal columns, suggests an intention to portray ghosts or
spirits of the dead. That these are indeed
representations of the dead, in the sense
of ancestors, will appear in the later course
of our discussion. The headlessness of
the intermediate figures is a peculiarity
of special interest. We shall see that in
many all-over patterns made up of human figures the heads have disappearecl
entirely. Though the disappeara11ce of the
heads might be attributed to the rapid
and careless repetition of tl1e figures, it
will prove to be symbolical as well. The
combination of figures with and without
heads in this Melanesian design provides
~
~
a valuable clue to the process by which
~
human figures are transformed into "geo-·
metric" patterns.
ln an ikat-woven fabrie from the
Indonesian island of Celebes, Fig. 2 a, we
again recognize the human figure as the
repeating element in an all-over pattern.
This figure (see the detail, Fig. 2 b) can
be identified by the vertical row of chevrons representing its spinal column, and
by its hexagonal head, with a pair of lateral appendages presum.ably representing
ears or distended ear-lobes. The sides of
the body are represented by two band.s
closely flanking the spinal column, except
at the middle, where they diverge to
form a lozenge-shaped expansion, and at
the top and bottom, where they diverg€'
to form the arms and legs. These limbs
Fia. i _Design incised on a club. Byron are then continued through ·a Z-shaped
Strait (Northern New Ireland).
angle to join the arms and . legs of the
figures diagonally above and below. With
the exception of one tier of figures near the top, all the figures com.posing this pattern are headless, or have only rudimentary head.5.
ln this respect, as well as in the joining o: the figures by . common
limbs, this Indonesian pattern corresponds with the 1\1elanesian pa.t-
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Fig. 2a - Cloth with ikat pa.ttern .
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Fig. 2b - Detail of Fig. 2a

(ikat cloth fron1 Celebe.-sJ.
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tern of Fig. 1. It differs, however, in that the continuum of limbs
connecting the bodies runs vertically rather than horizontally.
The difference between these types of connection is illustrated
in the two schemes of Fig. 3, in which zigzags represent the spinal
columns of human figures and undulating lines represent the continuous
limbs by which they are connected. 1.,hough both schemes can be
"read" either horizontally or diagonally, the actual connection between
the figures is horizontal in Type 1 and diagonal in Type II. ln Type
I the sides of the bodies have no function; and it is perhaps partly

n

1

L

Fig. 3 .:.. Schemes of the two main

ty~ea

of genealogical patterns.

for this reason that they are omitted in a design like that of Fig. 1,
in which the bodies are represented simply as spinal columns. ln
'Dype II, on the other hand, the sides of each boély are continued to
form the limbs connecting it with the bodies diagonally above and
below it. Though the sides of the bodies are thus indispensable in
designs of Type II, it is evident that the spinal columns could easily
be omitted - as in fact they are in alternate rows in Fig. 2. The two
systems, though structurally distinct, no doubt represent the sarne
fundamental idea; and it is because we shall so often find them
combined or confused that it is desirable to recognize beforehand as
clearly as possible the distinction beiween them.
The significance of the Indonesian pattern, Fig. 2, can be best
understood with reference to the genetic theories of some Indonesian
peoples, according to which the body of each human individual is
composed of two halves, derived respectively from the corresponding

12
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halves of each parent(4). ln terms of this idea, the figures t o the right
and left immediately above each individual would represent his father
and mother, each of whom contributes one half to his formation,
while the figures to the right and left immediately below the sarne
individual would represent his children, or rather his share in the
creation of children, by virtue of marriage with another individual
of the opposite sex. The endless repetition of this pattern represents
the endless repetition of the genetic process. -Though it is true that
the ties of familial relationship cannot be fully and accurately
i·epresented by such a pattern, it can hardly be doubted that
the endleKs concutenation of arms and legs symbolizes, at least in
principie, the idea of descent and relationship. The designation of
such designs as "genealogical patterns" t hus hard1y requires special
justification.
A t hird genealogical pattern from the Old World, that of an
e1nbroidery of the Li people of Hainan Island, off the south coast
of China, Fig. 4, is of special interest b ecause it combines certain
fcatures of both types. Basically this pattern seems to conform to
OU! second type, in so far as t he immediate connection of each figure
is with the four figures diagonally above and below it. Also characteristic of our second type is the division of each body into two distinct
halves, \Vi th a cleft between them for an absent spinal column. H owever,
the system of ligatures between the bodies is more reminiscent of
that in patterns of our first type t han of our second. For the bands
connecting these bodies are not formed by the continuation of their
sides, but are composed of multiple parallel lines running horizontally
across the tops and bottoms of the bodies, as in Fig. 1. The fact that
these bands are stepped rather t han undulating, though of interest
::is a stylistic peculiarity which we shall encounter again later, is
hardly of essential importance. The presence of h.eads (each with
an elaborate tripie headdress) on ali the figures, rather than only on
t.hose of an upper tier, is except ional, but has no bearing on the
typological classification of the pattern.
Apart from the fact that it combines features of our first and
second types, the H ainan pattcrn of lt'ig. 4 is also interesting because
of the elements introduced into the spaces betv.reen the connected
figures. These elements have the appearance of birds represented
in front view, with wings and claws spread out heraldically; but
they also suggest human figures. The ambiguity may be intentional,
in so far as the Li people associate their t ribal origin with a legendary
bird( 6). If these creatures represent t hc avian ancestors (or fosterparents) of t he Li, their inclusion in the pattern \vould be in harmony
~

.

(4) See Rõder, 1939, p. 103. It is to be hoped that Dr. Rõder will preeently publieh the resulte
of hie field-work on Ambonese social theory i11 exten8o. Compare note 132, eepeeially for the aymboliem of the baek-bone in Fig. 2 a.
(5) See H . Stübel, 1937, p. 36.
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with its genealogical significance. The possibility that these secondary
figures represent totemic creatures will be considered further in
connection with our discussion of Fig . .35.
Inscribed upon each of the bird-like creatures in the upper
register of t his unfinished embroidery, or suspended under their
wing-like arms, \Ve see series of t iny figures, reduced to the simplest
possible lines. If, as seems likely, thesc little fig11res are conceived

Fig.::_4 - Embroidery.

•t

Li tribe.

Hainan Island (Soutb China.).

as progeny emerging from the bird-like creatures, we have before
us what may be described as a tripie genealogical system. Within
the intervals of a primary network of connected human figures is
a secondary series of creatures, presumably representing totemic
ancestors·; and these in tnrn bring forth a tertiary brood of smaller
quasi-human figures. ln the la ter course of our study we shall encounter
further examples of the interlocking of t\vo or more genealogical
patterns.
A fot1rth genealogical pattern from the Old World, which will
::;erve as introduction to examples in t he N ew World, appears in the
carved decoration of a bamboo tobacco pipe from N ew Guinea, Fig. 5.
Here the connected figures are arranged in altemately upright and
inverted columns, each upright figure being joined by its arms to the
arms of two adjacent inverted figures, and by its legs to the legs of the
two·inverted figures diagonally below it. The typological classification
of this design, though it may seem at first open to question, does
not offer any real difficulty. rfhe fact that the common limbs are

14
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extensions of the sides of the bodies indicates relationship to patterns
of our second type; and the fact that each continuum of limbs runs
a sinuous course vertically rather than horizontally confirms this
classification. The difference between this design and a design like
that of the Celebes ikat. Fig. 2, is hardly more than would be effected

Fig. 5 - Design incised on a ba1nboo tobacco pipe.
Southern Dutch New Guinea.

Fig. 6 - Design incised on a
club. Dutch or British
Guiana.

by a slight vertical displacement of the bodies in alternate columns
of the i kat, bringing them into horizontal rather than diagonal alignment, and a slight differentiation between the curves forming the
common arms and those forming the common legs. Since the difference
between two such designs as represented by Figs. 2 and 5 lies onJy
in such minor adjustments, it is doubtful tha t the latter should be
set aside as representing a wholly distinct type by itself. It is perhaps
best to leave open the question whether the more original representatíve
of Type II is the scheme of Fig. 2, in which one cannot tell whether
the bodies are upright or inverted, or that of :F'ig. 5, in \Vhich upright
and inverted bodies succeed each other in alternate columns; for
both schemes, the ambiguous and the alternate, occur widely. Even
though the design of the N ew Guinea pipe may appeal to us as better
founded anat0mically, both schemes can be justified symbolically.
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in so far as each suggests, in its way, the possibility of an alternately
ascendent and descendent reading of the genealogical sequence( 6).
Now the design on the N ew Guinea pipe, Fig. 5, is structurally
identical with the design on a pottery vessel from Maraj6 Island at
the mouth of the Amazon River, Fig. 7a( 7); in so far as each consists
of alternate columns of upright and inverted human
figures, connected horizontally by their arms and diagonally by their legs. We
may even see further correspondences b et w e e n this
Maraj6 design and genealogical patterns '.of the Old

l!'ig. 7 a - Reconst.ruction of the design on

Fig. 7 'b - Pottery vessel from Maraj6,
Brazil.

World in the formation of its common legs out of groups of parallel
lines (as in Figs. 1 and 4), and possibly in the stepped formation
of its common arms (as in Fig. 4). The question whether two
such closely similar and highly complex designs could have been independently invented in the two hemispheres or whether the type
was transmitted from one hemisphere to the other may be left in
abeyance while we proceed to further comparisons.
.
(6) For the possible meaning of these alterna tely upright and inverted fig ures, see the discussion
f>f Fig. 38 b, e, and h to k. Historically significant is the fact that a design virtually identical with
t.hat of the Celebes ikat, Fig. 2, occurs in the carved decoration of another bamboo pipe from the
li&DlC part of New Guinea as Fig. 5 (Haddon, 1947, fig. 21}; and that, conversely, a design structurally
identical with that of Fig. 5 occurs in t he woven decoration of textiles from the Sangihe and Talaud
Islands "Ilorth of Celebes (Amsterdam, Kon. Instituut voor de Tropen, 556/71}, and also in a prehistoric sherd from Central Celebes (Hoop, 1941, fig. 105 B). This series of Indonesian-Papuan correspondences supports our view tbat Figs. 2 and 5 are but variants of a single basic type. The antiquity
of this type cau be p:athered from the fact that it occurs in the decoration of early Iranian pottery:
see Figs. 39 and 41.
{'?) Though our Fig. 7a was postulated solely on the basis of the published illustratíon Fig. 7b,
the postulation is confirmed by the design on an uncatalogued Marajó jar in the Museu Nacional,
Rio de Janeiro, dating from the days of Hartt's and Netto's excavations, which came to my attention
subs.equently. The incised decoration on this fragmentary vessel (height as reconstituted, 40
cm.) consiste of at least four complete and two half bands like the three complete and two half

16
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In the first place, we observe that the l\1araj6 design of Fig.
7 is not unique in the New World. Incised on a club from Guiana
is a design, Fig. 6, consisting of two upright human figures joined
to each other by a common arm, and to an inverted figure below
them by common legs. This arrangement obviously embodies essentially
the sarne structural principie as the Marajó pattern of Fig. 7. What
is the nature of the relationship between the Maraj6 and the Guiana
design? Though Fig. 6 looks like the nucleus frcm which an all-over
pattern like that of Fig. 7 might have evolved, we believe that it
is, rather, an excerpt from a pre-existing all-over pattern: t he end
rather than the beginning of a development(8).
ln all the designs considered up to this point, the human identity
of the repeating elements is fairly obvious, the greatest naturalism
being that of the Guiana design, Fig. 6. F'rom now on, however, we
shall have to consider designs of which the anthropomorphic character
is not immediately apparent, but is to be inferred from context anà
analogy. Though some of our inferences may seem at first inadequately
supported, the reader is asked not to judge them until the evidence
has been presented in its entirety.
Our chief means of identifying highly geometrized pattems
made up of human figures, in the Old World as in the New, is by
their structural analogy with relatively naturalistic pattems like
those already considered. For example, the anthropomorphic origin
of tbe Melanesian "geometric" pattern, Fig. 9, appears iil the light
of the more naturalistic Melanesian pattern, Fig. 8. The design of
Fig. 9 may be regarded as an extension or multiplication of the centràl
tier of human elements in Fig. 8, minus the rudimentary heads and
plus ovoid bodies around the spinal columns. Designs of this type,
generally headless, are fairly common in Melanesia and along the
northern coast of New Guinea ( 9).
·
The painted decoration of a Carajá paddle from Central Brazil,
Fig. 10, displays a certain similarity to the Melanesian design just
considered. ln view of the striking similarity which we have already
observed between the Papuan anthropomorphic pattern of Fig. 5
and the Brazilian one of Fig. 7, it seems very unlikely that the resemblance between Figs. 9 and 10 is accidental. Thus the Carajá design
of Fig. 10 may be best explained, like the Melanesian design of Fig.
bands of our F ig. 7 a. On tbis uncatalogued vessel the bands run horizontally as in Fig. 7 b.
Vef'sels decorated with horizontal swathea cut from the ideal pattern of :Fig. 7a (often narrower
than the swathe of Fig. 7 b , and often garbled) are not uncommon in Ma.ra.j6 pottery: thus Palmatary, 1950, pie. 130, 28g, 31e, 33a. ( = our F~. 7 b), 33e, 82c, and other specimens which she does
not illustrate.
(8) Fig. 6 representa a type of design fairly common on Guiana clube, in vthicb small groups
of human figures are connected in various ways by their limbs. (See Stolpe, 1927, paarim). All
auch arrangemente are, we believe, best explained as excerpts from endlessly repeating pa.tterne.
For a reconstruction of the repeating pattern from which Fig. 6 wa.s presuma.bly excerpted, see
Bchuster, 1955, fig. 5.
(9) See Preuss, 1897, figs. 3-10, and cf. Preuss, 1898, figa. 1-10. Some of the designe whicb
Preuss calls "hanging fruit bats" (e. g. 1898, figs. 74-78) we would regard rathe.r as all-over patterns
of human figures, like our Figs. 8 and 9.
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9, as composed of:series of human bodies in the form of upright members,
each bisected by'. a median row of dots representing the spinal column,
and all connected together by :undulating bands representing their
f

•

Fig. 8 - New Ireland
olub (Same as Fig. 1).

Fig. 9 - Design on bamboo.
Northern New Guinea.

Fig. 10 - Paddle with painted deeoration. Carajá Indiâns. Brazil.

common limbs. Justas Fig. 7 proves the existence in the New World
of patterns of our second type (Fig. 3, II), so the Carajá design of
Fig. 10 may be regarded as a New-World example of genealogical
patterns of our first type (Fig. 3, I).
But the matter is not quite so simple; for the Caraj á design
includes certain elements for which there is no counterpart in the
Melanesian design of Fig. 9. If, as we have surmised, the vertical
rows of dots in Fig. 10 represent spinal columns, what are we to
make of the zigzags which run horizontally in the spaces between
the bodies? It is hardly likely that these zigzags correspond to the
heads or rudiment.ary heads occupying the corresponding spaces in
the Melanesian design of Fig. 8. But there is evidence, as we shall see
presently, that zigzags have occasionally been used in genealogical
pattems to represent spinal columns. If, then, we take the zigzags
in Fig. 10 for spinal columns, how are we to explain their introduction
into a pattern of human figures in which the spinal columns are already
represented by rows of dots? How can there be in one an<l the sarne
pattern of human figures two series of spinal columns disposed at
right angles to each other ? The answer to this question involves the

18
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contempla.tion of a subvariety of genealogical pattems, which may
be described, for want of a better term, as patterns of "crossed
genealogies". The design of Fig. 10 is characteristic of this subvariety
in that it presents the aspect of a puzzle. When the paddle is held
vertically, as it is shown in our illustration, its design is representative
of our first type (Fig. 3, I); and the zigzags have no meaning_. When
the paddle is turned on its side, however, the design takes on the
character of a pattern of our second type (Fig. 3, II), in which the
undulating bands run vertically, and each pair ofbands forros alternately
the sides and limbs of bodies whose spinal columns are represented
by the zigzags. ln this view of the pattern, the rectangles with their
median lines of dots become meaningless.
Genealogical patterns arranged so that the component figures
f orm both horizontal and vertical series are not uncommon in South
America. The complexity of these interlocking or telescoping schemes
is often matched by their obscurity; for it is not easy to develop a
repeating pattern which conveys its meaning equally well both hori-

Fig. 11 - Roek-painting. Patagonia.
(Detail of Fig. 38)

Fig. 12 - Design on Piro
drum. Eastern Peru.

l:"ig. 13 - Design on
W a pishana gourd.
Br. Guiana.

zontally and vertically. What is meaningful from one side often
becomes meaningless from the other. N evertheless, though the human
figure may be strangely distorted to make it fit the conceptual
requirements of such repeating patterns, they generally yield their
meaning to a simple rule: turn the pattern on its side.
ln Figs. 11 to 15 are assembled a number of anthropomorphie
or "genealogical" designs based upon the biaxial principie. The
absence of clearly indicated heads in most of these designs facilitates
their rotation. ln Fig. 14 the rotation is suggested by the presence
of rudimentary heads at both ends of the bodies and by the introduction
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swastikas between them. ln Fig. 11 four "heads" have been
supplied by the writer to bring out the anthropomorphic character
of the design: if this design were turned on its side, the "heads" would
have to be transposed accordingly. The extent to which such designs
are diffused throughout South America can be gathered from the
titles under the illustrations. Their antiquity is suggested by the
archaeological origins of Figs. 11 and 14. As appears in the juxtaposition of Figs. 40 and 40 a, and again (possibly) in the design of
Fig. 43 b, the biaxial principie may have been first conceived in very
much earlier times in the Old World, as a simple crossing of two figures.
However, the extension of this principie to the formation of indefinitely
repeating patterns seems to have been a development peculiar to the
New World.
<'.>f

Though the modern Guiana design of Fig. 16 can hardly be
regarded· as representing the biaxial principie, it is nevertheless of
interest here because of its general resemblance to Fig. 11, and because
of its specific bearing upon the Carajá design of Fig. 10, as seen from

Fig. J4 - Desigu on a
" ~anga:" Maraj6, Brazil.

1

1

1

Fig 15 - Chama sieve.

Eastern Peru.

F'ig. 16 - Design painted on
a calabash. Guiana ( ?).

the side. The Guiana design of Fig. 16 is obviously representative
of our second archetype (Fig. 3, II), differing from that only in t\vo
very minor respects: the representation of the common limbs by
stepped rather than curving lines, and the presence of ''heads'' in the
f orm of circles of dots in the spaces between the "bodies". (These dots
are present in the original, not supplied by the writer as in Fig. 11).
There can be little doubt, then, that the zigzags connecting the pairs
of vertical lines in the Guiana design are in fact "shorthand" representations of the spinal columns of the figures composing it, just as
we úsed this convention in the scheme of Type II in Fig. 3.
The obvious intention to represent spinal columns by these zigzags
tends to support our vertebral interpretation of the zigzags in the
side view of the Carajá paddle, Fig. 10.

20
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Undoubtedly related to both the Carajá
design of Fig. 1O and the Guiana design ~ ·o f
Fig. 16 is the painted decoration of house-posts
of certain Tukanoan-speaking Indians of the
northwestern Amazon basin, a.s illustrated in
Fig. 17. For the "geometric" pattem of Fig.
17 is essentially the sarne as that of the Carajá paddle when viewed from the side (without
the zigzags and dots), and the sarne as the
basic framework of the Guiana pattern, Fig.
16. The importance of the pattem on this
house-post for the elucidation of the designs of
Figs. 10 and 16 lies in the context in which it
occurs. For here the "geometric" pattern obviously forms the body of a human figure
whose head appears at the top, surmounting
a vertical bar which is clearly marked as a
spinal column by a filling of chevrons. ln so
far as the pattern on this post, like the more
elaborate but basically identical designs of Figs.
10 and 16, conforrns to our second genealogical type (Fig. 3, II), it can only be derived
from series of human figures joined by their
outstretched arms and legs. 1."'he individual
heads and spinal columns missing from these
greatly simplified figures are then represented
collectively by the single large head sumiounting the pattern and by the spinal column
dividing it vertically in two. Regarded as a
whole, the design on this hot1se-post in f act
provides one of the most striking proofs of the
anthropomorphic origin of "geometric" patterns
of our second type in the New World, while i t
corroborates the interpretation which we advanced, somewhat tentatively, for the Carajá
design of Fig. 10 and tl1e Guiana design of
Fig. 16. For it is surely no accident that just
Fig. 17 - Painted
this pattern was chosen to represent the body of
bouae-Poflt.
Uanana Indiana. (Tukano
the stylized human figure on the 11ouse-post.
group). NorthW'eatem Brasil.
On the contrary, we may be snre that it was
such a composition, dorninated by a human head, fron1 which decorations like those of the Carajá pa.ddle and the Guiana bowl
were abstracted.

•
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But this is not all tl1at we can learn from the
house-post of Fig. 17. ln °the first place, its . design
explains better than any other so f ar eensider~d the
persistent headlessness of the figures composing
typical genealogical patterns. F-or· if we ·regard each
conventionalized b:_0dy i:n Fig. 17 as representing an
individual, then thcese bodies colléctívély form the
body of the tri_p e, for which there can logically be
but one ·head - that of the
tribal ancestor at the top of
the pattern, through whom
all individuais of th.e tribe
are ultimately related. The
design of tl,lis house-Qost is,
then, far ·more thán mere
decorátion: it. is a symboJic
representation oí the tribe
as a whole. Beyond this,
the very application of
the design to a aouse-posf
is in itself undoubtedly
signif icant. When we
speak of an outstanding individual as a "pillar of society", and when we spea~
of a f amily as a ''ho.use' ',
we are perpetuating metaphors which must _go baGk
.•
ultimately to ac.tual nsages.
Undoubtedly the hou.s e- '
post, of Fig~ 17 represe11ts
such á usage, surviving in
thê traditions of a people
closer to symbolic origins
than ourselves. N ot only
figur~tively but ãlso literally the tribal ancestor is
Fig. 18 Doór-post .
Fig. 19 - .Hoµsepost. Admiralty
heFe the. pilla·r of the house,
New Caledonia.
Islands.
it.s physical .strength being metaphysically reinforced by the strength
of ali the jnJiiyiduals forming the eollective body of the tribe.(1º)
(10) Undoubtedly. the .anthropomorphic house-posi of Fig. 17 is but one representative of a
type founa alao in oth.er parta of·tne world. 'l'hus in the Polyhesian island of Tikopia, accoidin1
to Firth, 194Q, 1, p. 137 f, tbe. çentral poet of a temple emboQiee the deified êpirit of the clan-anceetot

'
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The house-post of Fig. 17 not only illustrates the genealogical
significance of "geometric" patterns of our second type, but it provides
a rare insight into the nature of the genealogica.l symbolism which
here concerns us. ln other such patterns, especially in the Old World,
we have already observed a certain emphasis upon the spinal column.
ln the design of this house-post the spinal columns are, as it were,
extracted from their places in the repeating pattern and magnified
into a single feature of dominant importance. The chevrons representing the vei·tebrae in this broad column run in opposite directions
from a central point, determined by a transverse bar and evidently
conceived as an umbilicus. If the repea ting pattern represents the
tribe, its division by this means into four equal sections can only
refer to social divisions within the tribal body. Among the Cub~o
and presumably other Tukanoan tribes this would probably mean
exogamous phratries or sibs. The spinal column thus appears to be
a symbol of cleavage, not so much within the body of each individual
(compare Fig. 2) as '\Vithin the body of the tribal ancestor, and thus
conterminously within the body of the tribe. 'l~he crossing of the
spinal column by a horizontal bar suggests that the body of the tribal
ancestor was conceived as having been actualiy divided into four
parts, which must be forever reunited by individual marriages between
members of the exogamous divisions in order to perpetuate the social
fabric of the tribe. ln this symbolism the umbilicus undoubtedly
plays a role of great importance. It was probably conceived as an
omphalos or cosmic navel, by which the bodily divisions of the ancestor
were aligned with the cardinal directions; and this alignment is ideally
perpetuated in the relative geographical locations of the sibs or
phratries composing the tribe ( 11) . The post embodying the ancestor is
then simultaneously and necessarily the vVorld-Pillar (Weltsaule, aX'is
mundi) supporting the firmament, as represented in microcosm by
the roof ( 12).
Though t he cosmic function of t he house-post is implicit in its
representation of the social community (in so far as the ultimate
ancestor is conceived as God), the meaning of the post to those
dwelling in the house was probably in the first place a social one.
I t is for this reason, no doubt, that we encounter house-posts in tl1e
who first dwel t in the building before it was consecrated, and his descendants are known collectively
hY. the name of the " house" of that ances tor. Frobenius. 1897, recognized the "genealogical housepost" in Africa; and w e n1ay perbaps see a refined survival of this primitive idc11. in caryatida like
t bose of the Athenian Erecb themn.
(11) On the correlation bet·ween social divisions, cosmogony and geography, see, most recently,
Bertling, 1954, especia.lly p. 9, referring to a god of N ew Guinea whose body is divided at the navel
into four parts, frorn which all hun1anity is descended. Compare the genetic role of the navel in a
Carib creation myth, note 105. For the signifioance of the spinal column, $ee note 132.
(12) On the cosmic connotation of the house-post and the roof, see Coo1naraswa1ny, 1938,
11aaBim, :aertling, 1954, p. 8, and Firth, 1940, 1, p. 147 (where the house-post is conoeived a.a a. demiii&'d who providee . communication
between men a,nd gods, i. e., between
mioro- !i>'nd macrocoem).
.
.
~
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form of ancestral images in various parts of the world. Probably
nowhere, ho,vever, do we meet with house-posts so closely resemblirig
those of the Tukanoans as in the Melanesian area of the Western
P acific.
Thus the New Caledonian door-post, Fig. 18, and a house-post
.from tl1e Achniralty lslands, Fig. 19, are obviously variants of the
type represented by the Tukano post of Fig. 17; and it follows that,
despite differences of style, the "geometric" patterns on the shafts
of the two Melanesia11 posts must have the sarne meaning as that
on the shaft of the South American one. As a matter of fact, the
anthropomorphic character of the t'vo Melanesian patterns is more
easily established in terms of regional traditions than we were able
to ·establish that of Fig. 17. Thus the pointed ovais on the shaft of
the Admiralty post, Fig. 19, are almost in themselves recognizable
as human bodies, each divided vertically by two parallel rows of dots
obviously representing the spinal column, as such rows of dots serve
in another Melanesian design, Fig. 9. By the sarne token, the zigzags
connecting the points of these ovais rnust represent common arrns
and legs in the sarne way as undulating bands connect the oval bodies
in Fig. 9 and the spinal columns in Fig. 1. This characteristic Admiralty
pattern differs from the scheme of Type I in Fig. 3 only in so far as
each tier of figures is separated from tl1e tiers above a11d below by
horizontal cross-bars, instead of being connected "vith them by
common li11)bs. The design of tl1e Adn1iralty post thus suggests a
finite number of generations rather than the endlessness of the genetic
process implicit in more truly characteristic patterns of our first type.
Nevertheless, these generations of headless figures are ali "animated",
justas on the Tukano post, by a single large head at the top, to which
they no doubt stand in the ~relation of desccndants ·to an ancestor.
And again as in Fig. 17, the multiplication of bodies must have been
conceived as strengthening the post symbolically. Shaft and capital
together represent the inseparable and all-powerful unity of tl;ie
tribe ( 13).
As for the zigzags carved on the ·shaf t of the N ew Caledonian
post, Fig. 18, these cali haTdly be explained except as continuous
limbs connecting series of rudimentary human figures, in the s~me
way as undulating bands of parallel lines connect the skeletal bodies
Thougb the 11elanesian posts of F'igs. 18 ·and 19 a.re the only Oceanicexamples known
seri~s of
headless bodie!! on the shaft, it should be noted that in the Polynesian isla.nd of Tikopia, which
lies on the "fringe" of Melanesia, hoi:lse-posts may be conceived, though not represcnted, as deified
ancestors. (See note 10 above}. The fact that a" dan.cing skirt" is tied round the "body" of. the
. the Tikopian post-god in a periodic rite of renewal helps us to understa.nd t.he pa.inted decoration of
the Tukanoan post, Fig. 17, as a dancing costume wit.h a fringe at tbe l)ottom . (Cf. also F i.g. 21).
No doubt, then, among the Tukanoans a.s among the Tikopin.ns, the ancestral god of the post was
conceived as the first dancer or the initiator of the dance.
(13)

to us embodying the iconographic principle oí a human h ead for capitill surmounting a
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on the New Ireland club of Fig. 1. The NewJCaledonian design is
thus a eharacteristic example of our first type 9f "genealogical" pattem;
Fig. 3, I. The diamonds formed between the zigzags, or perhaps the star-shaped cut-ot1ts within tl1e diamonds, must then represent
headless bodies, each band of zigzags serving as limbs of the bodies
both above and below it. Here again, needless to say, the large head
spanning the top of the post belongs to ali· the headless bodies comprising the shaft. However obvious this explanation appears when

Fig. 20 - Painted deooration of a· tomb. Tierradentro, Colombia.
Fig. 21 - Costumed dancer. C'ua Indiana. Northweatern Brazil.

the typical N ew Caledonian tale of Fig. 18 is aligned comparatively
with the posts of Figs. 17 and 19, it has by no means always been
so obvious to those who regarded the study of New Caledonian art
as an exclusive regional specialty{14).
If the juxtaposition of these designs makes it elear that the
Tukano house-post of Fig. 17 is but representative of a type, the
(14) Thus, though Sarasin, Leenhardt and others seem to agree thàt the Néw Caledonian
door-post or tale must somehow represent an aneestor, they were ata loss to explain the "geometric"
pattern on the shaft. Compton, HH7, p. 98 (in wbat seems to be an indirect quotation of a native
informant) eame nearest the mark when he deseribed the lozenges as "stomachs" (plural) of the
figure who.'!e head forma the capital. Sarasin, 1929, p. 1~5.J recognized the lozengea as multiple
bodies somehow related to the single head at the top, 5ut. he took the zigzags for ribs, rather than
limbs, as we have se.en them to be; and .he coneluded that "such a repetition (of human bodiee},
th.ough in it8el} senseltss, would not be contrary to the laws-of de.<Jign." (Our italics). What is really
eenaeless is the invocation of imaginary lawe of design to. ex_plain forms w.hieh eiµi only be understood
by eomparison with phenomena outside tne limited area under investigation.
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question naturally arises whether it is the only representative of its
type in the New World. It would be surprising if a symbolism of
such importance had not left its mark in earlier phases of South
American culture. And we do in f act know of at least two South
American examples of the type from earlier times. Though these
deviate in some respects from the modem Tukano post, both are,
we believe, ultimately related to it, and certainly neither can be
explained except in terms of its genealogical symbolism.
ln certain tombs at Tierradentro in the Cauca valley of Colombia, each of the pilasters "supporting" the subterranean roof carries
a. Iarge human head as capital and a geometric pattem on the shaft,
as shown in Fig. 20. From what we have just observed, it may be
reasonably concluded that the pattern on each of these pilasters is
derived from series of human bodies, whose common head f orms the
capital. Th:e fact that the Tierradentro pattern is a simple lattice
hardly invalidates this conclusion; for we have already seen, in the
New Caledonian post of Fig. 18, how the pattem of interlocking
bodies can be simplified toward such a result. However, while there
is enough left of the original limbs of the figures in the N ew Caledonian
design to indicate its derivation from a genealogical pattem of our
first type, the lattice of tbe Tierradentro pilasters has been simplified
to such an extent that it is impossible to say from which of the two
basic types of Fig. 3 it is derived. Though we do not know how accumtely the decoration of the Tierradentro tombs reflects the domestic
architecture of the people who were buried in them, i-t can hardly be
doubted that the pilasters in the tomos are "genealogical", in the
sarne sense as the house-posts of the modem Tukano Indians. And
if these pilasters find their counterpart in the modem Tukano houseposts, we may plausibly compare the decoration of the walls and
roofs of the sarne tombs with the similar decoration of the modem
dan.cing costumes of these Indians and their neighbors, as suggested
in Fig. 21 ( 16).
Our second archaeological example of this symbolism is a stone
column f ound at Tafí in Tucumán province, northwestern Argentina.
(15) This compa.rison implies the que11tio11 whether the wall- and rQof-patterns of Fig. 20
are not eymbolic in the sarne eenee as the Tukano poet of Fig. 17 (which is related to both the danceeoetume of Fig. 21 and the pilastere of Fig. 20). W e believe that a funct.ional explanation of the~e
wall- and roof-decoratione a.a an imitation of beams and matting by no mt.ans excludea a symbolic
one, but that the two may reinforce each other, a.a in the symbolic hou.ee-post. (Cf. note 12). Undoubt·
edly the Tukano façade, Koch-Grunberg, 1006, 2, pl. 90 a; 1908, pi. 6, fig. 13, repreeente a genealogy
of the enlarged family which figuratively colll!titutea the "house". Strangely enough, the façade
of a West African house, Griaule, 1948, p. 112 and pls. 1 and IX, provides an explicit key to the
implicit genealogical symbolism of the Tukano faça.de, as Griaule'e discussion, pp. 109-121, sheds a
brilliant light on the symbolism of primitive architectute a.ltogether. Kricke.b erg, 1949, pp. 35;-37,
calle,d attention t.o the close similarity between Tierradentro architectural ornament and the des1gns
of modern Arawak &nd Tukano dance-costumes, without, however,attemptingto fathom the eymbolism underlying it. On tbe house-post as a dancer and the dancer as a hou.ee-post, cf. notes 13 and 27.
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This column or ''menhir," shown in Fig. 22, differs from the modern
hous~post of Fig. 17 chiefly in its function; for the circumstance8
under which it was found, in an area with other widely scattered
columns of varying decoration, preclude the possibility of its having
served to support a roof. Presumably it was set up as a fre~standing
memorial. ln its carved decoration, however, this "menhir" obviously.
conforms to the formula, now familiar to us, of a post with a human
head for its capital and a geometric pattern on its shaft. There is
no possibility of dating the Tafí columns precisely, because of the
lack of associated archaeological finds; and though the face of this
example (unfortunately mutilated) may eventually provide a clue to
stylistic affinities with other ancient monuments ( 16), we are here
concerned not so much with its date and historical relationships as
with its symbolism.
On the basis of the four preceding illustrations, it may now be
stated as a working hypothesis, if notas an axiom, that any repeatirig.
pattern of geometric character which occupies the shaft of a post or
column bearing a human head at the top is ipso facto derived from
series of human bodies belonging to that head. Proof of the anthropomorphic derivation of the pattern on tl1e shaft of tlie Taff menhir .
is not, ho,vever, so easily established as in any of the four preceding
instances. Such proof 'vould require a special study of similar
designs occu1Ting in the ancient and modern decorative arts of many
different South American peoples. Though lack of space forbids such
a study .here, it may nevertheless be useful to suggest, at least in.
rough terms, how the development of the Tafí design might have
taken place. To begin with, it may be regarded as fairly obvious
that this design is in some degree related to that on the shaft of the
Tukano post, Fig. 17. However, the Tafí design can perhaps be
more readily understood in terms of the Guiana desig11 of Fig. 16,
which is, as 've have seen, but a variant of that on the Tukano post.
The Tafí pattern could be derived from such a design by one or two
slight modifications. Disregarding the zigzags in Fig. 16, we may
see in its dotted circles a plausible counterpart for the circles of the
Tafí design; and the long horizontal compartments enclosing tl1ese
circles (or the cupulae marking their centers) on the central axis of
the menhir may then be likened to the roughly rectangular compartments with stepped tops and bottoms enclosing the dotted circlés
in the Guiana design. The Tafí compartments differ from those of
Fig. 16 chiefly in that they are self-contained, and otherwise only
in being longer and flatter and having one less ''step" at the top and
(16) Thus Bruch, 1913, p. 5, n. l, suggests comparison witb the head of a certain stela from
Tiahuanaco (Stübel & Uhle, 1892, pl. 35); and analogies cap, be iseen also in the face on a Dia.guita
bronze plaque (Museo de La Plata, 6791), as well as on the Tierradentro pilasters, Fig. 20.
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bottom. The nucleated circles along tl1e right and left edges of the
menhir, joined in pairs by horizontal lines, are presumably likewise
equivalent to dotted circles of the Guiana design. The circles on the
menhir might be conceived either as heads, or perhaps more plausibly
as navels. Though the menhir was of course intended to be seen in vertical position, this does
not exclude the possibility that its design was
applied to movable objects as well, and so was
intended, like many other South American designs
(Figs. 11-15) to be seen from either side. In this
C'.:tse, the raised parts of the stone would form a
pattern of our second type (Fig. 3, II), and the
incised Iines would become meaningless except as
divisions. Either interpretation is possible, though
neither can be regarded as certain until t his design is made the subject of an extensive compara.tive study(' 17). It may be safely predicted, however, that no matter how the geometric pattern on the Tafí menhir is ultimately explained,
the basic relationship of the whole menhir to the
Tukano post of Fig. 17 is hardly likely to be
disproved.
1-.he thesis of a relationship between the
Tafí menhir of Fig. 22 and the modern housepost of Fig. 17 is supported by the even more
obvious relation between another stone monument from the T afí area, Fig. 23, and the painted and carved d ecoration of anot her Tukano
house-post, represented in .Fig. 24. Koch-Grünberg, who saw many such house-posts and was
familiar with the variations of t heir painted designs, undoubtedly had good reason for regarding
the motive of Fig. 24 as a conventionalized human head, in which the centra i cup-shaped depression represents the hole made by the Indians
in the under lip for the in sertion of a labret F ig. 22 - Stone stela.
Tafí, Tucumán.
(tembetií), the J ~,brct itself being represented by a
NW. Argentina..
plug of wood left standing in t he middle of the
cup. The derivation of this design from a human face can be
followed plausibly enough in the se ries of Koch-Grünberg's
(17) Though it is impossible to embark upon such a study here, the body-pattern of the T aff
ateia, Fig. 22, should be compared with designs bumt on ancient ca.labashes (Rydén, 1944, fig. 80 M;
and Tucumán, Museo arq. e preh., 43.421/93) and painted on more recent ones (UWe, 1890, 2, pl. 4 ,
fig. 8; and Paris, Musl!e de l'Homme, 78.32.3, where the motive seems clearly intended to represen t
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illustrations. (The rays on the pointed are at the top of the design
no doubt represent a feather headdress). Now the volutes of this
painted design have their obvious counterpart in the omega-like
motive carved on the Argentine stone,
Fig. 23 - 'vhich must accordingly be understood as the conventionalized representation of a human head. Under this
"head" on t he Argentine stone we see a
horizontal bar enclosing a pair of cupulae
at the ends. This bar is evidently the
remnant of a body-pattern like that on
the menhir of Fig. 22; and it corresponda,
in all probabillity, to one of
the connected
pairs of nucleated circles on
that monument. The f act
that the body:::·:=:::!:~======:. pattern tends
Fig. 23 - Soulptured atone.
to disappear
Fig. 24 - Design on a house-post.
'fucumán province. Northweetern
U aiana tribe (Tukanoan).
under both of
Argentina.
Northwestern BrazU.
these similarly
formed "heads" confirms the closeness of relationship between the
"menhirs" of Tafí in Argentina and the wooden house-posts of the
Indians between the Yapura and the Rio Negro in Brazil. Whatever
else this may mean, it clearly indicates that the conventional f orms
perpetuated by the modern Indians were already established when
the Argentine stelae were carved ( 18).
ln all probability the house-post from Eastern Peru illustrated in
Fig. 25 represents another survival of the sarne tradition. This interpretation depends in large measure upon the identity of the motive painted in the rectangular space just under the carved capital.
~pinal

columns). All these designs, including that of the Tafl: stela, are doubtless related in some
Way to themotive of a lineorlines interrupted at. intervals by nucleated circles, which oecurs sporadically in petroglypbs and pictographs all the way from NW Argentina through Soutb America
to the Antillee, Mexico, and the SW United Sta~.a.
(18) It should be mentioned tbat the shaft of a third Taff ateia (Brucb, 1913, fig. 8) likewise
consista (in our opinion) of series of human bodies surmounted by a rudimentary head. Theee conventionaliaed bodies, different from those of Fig. 22, are rela.ted to the motive of a rock-carving (petroglypb) in the Argentine T erritorio del Rio Negro, Menghin, 1952, pl. 4&; and botb designa again have
their analogy in the living art of tropical forest Indiana far to the north: for example in tbe bodypainting of the Cashinawa of the Rio Curanja in E. Peru (Schults and Chiara, 1955, pi. l; cf. also a
Chama paddle, Steward & Métraux, 1948, p. 576, fig. 78 i). Similarly, the "body-design" of etill
another Tafí etela, not published by Bruch or Schreiter (photos Carlos Reyes M. Garjardo, Tucum,n)
recalls another Brazilian design: that on a Tupinamba sacrificial mace-head (Staden in Métraux.
1948, fig. 9: apparently a simplilication of the Tupiruunba body-pattern, our Fig. 28). Tbese analogie11
clearly indica.te an extensive relationship between the designa of the Tafí stelae as a group and desi&ntraditiona (esp. in body-painting) of tropical foreet tribes.
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If that motive is a rudimentary face, consisting of a nose with attached
eyebrows but lacking eyes and mouth, it would reasonably follow
that the geometric pattern on the shaft of the sarne post is equivalent
to the pattern on the shaft of the Tukano post, Fig. 17. Our surmise
that the motive at the top of Fig. 25 represents a human face seems
to be supported by the circumstance that
other house-posts from the sarne region are
sometimes carved with more or less abbreviated
human bodies surmounted by three-dimensional heads, as shown in Fig. 26.( 19). The thesis
that the "geometric" design on the shaft
of Fig. 25 was evolved from series of human
bodies is, moreover, supported by a number
of other considerations: perhaps in the first
place by its basic similarity to the design carved on the shaft of the Tafí menhir, Fig. 22,
of which this painted design might be regarded as an angular variant; each enclosure
of a little cross on the central axis of the Pen1vian post corresponding to the enclosure of a
cup on the central axis -0f the menhir. The
only difference between the two patterns
is
.
. . .........
theri in the disposition of the lines connecting
the enclosures. W e shall have more to say
later about the pattern on the shaft of this
Peruvian post, as well as about the "face" at
its top. ln the mean time it may be recalled
that Tessmann long ago surmised that the
"geometric" designs of Eãstern Peru, of which
that on this post is typical, are derived ultimately from human figures, greatly simplified
and variously combined. This surmise is, in
our opinion, basically sound; even though
much comparative study remains to be done
before it can be verified ( 2 º). Tentatively, at
least, the Peruvian post of Fig. 25 may be regarded as an example of the type of anthropo- - Figa. 25 and._26 - Chama
morphic house-posts pilasters and menhirs hou.ee-poets. ucayali valley.
•
'
•
•
•
Eaatern Peru.
wh1ch are, as we have seen, w1dely d1str1buted
in time and space throughout South America.
-· ~

l

#

With Fig. 26"should be compared certain ancienti.house-posts fromrthe..,Nazca Valley
on the other side of the Andes, which are carved with human figures., bust.<i or heads (Doering, 1936).
The panpipes held by these figures indicate that they represent dead persons (cf. the spinal column
in Fig. 17), and Doering is no doubt right in concluding that the roof was symbolically carried by
anoesto~ in effigy. Must we auppose the.t the Chama poet of Fig. 26 reflect.s trana-Andean influence, or may not the N azca and the Chama poste go back to a common origin, older the.n either 't
(20) Tessmann, 1928, p. 177 f. {Cf. our Fig. ló).
(19)
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The fact that the "geometric" pattern on the shaft of thisPeruvian
post reached up to the nose of the conventionalized face at the top,
apparently covering its mouth, may find its explanation in another

Fig. 27 - T u kano

house-post. NW. B razil.

Fig. 28 - Tattooed T upinambá warrior. M aranhão . •.<\fter
C laude d' Ab beville, 16 14.
7c

usage, that of body-painting, to which we now turn our attention.
It is very interesting, and indeed important, to observe that some·of
the patterns applied to South American house-posts are also painted
or tattooed on the Indians' bodies. Thus KocH-ÜRÜNBERG tells us that
the typical pattern of the Tukano house-posts, as represented in
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Figs. 17 and 27, \Vas painted nút only on the Indians' dancing costumes
(compare Fig-. 21), but also, for festive occasions, on their bodies ( 21).
This might seem to be a matter of pt1rely local interest, \vere it not

Fig. 29 - Cáduveo a r'm-paint,in g.
lVIato Grosso.. Brazil.

.

I

Figs. 30 and 31 - Shipaya designs. Rio Iriri, Brazil.
Both proba.bly used in body-painting.
~

for the fact that patterns wl1ich we recognize as representative of
our second type (Fig~ 3, II) occur in body-painting or tattooing not
only in a small area in northweste,rn Brazil, but
severa! widely
separa.ted parts of South America - a.nd not only among tribes who
decora.te their hol1se-posts with such designs. What, then, is the
relation betíween the designs on the house-posts and the similar
designs applied to the bodies of the living Indians? ln so far as the
patterns used in body-painting and tattooing are t.hemselves composed

in

•

(21) Koch-G rünberg, 1908, p. 46. Though the only Tukano body-pa.inting actua.lly iirustrated by Koch showstthe type of pattern at the b.ottom of our Fig. 27 (Koch-Griinberg, 1906, p. 377;
09-10, 1, p. 343~, hls statement seems to indica.te tlía.t the pattern at the t.o p of Fig. 27 was probably
aleo só used. However mucJ1 the pattem at the bottom of Fig. 27 may look as if-inspired by ba.sketry
~cf. note 81), it is probably a simplified "genealogical" pattern of the type of Figs. 12-15, in which
the bodiea cross each other at ríght. angles. Both designs are assoeiated on Tukano rattles and
dance,.st&:vcm
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of series of conventionalized bodies, it can only be concluded that
the application of sttch patterns to the living body makes the wearer
into a living image of his tribe. And t his corresponds to the concepticn
of the anthropomorphic house-post as a kind of composite tribal spirit.
Wl1ether the body-decoration was copied from t he house-post or the
other way around need not concern us: it1 either case the design is
a "tribal" pattern in the sense that it literally represents the tribe
as a composite of its members.
While not all patterns used by South American Indians for bodydecoration are necessarily derived from series of linked human figures,
there are nevertheless severa! reasonably clear cases of such derivation;
and a study of these leads us to suspect that at least a consideraole
number of b Jdy-patterns will ultimately find their explanation in
terms of the genetie symbolism now familiar to us. This means that
ali South American body-decorations, especially in so far as they
consist of. endlessly repeating patterns, should be tested for the
pos.sibility of derivation from series of human figures. Here we can
only consider a f ew instances in which such derivation is especially
evident.
A document of prime importance for this phase of our study
is the tattooing of a Tupinamba warrior, as recorded by a Capuchin
missionary of the seventeenth century and here reproduced in Fig.
28. This body-pattern can be best understood with reference to the
pattern on the typical Tukanoan l1ouse-post, Fig. 27, from which.
it differs only in such minutiae as the absence of little horizontal bars
within the compartments and the multiplication of the stepped lines
forming an "ogival" system characteristic of our second type (Fig.
3, II). Not only is the Tupinamba pattern a clear example of that
type; but the missionary who recorded it also transmitted an account
of the meaning which the wearer, or his compeers, associated with it.
This design represented, according to CLAUDE D'A BBEVILLE, a record
of the wearer's brave deeds in battle, and more specifically a record
of the twenty-four enemies whom he had slain and whose names he
had acquired( 22) . It is thus obvious that the elements composing the
pattcrn were somehow recognized by the Tupinamba as representing
human figures. Since we have seen that the basic meaning of all
such patterns is essentially genealogical, it must be asked whether
there is nota connection of some kind between the Tupinamba institution of ritual homicide and the idea of t ribal continuity, which
'vould explain the use of this "genealogical" pattern as a record of
humn.n sacrifices. There are, in fact, a number of clues to such an
(22) Probably the pattern of Fig. 28 was extended on eo.ch of theee occasions.~_ Sec Claude
d 'Abbeville, 1614, foi. 348; a.nd cf. Métra.ux, 1948, p. 108.
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association. Among them may be mentioned the circumstance that
the Tupinamba cut the body of the slain captive first into quarters,
and that the assignment of its various parts to various individuais
to be eaten was evidently a matter of great social importance( 23).
This suggests the ritual re-enactment of a widespread type of creation
myth, according to which the human race is descended f rom the
dismembered parts of a primordial body; certain races, tribes or sibs
being descended from certain parts, in geographical alignment with
the four quarters (as we have already suggested in connection with
the design on the Tukano post, ·Fig. 17). It seems that when the
captive proclaimed his "honor" at being dismembred and eaten, this
was not only an expression of bravado, but also reflected the knowledge,
or at least some vague memory, that in this grim drama he was
impersonating the ulthnate ancestor, and was thus virtually a god,
or God Himself, whose body was to be· consumed in a primitive communion. This idea may be read between the lines of a remarkable
speech made by a captive warrior before his execution, apparently in
accordance with a formula customary on such occasions, in which he
attempted to taunt his tormentors byclaiming that in eating him they
would eat their own relatives and ancestors, since he had earlier eaten
of these when they fell captive to his own people. This diatribe should
be considered in conjunction with the fact that not only the executioner
but all the male and female relatives of his generation changed their
names when the victim was executed; the death of the victim thus
evidently implying the rebirth of a whole generation(.24). lt thus
appears that the sacrifice of the victim is somehow associated with
the perpetuation of the tribe. The fact that the Tupinamba executioner
(who was often the son of the victim's captor) did not himself partake
of the victim's body may · be explained in the light of a Mexican
practice, according to which captor and captive acknowledge their
relationship to be symbolically that of father and son, and the captor
abstains from eating of tl1e sacrificed captive specifically for this
reason('26). The general relation between the Tupinamba and the
Mexican cycles of captive-sacrifice and cannibalism has been pointed
~

•
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(23) On the social significance of the quartering of the victhn, see below at note 113. It is
not entirely clear, from the acoounts of early observers as surnmarized by .?vlétraux, 1928, p. 154 f,
and 1948, pp. 122 ff., to just what extent the distribution of tbe parts of the victim followed social
diatinctions within the tribe; but it does seem clear, at any rate, that a eertain tentimmt of social
propriety was observed. Cf. note 132.
(24) For the speech see Rochefort. as eited by Volhard, 1939, p. 354. We doubt that thil\
changing of names can be explained solely on the basis of the desir~ to evade ghostly venge.ance, as
i>ropoeed by Frjederici in Globut, 89, 1906, pp. 59-63. That this is not the real or primary reason
will appear in the light of oonsiderations to be introduced later.
(25} This_n1att.er will be discussed more fully below at note 133. Abstention of the captor
or executioner from ea.ting of the victim ca.n be observed also in other pa.rts of the world (Volhard ,
1939, pp. 197, 223: Papua, Niesan, a.nd clsewhere). As suggested in the last note, we doubt that
fear of gbostly vengeance adequately explains such a.bstention .
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out by Radin, who also noted that the Tupinamba I~egarded each
captive enemy as a su_b stitute for one or tl1eir own dead( 26). Like
the Mexican captive, the Tupinarnba captive \vas treated, until his
sacrifice, as a god; but also, it must be observed, as the equivalent
of án ancestor in the sense of a dead relative. The idea underlying
these apparently perverse practices is not self-evident, but \Vill appear·
in the light of certain considerations to be introduced at the end of
our study. ln the mean ti me it will suffie e to observe that in applying
a "genealogical" pattern to his body in commemoration of the slaying
of captives, the Tupinamba \Vas, as it \Vere, commemorating his own
genealogy in terms of ritual sacrifices.
N ot only directly in its artistic structure and inclirectly in its
meaning is the Tupinamba tattooing of Fig. 28 thus related to the ..
patterns painted on the Tukano house-posts of Figs. 17 and 27; but
there is also an analogy in the arrangement or disposition of the patterns.
For just as the Tupinamba pattern was tattooed only on the torso, ·
exclusive of the arms and lower legs (those parts, namely, vvhich
were cut off if the \Varrior was captured!), so there is no representation
of the limbs on the painted Tukano post: they were apparently
"thought a\vay", as if unfit to carry the pattern. And on the corresponding dancing costume, Fig. 21, the "genealogical" pattern is
painted only on the torso, v;hile the arms are hidden by sleeves (a
surprising accessory in the jungle!) and the legs by a fringe, which
reappears in conventional form on the post, Fig. 17. Whatever may
be the meaning of these correspondences, they llndoubtedly show a
close relation between the Tupinamba body decoration on the one
hand and the decoration of the Tukano house-posts and related dancing
costumés on the other. Perhaps the most striking similarity between
t.he Tupinamba tattooing of Fig. 28 and the decoration of the Tukano
post, Fig. 27, is in the extension of the boQy-pattern upward, so as
to cover the lower part of the face. This peculiarity (for which,
again, we shall attempt no explanation; and which, indeed, máy
have none beyond habit or custom) is undoubtedly the sarne vvhich
\Ve observed in the obliteration of the lo\.ver part of the "face" by an
upward extension of the "body"-pattern on the Eastern Peruvian
l)Ost of Fig. 25. Finally, ali these phenomena togcther provide an
explanation for the fact that certain \Vell-known dance-masks of
t he Bacai:rí and other tribes of the upper Xingú River are decorated
"vith a geometric pattern extending just up to the levei of the eyes (2.7).
(26) ,Radin, 1942, pp. 105 f., 98 f.
(27) l"or Bacairf 1nasks with such decorat,ion, see Steinen, 1894, Chap. XI, passim, and LéviStrausa, 1948, p. 344, fig. 42, especially e, d, e. Von den Steinen accepted at face value the native

name of tbe patte1·n as tbat of fü1h or fishes of the species mereschu. (op. cit., Chap. II), caught in
a fiahing net. The comparisons here adduced indicate that the net-like pattern covering the cheeka
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It thus appears that genealogical patterns, though prim~rily
applied to the trunk of the body, may be extended beyond it, and
that they may even persist in these transferred locations while they
disappear from the body itself. If the .masks of the upper Xingú
represent such a transfer, we may see another instance of it irr the
designs painted on the arms, and apparently only on the arms, of
certain Càduveo women of southern 1\1ato Grosso. An excerpt of
such a Caduveo pattern is shown in Fig. 29. The structural relation
of this design to those of the Tukano and Tupinamba, Figs. 27 and
28, is self-evident. Ali three are obviously variarrts of thé "ogival"
scheme of Fig. 3, II - the first two rectilinear, the third curvilinear.
Like the Tukano design of Figs. 17 and 27 (and Iike the designs on
the -u pper Xingú rnasks) this Caduveo pattern has the horizontal
crossbars in its · intervals which are Iackíng from the Tupinamba
design; but it resembles the latter in that its undulations are formed
of pairs of parallel lines. The only novelty in the Caduveo design is
that the pairs pf undtilating lines not only touch but actually cross
eaeh other, . giving thé apgearance of a strçi,p-work. About this interloéking we shall have sometning to say later.
. Are we to regard tl1e Caduveo pattern of Fig. 29 simply as a
decoration, or must we not consider it in relation to the other bodypatterns to which it bears a structural resemblance? It can hardly
be doubted that the impulse which prompted the Caduveo women
(or their ancestors) to apply this pattern to their arms was the sarne
as that which prompted the Tukano and Tupinamba and perhaps
other South American tribes to apply similar designs to the trunks
of their bodies. Undoubteàly ali these designs are but variants of
a single type, evolved from series of human figures joined by their
arms and legs and symbolizing the principie- of descent or pedigree.
Their use for boày-decoration thus literally expresses the wearer's
pride in his tribal connections. Among the Caduveo this is evident
in the circumstance that the application of such patterns to the upper

of these masks up to tl1e levei of the eyes is in fa.ct a typical .., genealogical" or "tribal" pattern,
evolved from series ol connected human fig.ures,.which was t ransposed to the face (i. e., mask) probably
for the simple reason that the body in dancing was covered ànd concea.led by a grass costume. Thia
:costume may be rega:rded as equiva1ent to tbe Jringe a.t the bottom of Tukàno and Arawak costumes
like that of Fig. 21, the upper pa.rt of which apparently often represents a fusion of body and head,
and is painted with a lattic:e pattern obviously analagous to that. on the upper Xingú face-masks.
These masks are thus intimately related to the T ukano-Ara:wak ·costumes. The Bacairí merescli:u
patt~rn is clearly related a.Lso· to" genealogical" pa.tterns like the lattice on .the Tierra.dentro pilàsters
of Fig. 20 and (especially) the Caduveo arm-painting of Fig. 29. For these reasons it n.ppears that
the native term mereschu (i. e., a kind of fish) ma.de famous by von den Steinen as t he na.me of tbis
pattern has the sarne valué a.8 any "popular et ymology' ' has for the linguist: na1nely nil.
The reln.tionship of the upper Xíngú masks to house-posts like those of our Figa. 25 and 27
..is eonfirmed by the fact that the grass costumes of the Baccairí dancers were soinetimes so large
that they-looked like the thatched roof of a na.tive hóuse, and were in faet called"houses" (Steinen,
1894; fig. 98 and p. 305; Lévi-Strauss, 1948, fig. 40). The dancer was .thus, so to speak, an animated
house-post, or the houae-post may be conceived as an immobjlized dancer, Undoubtedly the dancer,
like the house-post, representa the first ancestor, who introduced the dance·. (Cf. notes 10 and 13).
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arms was restricted to women of "noble" ancestry( 2 8). Even if the
Caduveo design of Fig. 29 is worn nowadays only on the arms, we
may assume that it once covered the entire body, or most of it, as
on the Tupinamba warrior; for it may be said that a pattern of
headless human fígures only makes sense if they are animated by the
head of a living person who wears the pattern. And conversely it may
be sa1d that the only type of pattern which really makes sense as a
body-decoration is one composed of series of headless bodies. Undoubtedly it is for this reason that we find variations of the scheme of our
Fig. 3, II, so widely used in body-decoration (and on hDuse-posts
with hum'3.n heads for "capitais") in South Aníerica.
The painted body"".decorations of the Shipaya Indians of the
lower Xingú River, as recorded by Nimuendajú, include a variety
of tightly integrated "mazes", at least one of which, Fig. 30, is
obviously composed of human bodies. The fact that the figures in
this pattern are not connected makes their identification easier than
in most of the patterns with which we have to <leal, and justifies its
-inclusion here for comparison. ..\nother design of the Shipaya, Fig.
31, though transmitted to us in the form of an isolated motive, is
undoubtedly an excerpt from an all-over pattern of human figµres
( 29). The clue to this derivation is the cleavage between the two halves
of the body, which, as we saw in Fig. 2, evidentJy symbolizes the dual
parentage of the individual. This cleavage (whether it is occupied
by a spinal column or not) is a natural consequence of the arrangement
of bodies in patterns of our second type (Fig. 3, II), and is, in fact,
hardJy likely to occur except in such patterns. The multiplication
of bodily outlines (in Fig. 31 their triplication) is also characteristie
of such all-over patterns, and is, in the final analysis, probably a
mechanical consequence of their structure( 30). Renewed attention to
the body-decorations of South American Indians will probably bring
to light additional examples of such motives and of the all-over patterns
from which they are excerpted.
If the genealogical significance of the Caduveo pattern, Fig.
29, is implicit in its form and its use as decoration of part of the human
body, the sarne significance is no doubt inherent in another Caduveo
arm-decoration, reproduced in Fig. 32. Here again, as in Fig. ~9,
the basic scheme is that of pairs of curving parallel lines, so arranged
that they give the impression of a strap-work. If, as in so many other

(28) Ribeiro, n. d .• p. 162 (citing Sánchez La.brador, El Paraguay cat6lico, I, p. 285).
(29) For a reconstruction of the all-over pattern from which Fig. 31 is presumaoly excerpted,
see Schuster, 1955, fig. 10.
(30) See Schuster, 1955.
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instance3, the vertically undulating lines represent lineages, and their
coming together represents offspring from the pairing of these lineages,
it might be reasonably inferred that the crossing of the " strap-work"
in Figs. 29 and 32 syn1bolizes the actual unions producing these
offspring - in other words, marriages. Evidently the Caduveo thus

..
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F ig. 32 - Caduveo a rm-painting. Mato
Grosso, Brazil.
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Fig. 33 - Kinship dhlgra.m from recent
anthropological litemture.

express graphicall,y what we express in figurative lan.guage whe11
we refer to marriage in terms of "links" or the " splicing" of "knots".
Though '\Ve must suppose t hat these Caduveo patterns, like ali
the other patterns studied heretofore, were evolved ultimately from
concatenations of human figures connected by t heir limbs, they seem
to have turned into something like the abstract diagrams by which
our sociologist s customarily illustrate system s of kinship. Thus the
Caduveo design of Fig. 32 might be compared with a diagram, Fig.
33, illustrating a particular system of kinship in another part of
the world. We do not wish to claim tha t the Caduveo design h as
precisely the sarne signifieance as the ::i,nthropologist's diagram, but
only to emphasize how any attempt to represent kinship by means
of diagrams leads inevitably to patterns like those used by "primitive"
peoples to symbolize genealogy in a less special sense. The choice
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of crossed lines to represent marriages in the anthropologist's diagram
seems as natural as the symbolization of marriage by the crossing of
· a "strap-work" in the Caduveo design; and the representation of
lineage or descertt by means of graceful curves was evidently prompted
.by the sarne idea in both. As if by instinct the modern anthropologist
has re-created what has long been a symbol among "primitive" peoples ( 31).
The only difference between the two Caduveo patterns of Figs.
29 and 32 lies in the treatment of the spaces enclosed within their
strap-like framework. Instead of rectangular bars which occupy these
spaces in the former, we have in t he latter what appears to be a secondary strap-work of narrower bands, roughly analogous to the first
and overlapped by it. If the primary system represents a genealogy,
it m ay be reasonably inferred that the secondary system, which so
closely resembles it, has the sarne meaning. The pattern as a whole
would then represent two interlocking and interrelated genealogical
systems. As we have seen in Figs. 11-15, double genealogical systems
are by no means unknown in the New World; though here they
seem to run in the sarne direction instead of crossing at right angles.
Among the designs so far studied the closest analogy for the double
arrangement of Fig. 32 (or Fig. 34) is probably the Old-World design
of Fig. 4 (or Fig. 36). If the bird-like creatures in the intervals of
the latter (which, as we saw, probably represent ancestors in totemic
guise) were connected with each other by their extremities, and tbe
connections passed behind the joined limbs of the primary pattern,
a secondary pattem, analogous to the first, would be locked within
it, much as the networ k of narrow bands is locked '\vithin that of
broader bands in t he Caduveo design. Precise1y what is symbolized
by the interlocking of two similar genealogical patterns we shall
not attempt to say, beyond observing that a certain complexity of
rhythm seems inevitable in any graphic representation of a kinship
system.
If the H ainan design of Fig. 36 provides a measure of explanation
for the double system of the Caduveo pattern, Fig. 34, something
like a common denominator for both is provided by another Far
E astern design, of a much earlier period, represented in Fig. 35. The
fact that this ancient Chinese t extile design is the product of a sophisticated civilization need not deter us from comparing it with the
modern "primitive" designs here under consideration; for the Chincse
designer was undoubtedly inspired by an ancient primitive or
"ba.rba.rian" model, probably in some way ancestral to the modern
Hainan design of Fig. 36. The ancient Chinese design should, then,
(31) Compare the modern re-invention of an ancient symbolic device in the cylindrical projection of Kinship diagrame, discUS8ed below at note 89.
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be compared first with that from modern Hainan. The relation
between the two is, in fact, remarkably close. To begin with, the
essential framework of both patterns is a system of uprights, obviously
representing spinal columns in the one and cleft bodies in the other,
connected horizontally by a system of multiple bands, undulating
in the one and stepped in the other. These bands can only represent,
in both designs, the common limbs connecting the upright bodies
32
( ).
The displacement of the heads in the ancient Chinese design
to the bottoms of the spinal colum.ns is not difficult to explain(3'3).
These grinning masks no doubt reflect the sarne idea as the skeletal
bodies; for what is a genealogy but a concatenation of ghosts? Skulls
and vertebrae are the hallmar ks of such genealogical patterns ali
over the 'vorld.
A noteworthy feature of the Chinese design, Fig. 35, is the
secondary pattern enclosed within or overlaid by the framework
just described. This secondary pattern is composed of pairs of beasts
confronted in the intervals of a kind of strap-work: pairs of dragonesque
and leonine creatures atone lev·el alternating with pairs of dragonesque
and griffin-like creatures above and below. These confronted creatures
evidently have their counterpart in the bird-like creatures '\vhich singly
occupy the ccrresponding compartments of the modern H ainan design
of Fig. 36. Our earlier surmise that those creatures represent tribal
ancestors in totemic guise is indirectly confirmed by the arrangement .
of the beasts in the ancient Chinese textile. For inasmuch as the
main framework of both designs represents a genealogy, it is hardly
likely that other features so closely integrated with it represent anything
else; and it may be reasonably concluded, therefore, that the four
creatures arranged in confronted pairs in each compartment of Fig.
35 represent in fact a crossing oj lineages, and thus a bestial heraldry,
in much the sarne sense as we know it in the West.
'
ln keeping with the heraldic character of these creatures is the
knot formed in the secondary strap-work at each point where they
are confronted. Inasmuch as l<:notting plays an important role in the
mediaeval heraldry of the West, it may be reasonably concluded that
these knots stand in a significant relation to the surrounding creatures,
and that they symbolize, in fact, connubial ties bet.ween the families
represented by those creatures. ln confirming the genealogical character of the primary pattern of Fig. 35, it may be said that this
"secondary" pattern, with its unmistakable reference to lineages,
(32) This interpretation is supported by the evidence of related patterns in several other
ancient Far Eastern silks, which htck of space prevents our eonsidering here.
(33) 'fhus the ancient "barba.r ian" design by which the Chinese design of Fig. 35 was
presumably im~pired rnight have been of a reversible type, like our Figs. 1 and 2, in so far as the
tops and bottoms of the bodies in those designa are indistinguishable. For other instaneea of
"barbarian" influence on a ncient Chinese art, see Schuster, 1951, note 40.
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confirms the genealogical character of all the patterns which we have
designated by that term. Apart from the fact that the Chinese design
as a whole pennits an unexpected insight into the mediaeval heraldry

Fig. 34 - Caduveo arm-painting.
Mato Grosso, Brazil.

t

Fig. 35 - Chinese t extile. Han dynasty.

of thc 'Vest (of which it scems t o be n, precursor), 've believe that it
also has a significant bearing on the " strap-vvork" of the Caduveo
pattern cf Fig. 34. For despite the fact that the analogy is not precise,
and that the historical nature of such a relationship remains to be
demonstrated, it seems very likely that the "overla.pping" of the
primary strap-work in the Caduveo pattern has the sarne meaning
as the knotting of the secondary strap-work in the Chinese design,
and that the Caduveo pattern as a whole thus represents a double
genealogical system, roughly analogous to t he double (or t ripie)
system reflected in the ancient Chinese textile.
Something more remains to be said abou t the Chinese design.
Of what are the narrow bands of Fig. 35 composed? May we assume
that they represent human figures joined together by tl1eir limbs, in
somewhat the sarne way as the anthropomorphic elements of the
primary pattern are joined? Against this supposition it might be
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Fia- 36 - Embroidery. Li tribe. Hainan Island (So:.ith China).
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Fig. 37 - Design painted on a skin robe. Tehuelche Indians. Patagonia.
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objected that the bird-like figures occupying the intervals in . the
modern Hainan design of Fig. 36 (which could, as we have sugge~ted,
be joined by their extremities to forro such a secondary netw-Ork)
already have their obvious counterpart in the heraldic animais of
Fig. 35; and, furthermore, that knots are not easily explained as
part of the human anatomy. vVe believe, nevertheless, that the secondary network of Fig. 35 is ultimately of anthropomorphic inspiration; and that this is attested by the presence of a little circle within
each upper branching of the networ k, which can be best understood
as the rudiment of a human head. Perhaps it was after the anthropomorphic origin of the design had been forgotten that the knots
were introduced; or perhaps the knots originally served to join the
two halves of the bodies, in the sense of joining two lineages. (Compare
Fig. 2). No matter how the knotting may be ultimately explained,
it is clear at any rate that the design as a whole represents a double,
if not a tripie, genealogical system, which is closely related to the
Hainan design of Fig. 36, and at least remotely analogous to the Caduveo
design of Fig. 34.
If this Caduveo design still seems simpler than either of the
Far Eastern designs with which we have ventured to compare it,
the complexity of those designs is more closely matched by another
South American design: that traditionally painted on the skin robes
of the Tehuelche Indians of Patagonia, as represented in Fig. 37.
The composition of this design out of three distinct systems is clearly
reflected by a corresponding distinction of coloring. ln the dark
blue bands forming the basic framework of the pattern we recognize
an angular variant of the curves in the archetype of Fig. 3, II. (Compare also Fig. 16). Enclosed within the compartments formed by
these bands are pairs of little human figures, alternately red with a
green head and green with a red head. These little figures evidently
have an ancient ancestry in Patagonia; for we shall see presently
that quite similar, but headless, figures occur in the wall-paintings
of certain earlier P atagonian caves. Are not these pairs of figures
analogous to the pairs of heraldic creatures enclosed within the
compartments formed by the primary pattern of Fig. 35? If so, their
alternate coloring might well be intended to symbolize a social
differentiation such as, for example, one of sex.
Most difficult to understand in the Tehuelche design of Fig.
37 is the role of a third system of bands, stippled in our drawing and
yellow in the original. This system comprises t"\.vo parts: namely,
vertical members, each with four bars or knobs anda central expansion;
and horizontal members in the forms of zigzags, which seem to
connect the vertical members, apparently behind the blue framework.
The meaning of this yellow pattern is not easily determined, or seems
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at least to admit of different and apparently conflicting explanations.
The fact that the vertical elements are placed between the approximations of the blue framework might lead us to regard them either
as spinal columns or as the bodies of the figures represented by these
approximation( 34). ln this sense they would be virtually part of the
primary system of blue bands. On the other hand, if we disregard
their apparent relation to the blue system, these vertical elements
might be plausibly equated with the narrow bands forming the
secondary system of tl1e Caduveo design of Fig. 34, which show similar
expansions. These two explanations are, however, not easy to reconcile,
since they apply alternatively to two different systems or leveis of
the design. Finally, the yelow zigzags which seem to connect the yellow
vertical elements horizontally behind the blue bands might be regarded
as analogous to the zigzags of the Carajá paddle, Fig. 10. They would
then have to be regarded, in all probability, as representing spinal
columns, disposed at right angles to the primary axis of the design.
As we saw in Figs. 11 to 15, such a crossing of axes is by no means
unthinkable in South American genealogical patterns. It must be
admitted, nevertheless, that none of these analogies is fully satisfactory,
that all are tentative, if not mutually exclusive, and that the yellow
part of the Tehuelche design thus remains an enigma. All we can say
is that it is undoubtedly part of the 'vhole pattern, that it is hardly
an accidental intrusion but must at one time have had a meaning,
and that this meaning, though it eludes us for the moment, is probably
in some way associated with the idea of tribal relationship expressed
by the rest of the pattern. Its precise origin and identity can be
explained, "if at ali, only in the light of further evidence( 36). It is
perhaps not surprising that representations of triple genealogical
systems, which obviously require great powers of conceptual and
artistic organization, tend to be obscure in some of their parts. Indeed,
it is surprising that we find a pattern of such complexity in the New
World at ali, and just among a tribe of nomadic hunters whose culture
is otherwise of the simplest( 36).
Perhaps this very paradox may find its explanation in, and at
the sarne time help to explain, the peculiar character of the Tehuelche
(34) For the possibility that these elemente represent rudimentary human figures, cf. Schuster,
1955, fig. 9a. This interpretation is further supported by the similarity between the corresponding
elements in another Tebuelche robe, Lotbrop, 1931, fig. 7 e, and two of the four main elements
on a NE Argentine pottery vessel of the sarne style, Greslebin, 1931 , fig. 6. (For the human identity
of tbe latter, cf. notes 43 and 73).
(35) Toward an eventual comparative study of Tebuelche designs of the type of Fig. 37, mention
should be made here of a " placa grabada" from the Neuquén, published by Garcés, 1943, fig. 1 a,
in which zigza.gs occur in a very similar context. Cf. also Greslebin, 1931, fig. 6, where related
"human figures" (see preceding note) nlternate with paira of upended zigzags.
(36) Thu.<J Lothrop, 1929, p. 27, says: "Painted decorations on specimens (cf. Tehuelche
robes) collected in recent years, though ba.sed on simple elemente, exhibit a complexity of rbytho1
soarcely to be expected among people of such general cultural poverty."
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people themselves, as the remnant of an ancient Asiatic racial stock
which migrated to the N ew World before the time when the parent
stock separated into proto-Australoid and proto-Europoid branches
in the Old World, and which was then gradually pushed into the
southern wedge of South America by the pressure of subsequent
immigrants of more Mongoloid stoclcs ( 37). Could the ancestors of
the Tehuelche have brought this elaborate pattern wit h them in their
prehistoric migration from the Old 'Vorld and preserved it intact
through immemorial generations? Or is it necessary to assume that
the Tehuelche inherited the scheme from some other South American people with a more advanced culture in more recent times? If
so, where else in the New World do we find such an elaborate scheme?
lf the scheme of decoration on the modern Tehuelche robes reálly
belongs to a primitive Tehuelche culture, we are confronted with
the interesting problem of accounting for the time and manner of its
translation to America. This brings us appropriately to the final
phase of our investigation: the question of the age of such traditions
in t he Old World, and the problem of an eventual correlation
between their occurrcnces .i n the two hemispheres.

By way of introduction to this problem, we wish to consider
briefly a certain group of Patagonian monuments which, though
relatively late in date, are obviously antecedent, in some respects,
to the modern Tehuelche design of Fig. 37, and on the other hand
show certain archaic traits suggestive of Old-World origins. These
are rock-paintings and stone objects with incised decorations in the
so-called "estilo de grecas" or fret style (38), of which the cavepainting reproduced in Fig. 38 is typical. Though this composition
appears at first to be hardly more than a jumble of various "grecas"
or frets, it is in fact an orderly statement of artistic principles and a
document of far-reaching importance. For it illustrates severa! different
ways in which a single basic element may be combined to form patterns;
and at least one of these met hods of combination occurs in the Old
World, presumably from ancient times. The basic element of Fig.
38, repeated four times at the top of the composition, differs from
the little human figures in the compartments of the modern Tehuelche
design of Fig. 37 only in the absence of a head; and we shall see t.hat
these four motives are indeed headless and directionless human
(37) Mengbin, 1952 b, p. 41 f.
(38) Menghin, 1952 a, p. 14, tentatively datcd this style, whieh is repreeented especially by
pictographe throughout large parte of Patagonia, as late as the 16th or 17th century. Subsequently
he revised this opinion {Mengbin, 1954, p. 12 f) and pla.ced the style under the direct influenee of
!lnd not much later t.han the Barrealea culture, which culminated in northwestern Argentina around
500 A. D .
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figures, which take on meaning in the combinations depicted below
them( 39).
At the left of Fig. 38 is- the arr.angement which we have already
identified in Fig. 11 ·a.s a group uf five of these headless figµ.res so joined
that the limbs of the éen:tral figure are continuous with the inner
limbs of the four surrounding figures. As we h.ave seen, the headlessness of the figures facilitates a
''-r eading'' of the pattern in any
directio11, depending on the observer's point of view (somewhat
as the terminology of kinship
vaties with the iqentity of the
speaker). This arrangement may
be regarded as a motlification of
th.e principie embodied in "genee"logicaI" patterns of our seeond
Fig. 38 - Designa painted- on ac cav~ wall.
type (Fig. 3, II), in so far as the
Neuqu_é~, .Pa~agonia.
parallel lines defining the body of
the central (vertical) figure are continued to form the sides
cf the four surrounding (horizontal) bodies. If the gaps between
the outermost limbs· were closed, the pattern would form a
"tw0;-directional" system :remot~ly .analogous to thôse of Figs. 14
and 15, but ,no longer recogniza.ble as derived from human figures:
it would appear as a purely "geometric" pattern of stepped lozenges. The fáct that the designer included a sketch of such a pattern in the lower righ~hand corner of Fig. 38 shows that he was
aware of its derivation from the anthropomorphic pattern at the
left of the e9mp'°sition (4 º).
If the group of motives at the left of Fig. 38 helps us to ·u nderstand
the origin óf the common'South American pattern of stepp·ed lozenges,
th.e arrangement in the center of the sarne composition is of even
wider intetest, hêcause it brings us back, as it were on a new lev~l,
to the problem of Asiatic connections. ln Fig. 38a, where this complex

(39) Wttlrout insisting on the significance of the analogy, w~ W.ould suggeat that Fig. 38 be
eompared with the Maglemose·antler, Fig. 44, in which elements representing "geometrized" numan
figures are similarly isotated (Fig. 44 a) ·as ·well as varioualy. eombined. This structural analogy
JJULY be supported eventually by stylistic a:ffinitiea between the deaigns_of certain placatJ orabadas
of Patagonia and -thé decoration of me·s olithic-attifact s of NW Europe. If these affinities-prove
pl&usible, they migh.t suggest interesting concluaions about the general culturàl a:ffinites and ultimate historical connections between the ·two traâ itiona.
{40) "Repeating patterns composed of "'Stepped lo~enges" have a wide distribution in South
America. ln t,he Eastern .Peruvian post, ,Fig. 2;5, tbcse elementa, which we have identified as geometrued human liodics, ate joined. by verticàl ano hO'rizontal lines. ln nettle-fibre cloaks of the Souíh
Brazilian Caingangs (Rio de Jáneiro, Museu Ne.cronál, 2319, 3177, 5452) the stepped Iozenges are
_,nnected in much the sarne way a.s in our Fig. 11.
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is isolated for convenience of comparison, it can be seen that the fretted
elements, though similar to the four anthropomorphic motives at
the top of Fig. 38, are combined differently than in the complex just
considered; and the difference is significant. For the principie embodied in this arrangement is that of the so-called "reciprocai"
pattern, in which the background becomes of. equal importance with
the design itself. This can be understood by comparing the element
pr'otruding at the upper right of Fig. 38 a (marked "x" in our drawing)
with the part of the background intruding into the design at the
middle of the right side (marked "y" in our drawing). It will be
observed that the vertical protrusion "x" and the horizontal intrusion
"y" are identical in shape and could be superimposed upon each
other( 41). This arrangement implies a technique of appliqué, in which
two layers of some pliable material, such as leather, in two different
colors, are cut simultaneously, and the cut-outs are then joined, by
stitching or some other means of attachment, in such a way as to
f orm an interlocking pattern of identical ele.ments .. in contrasting
colors. 1"'hough the design of Fig. 38 a consists entirely of lines, tbeir
arrangement is such as to imply that they origin.ally en.closed areas
of color. The fact that a technique of appliqué in two colors survived
in Patagonia until recent times( 42) sugg~sts that it must be of considerable antiquity in this area.
Perhaps more clearly than in Fig. 38 a, the reciprocai principie
is embodied in another linear design of the "estilo de grecas": that
of Fig. 38 b, which is incised., among other designs, on a stone "ceremonial axe" from the N euquén. N ot only can this design be extended
laterally as a border, but it can be easily turned into an all-over pattem
by repeating the horizontal bands in vertical series, with a slight
lateral displacement, so that the pentagonal void delimiting the "legs"
of each figure serves as the "head" of a figure in the adjoining band.
As suggested by our reconstruction, Fig. 38 e, this pattern must have
been cut out of pliable material in two layers of contrasting color,
and then composed like a mosaic, probably on a third layer as a
foundation. The meander of Fig. 38 b then merely indicates the line

(41) Tbe fact tha.t this congruence does not apply all around tbe figure merely shows the
designer's ineptitude, which is manifest also in the irregularities of the group a.t the left o! Fig. 38.
A similar ineptitude appears in the fanlty execution of thc fret in Fig. 38 g (which looks, in fact,
as if it. had been made by the same designer as Fig. 38). Such irregularities suggest the inexperi:
enced hand of a man att.en1pting dcsigns better known to women, by whom we may supp<>Sê
they were customarily apphed to articles of daily use. Ct: notes 42, 49.
·
(42) A survival of this t.echnique may be seen in a tobacco bag (Buenos Ai res, lVIuseo Etnográfico, 24039) with st.itehed appliqué of red on green leathcr, said to be from the Araucanians of the
Neuquén, and obviously reminiscent of t.he "fret style," though the pattern is not reciprocai. ln
another medium, that of pot.tery, the dichromy of the "fret style" is effected by the stippled roughen·
ing of outlined areas; e. g. Serrano, 1947, fig. 137. Undoubtedly reminiscent of the "fret style"
is also the painted decoration of ccrtain skin robes of the modern C.h aco Indiana: Métraux',
1946, pi. 59 b, in which the design is composed of elements like "x" and "y" in our Fig. 38 a. ···
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oj cutting; and., moreover, it indicates only half of what was cut,
providirrg the minimal key to a pattern which could be repeated
indefinitely in all directions.
The reconstruction pro'posed in Fig. 38 e, though it must be
labeled "hypothetical", is, 've believe, incontestable; for the line, b,
only·IT!akes sense when it is repeated, and when the resulting enclosed
areas are. shaded, as in e. The design as thus reconstructed comprises
series of alternatel'y upright and inverted human figures connected
by ·common arms: in other words, a typical "genealogical'' pattern.
However, the fact that this pattern is comprised of areas of contrasting
color sets it apart from other patterns of connected human figures
as a distinct e~tity: one which we shall designate the .reciprocal
genealogical pattern. The alternate coloring in such ar pattern might
conceivably representa sexual differentiatíon between the component
figures( 43) ~
Is this highly integrated design peculiar to Patagonia? Is it
a local invention, or only representative of a type? It hardly seems
likely tha;t such an ingenious arrangement would .have been invented
more than once. -And if it is not unique, it would be natural to seek
for analogu:es in tlie Old World, where, as we have already seen,
most N ew-World genealogical patterns have parallels, if not prototypes.
We mi:ght expect to find such analogues, if they exist, among p.eoples
using the technique of cut-out and appliqué. ln the Old World this
technique has' a modern distribution extending .. roughly from the
Balkans' to .,Kamchatka; and the variety of styles~ and motives associated with it is. as wide as Asia. Yet amidst all this variety we do
find, among at lea;st one people, the Kitgiz of Central Asia, reciproeal
patterns which might be anthropomorphic in origin. Though the
human jdentity of the interlocking elements in the Kirgiz design
of Fig. 38 d is not self-evident, as ín the Patagonian design of Fig.
38 b-c. there are nevertheless fairly cogent reasons for regarding it
as anthropomorphic. ( 44). It might be said that there ought to be
(43') A sexual interpretation of the reciproca! coloring in this pattern would correspond to
that which we suggested for the reciprocally colored "little men" of the Tehuelche robe, Fig. 37.
The sarne .idea is evidently conveyed by the painted decoration of a Tukano façade, Koch-Grünberg,
1006, 2; pi. 90 a, and 1909-10, 2, fig, 50, with a frieze of alternately light and dark heads, presumably
representing male and female ancestor.s, or ancestors of opposed social group5, whose bodies máke a
kind of checkerboard, (Çf. note 15). Th_e dichromatic reconstruction of Fig. 38 e also provides a
olue to the huma11" identity Qf isolated elements in a certain type of Patagonian pottery: e. g., Greslebin, 1931, fig. 6. (Cf. .note 73).
By way of justification for our reconstruction of Fig. 38 e, the readeris referred to Lothrop's
account of how .guanaco skins WJ'l~e cut .and combined by the Tehuelche in alternately upright and
inverted columns in such a way ·thl).t the heads ánd legs of the animais' hides for.med à.n interlocking
pattern. (Lóthrop, 1929, fig. 6 s:nd p. 14; cited in Schuster, 1955, note 6 :•s-ee also a ve.ry fine guanacoskin robe of this type; apparently unpuolished, in Rotterdam, Museum voor Land- en Volkenkunde,

9693).

l
,_

l

.

(44) This interpretation is supperted, for example, by the occurrence of serie,!! of alternately
upright and in-verted human figu11es in certain ikat fabrica óf Bokhara, and especially by the design
of a tiled panei separating two liwana in a late 16th-century mosque·in Ardebil (Sarre, 1901, pi. 50),
which can only be understood~s a.11wathe cut through a; typical all-over pattern of aiternately upright
and inverted human figures iri alterna.te coloring.
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Fig. 38 o-k. "Reciprocai" genealoglcal patterns (a-e) and humon
mozes (g-k) ln the Old and New Worlds.
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an affinity between "genealogical" pattems comprised of series of
alternately upright and inverted figures and the principie of reciproca!
coloring peculiar to the technique of appliqué. Our surmise is that
these two principles crossed or married long ago in Asia, and that
the Kirgiz design, d, and the Patagonian design, b-c, are both descended
from this union. How old the technique of appliqué may be in the
Old World we do not know; but its wide distribution among living
Asiatic peoples suggests a great antiquity( 45). Presumably it originated
among nomadic hunters familiar with the use of leather and needing
portable equipment. Thus the principie of the reciprocai genealogical
pattern might have been carried from the Old World to the New
by hunting peoples in the course of a terrestrial migration - the
period of which remains obscure, but is at any rate much older than
that of the relatively recent "fret style" of Patagonia. The passage
of this idea through North America is attested by at least one pictographic rendering of a reciproca} pattern: that reproduced in Fig.
38 e. Though it may remain d.ifficult to adduce definite proof, we
are inclined to regard this design again as being of anthropomorphic
origin(• 6). The passage of this tradition througl1 the isthmus of
Panama may be inferred from the survival there, among the Cuna
Indians, of an elaborately developed technique of appliqué, using
cloth of many colors, in which we occasionally find (among much
that is irrelevant) designs of a similar character. At least one of the
Cuna designs shows a highly integrated pattern of human figures
joined by common limbs, in an apparently reciprocai arrangement,
which is strongly reminiscent of the Patagonian "fret style"(4 '1).
We see, thus, that the technique of appliqué must have played
an important role in the genesis of the "fret style" of the N euquén.
But there is at least one other contributory element of which we
must also take account. Though the anthropomorphic character of
the "meander", Fig. 38 b, hardly appears until the pattern is completed
as in e, the meander itself can also be appreciated as a purely linear
puzzle-picture: in other words, as a maze or labyrinth. That the
practitioners of the "fret style" were familiar with the idea of a maze
of human figures appears from the more elaborate composition of
(45) 'fhe Asiatic antiquity of the appliqué technique (and thll8 by implication the antiquity

of reciprocai patterns ) waa surmieed by Almásy, 1907, p. 151. Though archaeologioally the technique can hardly be traced back earlier than Scythian times (e. g., PazyrykJ. it must be much older;
for it could easily and probably did develop without knowledge o.f weaving.
(46) Apart from the general analogy of Fig. 38 a-d, it may be observed that "mortíce-and·
tenon" designs like that of Fig. 38 e are sometimes used to represent the lega of human figures (somewhat as in Fig. 38 b) in the Patagonían •· fret style": e. g., on a" ceremonial axe" in Córdoba, Instituto
Cabrera, 453. Designs very similar to that of the Texas pictograph-occur also in petroglyphs in the
SW United States, but then without shading, as purely linear arrangements analogous to Fig. 38 b.
(47) See "Studies on the Tule l ndians of Panaman, fig. 130 (the mola or biouse worn by the
woman at the right). The appliqué design on another Cuna mola, Gõteborg, Etnografi.ska Muaeet,
27 .27 .892·, comes surprisingly olose to the Texas pictograph of Fig. 38 e.
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a rock-painting reproduced in Fig. 38 g. To Professor MENGHIN of
Buenos Aires belongs the credit for first recognizing this design as
a maze of continuous lines which nowhere cross(48). But it m4st
now be added that this is, in fact, a maze composed of human figures,
identical with those at the top of Fig. 38. This interpretation is
confirmed by the presence of the circles at the right of Fig. 38 g, which
can only be understood as representing the heads of these figures.
(Compare Fig. 11). Four of these circles, inaddition to representing
heads, also serve as points of departure and arrival in the construction
of the maze.
This design may be regarded as the solution of an exercise or
the solution of a problem: the novice was confronted simply with
a row of four circles (or paired concentric circles: the fifth pair, unnumbered in our drawing, is evidently superfluous) ( 49), and 'vas asked
to supply bodies for these "heads" by connecting them with two
continuous lines which never cross. This little exercise of ingenuity
is a culture-historical document of the greatest interest; for the idea
of a maze connecting two points of departure and two points of arrival
by means of two lines which never cross is hardly likely to h ave been
conceived without knowledge of another design - that commonly
called "the labyrinth", in which essentially the sarne puzzle is laid
out on a circular plan. Though the labyrinth, as illustrated in Fig.
38 J, is generally drawn on the basis of a cross with four ares and four
dots in the quadrants ( 6 º), it h as been shown that it is in reality the
plan of an ezercise, in which the movement begins simultaneously
at the two points marked "A" and ends simultaneously at the two
points marked "S" ( 61). The four "heads" at the right of the Neuquén
maze, Fig. 38 g, obviously correspond to t he two points of departure
and two points of arrival in the labyrinth, Fig. 38 J; and it is hardly
likely that the angular maze, g, would have been invented without
knowledge of the circular labyrinth, j . The single crossing of lines

(48) Menghin, 1954, p. 12 f.
(49) The fun otionless fifth head at the right of Fig. 38 g was probably added for symmetry.
Further evidence that the designer did not fully understand bis design may be seen in irregularities
of the fret, and in the oiroumstance that he plaoed the design on its side (for the "heads" should
oormally be at the top). Cf. note 41.
(50) This method of drawing t.he "labyrinth" is apparently traditional wherever the motive
is known, in the New World as well as in the Old; and it probably goes back to the very invention
of the design: certainly at least to the European bronze age. This was shown by the writer in a
communication mentioned in note 53. The method here cited has been depicted, among others,
by Colton, 1944, fig. 8.

(51) Petrikovits, 1939 and 1952, where A • "Anfang" and S ... "Sehluss". His demonstration
is based on a deseription in Virgil's Aeneid, 5, 545-603, of the "game of Troy ," an equestrian evolution
performed by patrieian youths of Rome, whieh probably goes baek ultimately to a labyrinthine
dance. That the Roman "game" was performed on the oeeasion of a funeral will prove
IÍgnifieant in the light of eonsiderations to follow.
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in the labyrinth, J, then has its plausible counterpart in the single
eross gratuitously inscribed within the maze, g(i>2).
Though our primary concern is with patterns composed of
human figures, a few additional remarks must be made here about
the motive of the circular labyrinth, in so f ar as this motive helps
us to understand the human maze of Fig. 38 g. ln a paper read in
1952 (63), the writer showed that the labyrinth, as we see it in Fig:
38 j, is a motive which made its first appearance in European petrogfyphs of the second millennium B. C., and thence apparently spread
eastward through the Caucasus and India to Indonesia and, in debased
forms, still farther, to New Guinea, Melanesia and even Polynesia;
and that it occurs again in its true and proper form among modern
Indians of the southwestem United States and northern Mexico (Hopi,
Navajo, Pima-Papago, Yaqui), and (it may now be added) also
among at least one modern Indian tribe of South America, the Caduveo
of Mato Grosso (64). That the labyrinth was brought to the American
Indians only in recent times by white Europeans has always seemed
to me doubtful (66); but incontrovertible archaeological evidence of
the early arrival of the motive in the N ew World has heretofore been
lacking (66). Now we are again indebted to Professor MENGHIN for
having recognized in certain south Patagonian petroglyphs formed
(52) That the croes near the lower right of Fig. 38 g was origjnally functional is sugges~d
by tbe fact that in another maze of the Patagonian fret-style (Menghin, 1954, fig. 6; 1966, fig. 4),
the erratc lines are made to cross at just one point.
(53) Schuster, 1952. This eommunication has not been published. It is mentioned by Dostal
in Tribua, v. 2-3, Stuttgart, 1952-53, p. 474.
(54) Essentially the sarne design as shown in our Fig. 38 f occurs in an unsolicited Caduveo
drawing made for Mr. Darey Ribeiro of the Brazilian Service for the Protection of the Indians in
1947-48, which he showed the writer in Rio in 1954. Mr. Ribeiro told me that he refrained from ineluding it among the illust rations of his A Arte doa lndioa Kadiuéu because, as he rightly said, it seemed
extraneous to Caduveo art. Nevertheless, the Caduveo woman who drew the design insisted that
it was traditional among her tribe, and h&d not b een introduced by Europeans. The problem of
the antiquity of this motive among the Caduveo is, then, precisely like t hat of its antiquity among
the Indiana of the southwestern United States, many of whom claim the design as indigenous.
(55) Thus Colton, 1944, p. 134, auggests t.hat this motive "could easily have arrived from
Europe across the ocean via Mexico by diffusion." Apparently the only author who has paid any
attention at all to the question of theorigin of the labyrint,h among American I ndiana, Colton limited himeelf to the SW United States. He tended to minhnize the archaeologioal evidence of the
occurrence of the motive in petroglyphs of that area, and did not know (as w e also did not know
until reeently) of ethnological and archaeological evidence of its oeeurrence in South Arnerioa.
Among evidence that the labyrinth belongs to the indigenous or pre-Columbian berita.ge of
the North American Indians may be mentioned the fact that "boulder labyrinths" exaetly like
those of northwestern Europe (and of India) were constructed by the Yaqui of Sonora at the beginning of the present century, when they were very "wild" and resistant to white influence; and the
fact that what I believe there is reason to regard as d erivative forms of the labyrinth, namely series
of l'gapped" concentric circles laid out on the ground, played an important role in the ceremonial
life of the Lusefio of Southern California. (Cf. Schuster, 1952).
(56) It must be pointed out that labyrinths like that of our Fig. 38 / do occur in petroglyphs in the SW United States: e. g., Colton, 1944, fig. 2 (better in Parsons, 1936, fig. 516),
and more typically in another petroglyph diecovered at Shipaulovi by Mr. William Coxon of
Phoenix, which remains unpublished exeept in The AriionG Republic of Phoenix, Aug. 3, 1949;
as well as in one or two other unpublished Southwestern petroglyphs of which photographs have
been communieated t.o the writer by Mr. Coxon. Espeeially the second Shipaulovi labyrinth is
deeply and firmly pecked, in the manner which in this area is generally assumed to typify pre•.
Columbian work; and the writer sees no reason to doubt its antiquity, even thoueh a precise datin& remains, for the present, impossible.
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l!ke series of concentric "horseshoes" a debasement of the labyrinth
very much like that which occurred throughout Western Europe in
the brvnze age. Prof. l\tIENGHIN would attribute the labyrinthoid petroglyphs of Patagonia to a race of "archaic cultivators"
who arrived there around 2000 B. C. (67). Though it cannot perhaps
be ascertained whether those people knew the "true" labyrinth as
well as the debased forms surviving in these petroglyphs, it may be
reasonably assumed that they did know it, because of the circumstance that in bronze-age Europe the correctly drawn labyrinth coexista
with its debased fonns, even though these vastly outnumber it. It
is at least possible, then, that the inhabitants of Pat3,gon.ia in these
early times already knew how to draw the l~.byrinth correctly; and
that it was this ancient knowledge which persisted down to the period
of the "fret style'', around 500.A. D., and thence again do\vn to mcdern
times, when we find knowledge of tl1e "true" labyrinth surviving
traditionally among at least one living South 1\n1eric3.n tribe, the
Caduveo.
It appears, thus, tha.t the "fret style" of the Neuquén combines,
or implies knowledge of, t\vo elements \vhich probably reached Patagonia very much ea.rlier: narnely the principie of tl1e reciprocai pattern
associated with a technique of appliqué, and the mctive of the labyrinth. It is not for us to solve the problem whether the "nemadie
hunters" who presumably brought the former to Patagonia arrived
there earlier than the "archaic cultivators" who presumably brought
the latter. But we do wish to point out that the idea of the "human
maze" as we see it in Fig. 38 g is hardly a Patagonian invention;
for the labyrinth seems to have crossed witl1 the ims,ge of a human
figure already in ancient times in the Old World, giving rise to a
number of motives in which the two were variously combined(68).
Without attempting to trace the early history of this complex,
we may consider here one of its survivals in an eastern outpost of
Old-World culture: namely, a kind of human maze from the New
Hebrides, of \Vhich two examples are reproduced in Fig. 38 h and i.
The relation of these Malel~ulan designs to the labyrinth of Fig. 38 J
appears especially in the proceedure by \vhich they were made. F~ór
(57) Menghin, 1954, p. 12, reproducing in bis fig. 2 an illustration of Aparicio, 1933-35, pl.31 b ,
It should be added that Father Protasius Frikel of Santarém recently found and photographed a petroglyph nt-the Cachoeira Tarumã on the Rio Erepecurú some 10 miles south of the equato.r
in no.r thern Pará whieh is probably a bungled labyrinth of a .type common in the European . bro1111e
age (as shown in the communíeation mentioned in note 53). This in itself is no indication of its date,
sinoe such b1,1ngling has crowned many an effort to reproduce the labyrinth in variouá parta of tha
W'orld for so1ne 4000 years. This µorth Brazilian oecurrence should nevertheless be kept in mínd ia
connection with Menghin's observation in Patagonia.
.
(58) Ín a later etudy the writer plans to discuss the hybrid produets of this crossing as they
appear especially in divination charts and gaming boards in the form of a cpnventionalize4
human body, on whieh rnovcs àre ma.de between anatoniical points. The documentation is rié
and varied in both ancient and modern times. (Cf. note 62).
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just as the "labyrintl1" has been constructed since time immemoria.l
by first dravving a cross, followed by four points, which t Qgether
with the cross and four ares serve as a gi1ide for the final linkage
of the wl1ole(69), so the Malekula.n designer begin8 with a cross, followed by f our pairs of points, around which lie finally loops a contin..
uous line(6·0). Though the continuous lines of the labyrinth ar~
thus produced by discontinuous means, the general analogy between
the tvvo proceedures is close enottgh to pla.ce their relation beyond
doubt, 8,nd to justify our regarding· the Malekulan mazes as an
anthropomorphization of the "labyrinth". N ow the s2me. unccnnected
eross whicl1 attests the labyrinthine origin of the Malekulan mazes
occurs, as we have seen, in an empty space of the Pat~gonian maze,
Fig. 38 g; and since the cc.ntinuous lines of that m.aze are connected
to tvvo points of departure and two points ·of arrival, its relation to
the labyrinth is even m:ore obvious, in a sense t:han that of thé MaIekulan m~zes, h and i. It 1nay be said, thus, that the human mazes
of. Patagonia and l\1alekula are related to each. other by virtue of
their _co.m mon relation to the Iab)!rinth, ·even t11ough the anthropómorphization we,s effected differently in the two cultures.
· The relationsllip between the Patagonian and the Malekulan
mazes is not only one of form. Undoubtedly the symboli-$m of the
fermer is in a large measlir~ explained by that of the latter. The
Malekulan ma,zes, Fig. 38 h and _i, 2,re said to represent either tne
"Path'' by which the soul finds its way into the Land of the Dead,
or the "Guarclian Ghost"· "vho denies entrance into th.e Afterworld
to all who çannot complete the "P~th" leading to it. These two
explanations are hardly at variance: for- unaouotedly the Ghost .
itself is the labyrinthine W ay or Path into the Mterworld( 6l). ln
so far as the AfterwQrld is conceived as the world of ancestral spirits~
the Fitual tracing of such a hum~..n figure.Ínay be regarded as a nieans of
achieving reunion with ones~ ancestors. The object' of the exercise
1

{59) On the antiquity and ubiquity of this method of drawing t.he. labyrinth see note 50. .It
is probably as old as the labyrinth itself, even thougli the motive belongs ideally to the cl&.88 óf
"contin1:1ous-line" designs, as cxpo):lnded by Coome.raswamy, 1944, and as demonstrated in a particular instance by Pet.rikovits (see note 51).
(69) We are indeÕted to Layard (1942, under bis fig. 76) f.or recording the pro~edure foUo:wed

b_y the Malekulans of Vao in ôonstru·cíing the design of .F ig. ~38 'i, and for récogni11iI!-g the .kinship
of these Malekulao .mazés with the "labyrinth'' (Fig. 38 f). However, the fonn óf bis sta.teme,nt,
that" the central point (of FÍ'g. 38 i) is occupied by a cross•.. .,which originally represented the labyrinth, so·that we. have here the amusing spectacle of a labyr.inth inside the body of the Guardian
Ghost !'·' (op. l!it., J). 676) suggests that he. may_n.o thav.e realízed the full exten.t of the -kinship between
the two designs; for there can be no doubt that; apart from fhe labyrinthine reminise:ence
of the .central cross, the eigbt· little circles of lhe Malekulan design correspond to the four
dota disposed around a c.ross to-omake a frame for .drawing the la-byrinth, .and that conaequentJy
. the labyrinth ·is not i7'side the Ghost, as Layarél s11-ys, but rather, the Ghost itseH .aetually
ia a la.bytinth, as the Malekulans of L.a1nbumbu say (8ee our list.of ilustrations, u~der Fig. =l8 h )•
.T;he :disti~ction is important, both .conr-eptuaUy an-d ,histor~cally. It s_hould. ·~ obsel"ved, in
passing, tha.t. four of -tlie eight circles in each of tbe Malekulan maiês ate ..simultaneously
'. ' joint-m~rks" of thc el~ows and knees, as defin~d in Schuste:r:, 1951.
. . .
_
(Gl) Cf. the preceding note, and Layard, 19~2; pp. 650 f,. 668., 67'tr. '·The concep~on of- the
ghost &.\\ fem.ale sµggests rebirth o.f. the, dead perso,n througb her wom!>. Her devç~r~ng the ,dead
1nan is"presumabfy tbe sanie as the unÍ\rflrsal "swallow:ing" of neop·hytes in initiation ceremoniea
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répresented by both the 11alekulan and Patagonian mazes is then
the sarne as that commonly understood to be the object of tracing
the· Iabyrinth: namely, to gain admission to the Afterworld. But
in "human mazes" it seems that entrance is effected through identijication 'With the ancestral spirit, represented either singly, as in the
Malekulan "Guardian Ghost", or by a "genealogical pattern" of
multiple connected figures, as in the Patagonian maze of Fig. 38 g.
The fact that the Malekulan "Guardian Ghost" has two heads
at opposite ends of its body '(each head identified more or less clearly
by its "eyes") is hardly to be explained as the result of a mere striving for symmetry. No doubt the double heads have a significance
in keeping with the meaning of the figure as a whole. The most
probable explanation is that they sypibolize the point of departure
of the soul from this world and the point of its arrival in the next( 62).
That the .human maze is essentially a path to be followed into
the Afterworld, by retracing ones origin, as it were, through the maze
0f ones ancestors, appears unmistakably in the decoration of a wooden
disk from the Argentine province of San J11an, reproduced in Fig. 38 j.
Inscribed on this object, whicl1 was apparently intended to be rotated
around its central hole, are two human-headed mazes in inverse
relation to each other. The twirling of the disk (which was evidently
a spindle-whorl, perhaps made in imitation of a ritual object) would
then have had the effect of facilitating the passage of the soul into ·
the Afterworld. The inverse relation of the two mazes reflects t,he
inverse relation of the Aftetworld to the world of the living; and the
twirling of the disk is thus tantamount to threading a two-headed
maz.e( 63). The relation of the San Juan disk t-:> the Patagonian maze
of Fig. 38 g is not only conceptual but evidently historical as ·well;
in so far as the disk is a figmeiit of the Barreales culture which
flourished to the north of and slightly earlier than the "fret style"
of the Neuquén represented by tl1e pictJgraph\ 64).

-by a mon.ster who gives then forth again into a new life. 'l'he l\1alekulan "Ghost" is no doubt equiva.lent also to the minotaur, w.ho devoured youths and rnaidens (initiates ?) caught in the labyrinth
of Crete. Compan~ the swallowing motif associated with the W est African image, Fig. 55.
(62) lt. is undoubtedly for this reasou- that anthropomorphic gaming-boards (as referred to
in· note 58) are sometin1es provided wi t h two opposite heads. We hope to trcat of such gaming
boards in a separate study la.ter. Cf. note 58.
(63) Since the purpose of the San Juan disk thua appears to be similar to that of the Tibetàn
prayer-wheel, could there be an historical connection between tbe two devices? What is the relation
between .such ritual uses of the·"wheel" and its practical use as a bearing for vebicles, which deve}.
oped in the Old W orld but hardly in the N ew? Did ritual carts precede secular eonveyances T
(Cf. Ekholm, 1946, esp. p. 227, citing Hahn in Lowie, The History of Ethnolo(lical Theory, N. Y . ,
1937, p; 118 ·O.
(64) The attribution of the San Juan dis k to the Barreales cult:ure was suggested to the writer
by Prof. Menghin of Buenos Aires in a letter of May 25, 1955, in which he kindly called my attention
to its existenoe. For the date of the Barreales culture and its relation to the Patagonian "fret style"
' íee note 38.
·
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Our inte1·pretation of the San Juan disk, Fig. 38 j, is su.p ported
by ethnological evidence from Eastern Ecúador, in the form of a
funeral gaming disk of the Canelos Indians, reproduced in Fig. 38 lc ( 65).
What we see here is not, to be st1re, a "human maze": rather this
disk reveals the basic idea up0n which the human maze is founded,
and without which it is inconceivable. For the Canelos say that the
human figure on this disk represents the soul of the deceased; anel
the ''game" is played on a board laid directly on the corpse. The
surviving friends and relatives form two parties, one on each side
of the corpse, v,rho vie with each other in dropping kernels of corn
(evidently symbols .of resurrection) into the little cups surrounding
the figure on the disk. These seven cups are cleatly equivalent to
the eíght "little circles" which serve as guides for constructing the
body of the l\1alekulan ''Guardian Ghost" of Fig. 38 h and i. The
successful dropping of ~ernels into all the cups of the Ca11elos disk
is then tantamount to the completion of the Malekulan maze around
the eight points of the ghostly anatoll).y. 1'he Canelos player wlio
gets kernels into all seven cups then takes hold of the disk by its
rim, and without lifting it from the playing board, rotates it carefully
on its rounded bottom, so as not to dislodge any oí the kernels, unt.i l
the head of the figure lies in a position diametrically opposite that
which it occupied at the beginning of the game. If he then, af ter
taking· a. new grasp, succeeds in comple~ing the rotatio.n of the disk
back:· to its original position without spilling any of the kernels, he
wins the game. The degree of his success in performing this delicate
operation is thought to be influenced by the wishes of the deceased.( 66).
The analogy of tliis operation to the twirling of the San. Juan tortero
with its two hu1nan mazes is obvious: the Canelos disk explains both
the application of those mazes to a tortero and the ·meaning of th~
maze as a path into the Afterworld, conceived as an inversion of the
world of the living. For the rotation of the Canelos disk, like the
spinning of the tortero, is tantamount to the threading of a t\vo-headed
maze. There can be no doubt that the exercises or performances
various]y associated w_ith the- designs of Figs. 38 g, h, i·, j and k all
refer to one and the sarne idea~ the departure of the soul from the
world of the living and its arrival in the After\vorld. And it is no, dqubt
for this reason that the points of departure and arrival are in these
designs so often arranged in diametríc opposition.
(6&} ln a letter of June 26, 1955, Prof. Karsten informed the writer that the Canelos tradit.ion
was al:r.eady dying. when he obtained the information about it here sum1narized ftom an old Indian,
who (ollowed native tradit.ion in making the specimen reproduced in our Fig. 38 k, now preserved in
Etnografiska Museét, Gõteborg: Our account is condensed from Karsten, 1930.
.
(66) For tlre way in which the disk is ma11ipulated .see Karsten, 1930, fig . .8. 'The fact that
the fingers in graspi'ng tlie di.sk communicate with the .deceased gives the game a certain spiritua.li~ti-ê
charact.er. It may also have an indirect relation to the widespread custom of amputatl.ng fingel'8
in token of mourning for deceased relatives, about whioh we shall have something
to. say- latet.
'
.
.
~-
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If there were any doubt about the relation of the figure on the
Canelos disk to the principle of the "human maze", the reln.tion is
confirmed by the circumstance that a "cross" is scored to the credit
of a Canelos player who succeeds in getting kernels in to cu ps on
opposite sides of the figure, thereby forming an imaginary line at
right angles to the axis of the body. For this imaginary cross is
obviously the sarne as the cross represented in the middle of the
Malekulan Ghost, and as the cross which persists, albeit off center,
in the Patagonian maze of Fig. 38 g. No doubt this cross has a metaphysical meaning: somehow it must representa crucial point in the
migration of the soul from one world to the other. Though the
Canelos say that tl1e figure on their disk represents the soul of a particular deceased individual, while the Malekulans regard their maze
as a kind of god or demon who arbitrates the destiny of each human
soul, the two ideas are really one; for in Ecuador as in l\1alekula,
and indeed everywhere, the destiny of the individual spirit is union
wit h the universal Spirit - which was perhaps conceived, in t he first
place, as a composite of the spirits of ali the ancestors. The Canelos
disk of Fig. 38 k is thus a document of prime importance for our
understanding not only of the San Juan tortero, but of the human
maze as an enactment of the idea which is represented statically
in the "genealogical patterns" of decorative art( 67).
This brings us to the end of our digression about reciprocai
genealogical patterns and human mazes, into which we were led by
consideration of the Patagonian pictograph of Fig. 38. It will be
remembered that our interest in the pictographic designs was prompted
by the similarity between the fret-like elements composing them
(four of which are isolated at the t op of Fig. 38) and the pairs of
human figures painted on the modern Tehuelche robe of Fig. 37. The
question which we asked ourselves before embarking upon this digression was whether the highly complex and elaborate "genealogical"
pattern painted on the robes of these Patagonian hunters could have
been adopted by them from other Sout h American peoples with a l1igher
culture, or might have been brought to the New World by the primitive ancestors of the Tehuelche themselves in very remote times by
way of a t errestrial migration from the Old World. Though we are

(67) Thia by no mealll'l exhaUJ!ts the signifioanoe of the Canelas game. The faot that the
corpee ie placed in the center of the dwelling, the gaming board in the center of the corpse, the
gaming diak in tbe center of the board, and a special kernel of corn in the central cup of the diskall thia suggests the idea of a coamic aliqnrnent of the tooul,which ie implioit also in the p888ing of a
thread through the central hole of the tortero, Fig. 38 j. (The sil!'nificance of the thread 88 a cosmio axia
ia developed in varioua writings of A. K. Coomaraswa.my). Tbe motive of the maze appea1'8 more
olearly, perhapa, in a game following thia one, in which the Canelos mourners blow a flaming ball
of cotton baok and forth . aorosa the same corpse-board. Itere the breath is presumably symbolic
of the epirit, as are also the flame and the volatile cotton, while the erratio course of the flaming
bali no doubt eymbolizee the labyrinthine Way into the Afterlife. T he prophylaotic purpose
attributed to thia game by the Caneloe ia not neceesarily at varianoe with this sym.bolism.
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etill unable to answer this question definitively, the excursion just
made into the problem of "reciprocai genealogical patterns" may
1rerve to suggest the possibility of an early transmission of even fairly
complicated patterns from the Old World to the New by migrant
nomads. Our purpose in the remaining part of this paper is to call
attention to the existence of "genealogical patterns" in some early
cultures of the Old World, and thereby to provide a prehistoric
background against which a cultural movement at this relatively
"primitive" levei could be conceived - or at least to provide data
which might eventually help to explain the striking similarities between
genealogical patterns of the Old and New Worlds.
The various Asiatic and Oceanic designs which we have considered
up to this point are all of recent or modern date, with the exception
of that on the Chinese textile of Fig. 35, which takes us back some
two thol1sand years, to the beginning of the Christian era. Though
it is conceivable that such an East Asiatic pattern could, at that time
or a Iittle earlier, have been carried to the New World by navigation
across the Pacific( 68), the Old-World motives which we are now about
to consider are much earlier, far antedating the possibility of that
form of transmission. While it is true that the type of the double or
triple genealogical pattern represented by the modem Tehuelche
and Hainan designs of Figs. 37 and 36 seems best explained in terms
of this particular design from ancient China, it should be kept in
mind that the Chinese design was not necessarily invented in China
in the Ha.n dynasty, but was probably taken over by the sophisticated
Chinese designer from traditional sources of much greater antiquity.
For the idea of a repeating pattern of human figures joined by
common arms and legs was undoubtedly known in Westem Asia
at least some 2500 years before the rise of the Han dynasty in China.
ln Fig. 39 we see such a design in the painted decoration of a potsherd
of the chalcolithic period in Iran, dating from about 3000 B.C.( 89).
Structurally this design differs but little from many "genealogical"
patterns already familiar to us among modern peoples. Like Figs. 5
and 7, for instance, it consists of columns of alternately upright and
inverted figures connected diagonally by their limbs. The only notable
difference between this ancient design and such modern ones is that
the arms are here joined with the legs, instead of arms with arms and
Jegs with legs. But this seems to be a mechanical consequence of the
close interlocking of the triangular bodies ( 70) •

(68)

See Heine-Geldem, 1954.
(69) For the justification of the reconstructed pattern, eee the liet of llluetratione.
(70) These triangular bodies with double hooks for their heads are undoubtedly related
in eome way t.o the "hooked t.riangle" which occure in varioue traditions of prehistoric pot.tery
deeoration farther to the West: for example in the Aegean neolithic (Chaeronea) and then
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Though the design of this sherd, as developed in Fig.. 39, is.
perhaps the best integrated all-over pattern of human figures to be
found among excavated material from chalcolithic sites around
Persepolis, it is, in a sens€, not unique. For the sarne class of pottery
abounds in patterns n1ore or less clearly derived from the decorative
disintegration of connected series of human fig·ures( 71). Such "debased".
patterns are of interest to us chiefly in so far as they attest the importance of the type and suggest the result of a long development. 1.,heit
existence, moreover, together with that of the sherd of Fig. 39,
encourages us to postulate; in Fig. 41, a reconstruction or vertical
extension of the pattern on a chalcolithic bowl from Persepolis reproduced in Fig. 42. The pattern as reeonstructed consists of alternate
columns of upright and inverted figures connected diagonally by
common limbs; and it differs from the scheme of Fig. 39 only in so
far as the arms are connected with arms and the legs with legs. We
have omitted frcm our reconstruction the hands which appear like
fans just under the rim of the bowl, Fig. 42, and have given the pattern direction by the introduction of eyes in the rhomboid heads (for
which there is ample j11stification in other designs of the sarne class
of pottery) ( 72). The frieze running horizontally around the bowl of
Fig. 42 may then be regarded as a swathe cut through the pattern
of Fig. 41( 73). Such s'vathes are already familiar to us in the decoration of mote recent pottery, for exan1ple in Fig. 7 b (where the
pattern has been .turned on its side). The resemblance between Fig.
41 and Fig. 7 a is especially striking because in both designs the arms
are differentiated from the legs as stepped lines from more .or less
curving lines. Can sttch a correspondence be wholly accidental?
Could the Brazilian design really be a recent invention in the N ew
World; or must it not have made its way there, by sonie means and
some course still unknown to us, from the Old W orld?

la ter in the Silesian iron age. Whether the "hooked triangle" originally represented a human
figure or waa made into one only by tbe chal.colithic potters of Iran would have to be
investigated. ln a letter of Jan. 6, 1955, Abbé Breuil suggested t-0 the writer that the
bodies of I<'ig. 39 might be regarded as female because of the inverted triangular void in
each, just as he has shown that the figures composing the roughly contemporary Spanish
"genealogy" of Fig. 51 a-b are fernales, and as we regard the figures composing . the
etill earlier mesolithic "genealogies" of Figa. 44-46 as probably representing females. (See
note 92).
(71) E.g., Langadorff & lVIcCown, 1942, pls. 25/11, 12,26/4,27/ 1, 5, 8, 36/10, 41/10, 50/7, 51/3,
58/11, 79/24 {all-over patterns); and 67/7, 13, 68/1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 69/l, 3 (horizontal concatenations).
For the important design 41/10, cf. also Herzfeld, 1941, fig. 43. This list is of course subject to revision
in the light of an eventual analyt.ical and comparative study.
(72) See, for example, our Fig. 53 1n.
(73) Tbe decoration of pottery vessels with series of more or lesa strongly conventionalized,
alternately upright and inverted, humah figures (generally connected by common limbs) occurs,
in fact, in a number of different neolithic traditions, and in some parts of the world survives even
into modern times. (Cf. note 34). The writer plane to discuss this type of pottery decoration in a
11eparate publication at a later date. Here it ma.y be said that its wide geographical .a nd chronological
distribution strongly suggests a symbolical origin which must antedate the invention of pottery
itaelf: aee our text at note 88.
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Besides the endless concatenations of Figs. 39 and 41, we find
in the sarne class of Iranian chalcolithic pottery another arrangement
whicl1 may prove to be of equal culture-historical importance: that
of two figures crossed at right angles, in such a \vay that they share
a common body. This is the motive repeated as a frieze around the
bowl shown in Fig. 40. The correspondence just observed between
the Iranian designs of Figs. 39 and 41 and the Brazilian design of Fig.
7 encourages us to see a similar correspondence bet\veen the erossed
creatures of Fig. 40 and such N e\v-World patterns as are reproduced
in Figs. 12-15, where two s.ystems of human figures are made to cross
eacl1 other at right angle8( 74). If this correspondence is valid, it would
mean that on cbalcolithic pottery from the region around Persepolis
we find at least two of the main types, if not indeed the two main
types, of "genealogical" patterns occurring in the New 'Vorld.
ln considering the possibilit.y of a relationship between Fig.
40 and New-World designs of the type of Fig. 40 a, we may not ignore
the even closer relationship \Vhich undoubtedly exists between the
ancient Iranian design and a type of mode.rn \Vest African design
represented in Fig. 40 b. Since there is good and independent reason
for believing that this .motive reached vVest Africa from the ancient
Near East, we may assume, at least tentatively, that the three
motives of Figs. 40, 40a -and 40b represent a triangle of relationship,
in which the modern South American ~nd West African motives
mark the eastern and western limits of a diff usion which began in
ancient timesf in W estern Asia. N éedless to say, the Iranian design
of Fig. 40 13tanding at the apex of this triangle does not ·neeessarily
represent the precise focus of the diffusion. It merely attests the
existence of the motive of crossed creatures in Iran around 3000 B.C.
The motive as such might be, and probably is, much older. What
we suggest here is .merely a working hypothesis, subject to adjustment in terms of new data .. which, it is to be hoped, the publi'catíon
of this group of .illustrations may help to bring to light( 76).
(74) The fact that the crossed creatures of Fig. 40 appear to be lizards rather than men is of
littlé consequence-: .for in this class of pottery the two are often barely distinguished by the presence
or absence of a more or Iess rudimentary tail (cf. Fig. 53 m). Thus .M.c Cown, 1940, p. 108, describes
the motive of Fíg. 40 as "an iritricate combination of vertical and horizontal men [!] with diamond
body .a nd tail." It seems that human and laeertilian form.s are also sometimés interchangeable in
the New World: Schuster, 1955, fígs. 12; 13. The question whether such ambiguity is merely playful
or reflects mythological ideas does' not affect the structural analogy with which we are here chiefly
concerned.
(75) The thesis that the "crossed lizards" óf Fig. 40 b reached Africa from the ancient Near
East is supported by the observation that tbe astral symbols associate.d with the African motive ha_v e
their precise counterpart on certain ancient Babylonian monument.s.(Dahse, 1911, p. 68 f.) Moreover,
jt .is hardly accidental that the square formed by the· crossed bodiel!! of th:e African lizards is occupied
by a. grid, côrresponding to a checkerboard in _the ancient Iranian design. The signifícance of this
grid appears in the Iight of certain qivinatory or horoscopic charís of the Bataks of Sumatra, inscribed
in a grid similarly formed by the crossed bodies of two Iizards - an arrangement which is presumably
derjved from the sarne ancient Near Eastern prototypes as the African motive ·o f our Fig. 40b. These
circun1stances suggest that the Iranjan design of Fig. 40 is the simplification ordecorativedebasement
of an ancient astrological or divinatOry symbol. The matter is to be discuesed by the writer in a
seétion devoted to Batak book illumin~.tions in a forthçoming catalogue of oriental manuseripts
in the Danish Royal Library in Copenhagen.
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Uluatrationa on opposite po.ge: Designs on early Iranian pottery (about 3000 B. C.) and
comparative mat.erial (Figs. 40 a and '40 b).

Fig. 39 - Painted eherd with recon.etruct.ed pattern. Imn. Chalcolithic period.

Fig. 40 - Po.inted bowl. Iran. Chalcolithic períod.
Fig. 40 a - Deaign on a modero calabaah. British Guiana. (Sarne

M

Fig. 13).

Fig. 40 b - Deaign on a modem calabash. Weat Africa.
Fig. 41 - Hypothetical continuation of the design on thc bowl, Fig. 42.
Fig. 42 - Painted bowl. Iran. Chalcolithic period.
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We have already suggested that the idea of representing descent
and relationship by patterns of connected huinan figures was hardly
conceived for the first time in chalcolithic Iran. The :variety of the
Iranian designs and, abóve all, the advanced stage of their conventionalization precludes that assumption. What we see in this chalcolithic pottery 1night be described rather as the florescence, or perhaps
even as the artistic disintegration, of an idea, rather than its in-ception.
If, then, the idea is older tl1an chalcolitl1ic times in Iran, 'vhere may
we hope to find its beginning, or at least an eai·li~r and more primitive
stage of its development '? It is trué that the deeper 've delve into
prehistory, the fewer are tl1e remains of hu~an cultural activity
preserved to us. Yet so great is the importance of t,his idea that we
find unmistakable evidence of its existence even in the relatively
meagre remains of still earlier times. ln the. sequei we shall consider
such evidence in t"vo cultures : one long antecedent to the chalcolithic
period in Iran, the other roughly contemporary '\>vith it. Since the
later culture paradoxically preserves (as sometiines happens) a more
prirnitive stage of development, we shall reserve it for later consideration, turning our attention first to the earlier period: that
of mesolithic times in N orthwestern Europe.
';:..
Many-of the bone and antler objects of the Maglemose culture;
which flourished ii1 Denmark and the Baltic area in Ancylus times,
roughly between 8000 and 5000 B.C., are not only decorated, but
their designs are unquestionably related to those which we have just
studied in the chalcolithic period in Iran. Before proceeding to consider
these precious documents, miraculously preserved in the peat-bogs
and shallow seas of Northwestern Europe for some ten thousand
years, it should be emphasized once more that the designs with.which
\Ve are concerned in this study are hardly meaningless ornaments.
Rather they are illustrations of an idea which has exercised a perennial
fascination for the mind of man: the endlessness of the procreative
process, and the intricacy of the web of familial relationship. Once
we realize the dominant importance of this idea, we shall also realize
that correspondences bet,veen the forms in wl1ich it finds artistic
expression in widely separated times a11d places are not fantasti'c'
accidents, but the inevitable result of millennial thinking about the
continuity of human . society, and at the sarne time evidence of the
millennial continuity of huma11 tradition. For the images in which
this idea found expression were hardly invented anew in each · generation: they must have been tran.smitted by a continuous process
similar to the biological process which they represent.
. , .,
Of special interest to us among surviving decorated artifacts
of the Maglemose culture is a flat implement of bone, variously
described as a scraper or net-pricker, of which the two sides are
reproduced ·in Fig. 43, a and b. ln the dotted decoration of this
'·
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object, achieved by· the typical Maglemose technique of drilling rows
of small pits or cupula-e, we may .find a clue to the anthropomorphic
origin of the more strongly conventionalized and apparently geometric
Maglemose designs to be considered later. It must be said at once
that the somewhat confused and anibiguous. motives of Fig. 43 have
"l.>een the object of much speculation - which, ho,vever, has led to
no generally aceepted conclusion about their identity. For example,
both SOPHUS MüLLER and PAUL WERNERT explained the motive at the
proximal end of the convex side of this object (at the bottom of ou'r
:Fig. 43 a) as a human figure, and WERNERT extended the sarne inter~
pretation to the .motives on the concave side, Fig. 43 b( 76}. BRÕNDSTED,
writing in 1938, does not commit himself outright to an anthropo-:morphic., interpretation of these motives, but eo11tents himself with
saying: "The punched design on a bone knife (specificall·y his fig:.
·46 b; reproducing the design at the bottom of our Fig. 43 a) has been
the subject of Iively discussion: - no matter whether on~ turns the
point of the knife up or down, one. can interpret into the design
schematized l1uman figures"(7'7). Now the reversibility noted by
BRÕNDSTED is of course no novelty to us; and we shall return to this
im.po:rtant observation presently. Though we do not agree in all
respects with the interpretations of MttLLER and "\VERNERT ( 78), we still
believe that they were both right at least in so far as they regarded
the designs: of Fig. 43 as somehow representing human figures; and
we propose tq adopt this assumption as a working hypothesis. Like
MüLLER and WERNERT we would thus take the vertical axis of the
mótive at the bottórri of Fig. 43 a for the trunk, or perhaps rather
for the vertebral column, of a human figure. The central expansion
of this column could then be regarded simply as an indication of the
body (compare Fig. 2), or perhaps more specifically as· the representation of a woman's breasts; and the bifurcations at the top and bottom
would stand for the arrns and legs, witho~t distinction, inasmuch
as the figure is apparently headless. The numerous irregularities of
the design, which have provoked so much speculation, could either
be dismissed as. the result of ineptitude; or some of them, especially
the wavy extensions of the lower limbs, might find their explanatiori
in terms óf an intended continuation of the design as a repeating

(76) Müller, 1896, p. 341; 1918, p.10. Wernert, 1917, p. 4 f. Tlíeir views are stimmarized in our
78.
(77) Brõndsted, Hf38; p. 73 f,
· (78) Thus, for example, we cannot follow Müller, as cíted in note 76, wlien he seeks for indications of a "face" in the round. expansion which he regards as the "head" of the man· at the bottom of our ~Fig. 43 a, and wrren he puts a "bird" on this "head" and s~s other "oirds" above it;
nor can we agree with Wernert, 1917, p. 4, when, turning the design around, he sees the central
exparuiion as a "belt", the two "arms" above it as respeetively holding and throwing indetermi-.
nate objecta, and the terminal bifureation as a ~eather headdresa. For ali these interpretations we
"thàlL have altern~tives to offer presently.
.n ote
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pattern ( 79). The latter supposition gives us our first hint of the
reason why this apparently headless figure can be seen, as BRõNDSTÊD
says, either right side up or upside down. About the motives occupying
the upper or distal part of
this side of the biade we
shall have something to sa.y
later.
On the other side of
this implement, Fig. 43 b, we
see at least four motives
which again strongly sugg e s t hum a n figures. What
seem to be secondary pairs
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(7g) How 8UQb a repeating .pat-tern ~ight bJive loolçed, can ~ vieualized by comparison widt
Fig. 2 a. S uch a Maglemoac pattern would have been directly ancestral to those of Figa. 44-46. Th.e
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at least a tentative explanation of it. The series of four roughly
identical motives ranged side by side across the width of the
blade, even though they are not connected, might be regarded
as equivalent to the band of connected figures ornamenting
the chalcolithic pottery vessel from Iran illu strated in Fig.
53 m. The complex at the bottom of the blade, in which the
fourth figure of the transverse series is apparently connected to a
fifth figure at right angles to it by the expansion in the center of its
body, might be regarded as analogous to the motive on the chalcolithic
bowl, Fig. 40, in which a common body serves two creatures crossed
at right angles. The bifurcation of the left arm of the fifth figure
(in the lower right-hand corner of Fig. 43 b) might be variously
explained: its ambiguity might be intentional, in that it turns the
horizontal "anns" of the vertical fifth figure into the horizontal trunk
of an incipient sixt.h figure, aligned with the other four figures across
the width of the blade. We have already seen examples of such deliberate ambiguity in "crossed" genealogjcal patterns of the N ew W crld:
Figs. 12-15. It seems to us by no means unlikely that such analogies
\Vill ultimately explain BRõNDSTEn's observation that human figures
can be seen in this blade "no matter which way it is turned ". That
was, we believe, precisely the designer's intention. Perhaps a final
answer to this puzzle will yet be found in the peat-bogs of Denmark.
Without insisting t1pon the validity of our interpretation, we would
nevertheless ask the reader to keep it in mind, while we turn to our
econd main document of Maglemose art.
'Í'he deer's antler, Fig. 44, which perhaps served as the handle of
an axe, is again decorated with drilled ornament. It is curious that
Müller, in describing this object, was interested only in the network
of hexagons covering the greater part of it, and that he scarcely
troubled to mention the row of seven isolated motives encircling
it at the bottom, which we reproduce in a slightly enlarged development in Fig. 44 a( 80). Despite their small size, these motives are, in
our opinion, of transcendent importance, not only for understanding
the decoration of this antler, but for a proper appreciation of one of
the main features of Maglemose decorative art. This art, which h.as
hithert-0 been regarded as predominantly "geometric", and by impli-

i----dea of excerpting a aingle figure from a repeating pattern is more familiar to us in the New World
than in the Old: see Schuater, 1955, esp. fig. 4. While the theory of exoerption would p erhaps beat
account for the wavy limbs at the bottom of Fig. 43 a, w e shall see later that the upper part of the
ume eomposition is itself probably a "geometrized" continuation of the all-over pattern.
(80) Thua in the relation between thc isolated elements at the bottom of tho antler and the
varioualy composed hexa.gona above them, MUiler, 1918, p. 10, saw only the artist's "unoertainty"
wbat elemente to chooee for bis decoration - M if he were overwhelmed by an infinite ohoioe, like a
modem deaigner aitting before an array of referencie works in a library. Unoonsoiously Müller attributee to the traditional designer of prehiatoric times the same conceptual vacuity whioh oharacteriMe the deeorative art of modern civilization. See tbe next note.
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Illustrations on opposite page: Maglemose designs from the Baltic a.rea (7000-5000 B. C.).

.P'ig. 44 - Antler with drilled ornament. Silkeborg La.ke, Jutla.nd, Denma.rk.
l~ig.

44 a - Detail of motives encircling the bottom of the antler, Fig. 44.

Jo'igs 45, 46 - Two fragments, possibly from one antler, with drilled ornament.

Kolding

Fjord, Jutland, Denmark.
Fig. 47 - Incised design on a. bone implement from Bohuslãn, Sweden.
1'' i1. 48 - Incised design on an antler implement from Horeens Fjord, Jutland, Dennlark.
Fia. 49 - Incised design on an implement of polished eoaJ)8tone from Skaraas, Sogndal,
Stavanger, Norway. (Possibly post-Maglemose).
1i'i1. 50 - Incised design on an ant.ler axe from Lammefjord, Zealand,

Denmark.
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cation meaningless( 8 1), suddenly takes on meaning and at the sarne
time finds its place in the continuum of cultural history, once we
realize that the seven motives of Fig. 44 a are simply conventionalized
human figures. Unlike the ambiguous figures of the bone implem.ent
just considered, these "little men" have the two ends of their bodies
clearly differentiated, with a "head" formed of one dot at the top,
a pair of (bowed) legs at the bottom, and arms briefly suggested by
two excrescent dots at the "shoulders". At each side of the middle
of tl1e trunk there is another excrescent dot, recalling the bodily
expansions in Fig. 43 a and b. ProbabJy these median dots represent
f emale breasts.
Bcfore considering the network of hexagons which f orms ·most
of t he remaining decoration of the antler, Fig. 44, it will be advantageous to examine two similarly decorated fragments of another
antler or antlers reproduced in Figs. 45 and 46. One can hardly escape
the observation that the "honeycomb" pattern especially of Fig. 46
is composed of precisely the sarne elements which we identified in
Fig. 44 a as human figures (minus only the heads)-or that, conversely,
those human figures are excerpts from such a repeating pattern (wit h
the addition of heads). It can only be concluded t hat the hexagonal
network which recurs, \vith small variat.ions, in Figs. 44, 45 and 46
is, in fact, a network oj human figures, joined together by their arms
and legs( 82) . ln other words, that we already have, in Maglemose
times, essentially the sarne scl1eme of design which we found so \.Vell
established . some two thousand years later in Iran, and which has
spread in modern times to f ar corners of the earth. This does not
mean that the Maglemose people, any more than most moder'n
"primit ive" peoples, were necessarily aware of the origin of the
patterns wllich they repeated with almost mechanical precision.
On the contrary, once the limbs of the figures were locked into such
patterns, it may be supposed that there were few who remembered
how they originated. Obviously one of those few was the man who
decorated the antler cf Fig. 44.

MUiler, 1918, p. 10, apparently regarded the repeating pattern on tbe antler, F ig. 44,
as literally Rn imitation of netting, thus presumably of a fishing net. This brings us ba.ck to the
supposed fish-nct pattern of the Bacairí (see note 27). It seems t.o us very unlikely that decorative
designs in traditional cultures would have been inspired by such utensils, though tbey might in time
have come to resemble thcm. Inspiration from a fish-net is something one might expect of a twentiethcen tury fashion designer or " interior decorator", whose fantasy is relatively unhampered by tradit.ion.
MUller's guess, like von den Steinen's, clearly reflects the technical bias of modern thought, but will
hardly help us to understand Maglemose design.
(82) It should be said immediately that this conclusion (to whieh we are impelled by all the
preoeding considerations in this essay) WM anticipated by 'Ve1·nert in 1920 (bis figs. 3, 4, 8, 9). It ia
perhapa beoauae Wernert did not support his argument with eth11ographical pa.rallels that it has ,been
largely ignored by subsequent writers on l\1aglemose art. Wernert'a explanation of the designa
on the Silkeborg antler, Fig. 44, must nevertheless take its place as a moat important contribution
to the undcrstanding of l\1aglemose symbolism.
(81)
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The mentality reflected in the decoration of this antler is, in our
opinion, precisely like that of the Patagonian cave-paint€r who produced
a compendium of his art in Fig. 38. ln each case the artist was
aware of the human identity of the elements comprising certain
familiar patterns; in each case he isolated a group of these anthropomorphic elements at the beginning of his composition; and in each
case he followed t his statement of the theme with a number of variations upon it. No matter how different the compositions of Figs. 38 and
44 may be in scale, technique, or ar tis tie effect, and even in the time,
place and character of the cultures which produced them, they are
yet basically and in principie the sarne, since the South American
pattern of stepped lozenges is derived from human elE.ments in much
the sarne way as the Maglemose pattern of hexagons.
How it happens that the human figures isolated at the bottom
of one antler, Fig. 44, are combined most clearly not on the sarne
antler but on another, Fig. 46, we cannot say. Perhaps we shall have
an answer to this question when additional Maglemose material is
brought to light. ln the mean time it can only be ohserved that the
line of development, as represented by the specimens available to us,
goes from the isolated human elements at the bottom of Fig. 44,
through the simple hexagonal pattern of Fig. 46, to the distended
and elaborated hexagons at the left of Fig. 45 and in Fig. 44. The
transverse bars across the uprights of the long hexagons at the
left of Fig. 45, as well as the corresponding serrations of Fig. 44,
might be explained as a decorative proliferation of breasts, which
took place after the human origin of the design had become obscured;
or they might perhaps represent vertebrae in the spinal columns
of the cGmponent figures. One interpretation need not necessarily
exclude the other: both of these anatomical features are, as we
have seen, and shall see again, often emphasized, for very good reasons,
in "genealogical" patterns composed of human figures.
It is, at any rate, as vertebrae that we can best understand the
transverse gashes connecting the double walls of the hexagons in
the finely incised Maglemose design of Fig. 4·7. And similarly in the
lower half of an.o ther incised design, that of Fig. 48, the vertical
walls of the horizontally distended hexagons are formed of series of
five or six horizontal strokes, which are most plausibly explained as
the vertebrae of spinal columns.
Though the "hourglass" motives at the top of Fig. 48 seem
to have little to do with the hexagon pattern below them, it is
nevertheless possible that the two designs bear a certain logical relation

•
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to each other. For it seems that similar hourglasses are incorporated
in t.he sketchy beginning of a repeating pattern on the upper half
of the bone implement, Fig. 43 a, which is evidently one of interlocking
hexagons (distorted almost into squares), and t.hat each of the vertical
walls between these hexagons is composed of three horizont al bars,
in most cases joined by sn1all "h ourglasses". Leaving aside for the
moment the question of the meaning of the " hourglasses",
we may conclude that the pattern on the upper half of Fig. 43 a is,
like other hexagon patterns, really a concatenation of highly co11ventionalized human figures, which surmounts, and is, in fact, actually
connected with, a relatively large and naturalistic human figure at
the bottom. This arrangement, for which parallels could be cited in
the artistic traditions of later times, may be regarded as roughly
analogous to that of the antler, Fig. 44, in which human figures are
isolated at the bottom and combined in a "geometric" pattern above.
At last, in Fig. 49, we see how the typical Maglemose hexagon
pattern, after losing all vestiges of its anthropomorphic origin, can
be reduced to a honeycomb of single lines, badly composed of irregular
cells( 83).
Undoubtedly it is the leitmotij of the hex2.gon pattern, which,
as we see, runs a wide gamut of variations throughout Maglemose
art, that accounts for the design incised on an imple1n ent of antler
found some twenty years ago in the dried-up Lammefjord of northwestern Zealand in Denmark. This design, reproduced in Fig. 50,
may be described as consisting of seven columns of small trapezoidal
elements arranged in two regist ers, the four columns of the upper
register being connected with the three columns of the lower register
by extensions of their double outlines. From all that has gone before
- not only from our study of other M aglemose designs, but from the
ethnographic parallels provided especially by our first f ew illustrations
- · it can h ardly be doubted that th e Lammefjord design represents
the spinal columns oj human j igures which are connected diagonally
by their limbs. All that distinguishes this design from other Maglemose
hexagon patterns is then the absence of closures a t the top and
bottom, Iike the diagonal connections at the 1niddle, which would
continue the pattern upward and downward. ln other words, the
Lammefjord design is an excerpt f rom a typical M aglemose
hexagon pattern, the ant hropomorphic charact er of which is

(83) For the late or post-Maglemose dating of the type of atone implement on which this
design was found, ef. Clark, 1936, pp. 105-107. The hexagon pattern on another atone implement of
the sarne type is mueh more regular: Ekhoff, 1886, p. 235 f. Strangely enough, aplaque of mammoth
ioory engraved with a pattern of irregular hexagons, mueh like Fig. 49, was found in an apparently
palaeolithie (l'vlagdalenian ?) st.ation in Weat.ern Russia. See Polikarpovich, 1940, p. 286, fig. 2. What
is the chronologieal and historieal relat.ion between these identieal phenomena?
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than usually evident in a rela tively naturalistic rendering of the
vertebrae of the spinal columns. 'l"'his design not only helps us to
t1nderstand the many "geometric" varieties of the hexagon patterh
in Maglemose art, but it permits the identification of an element
which otherwise occurs out of context in this art( 84); and, finally,
it shows certain instructive similarities to "genealogic~d" patterns
of conventionalized human figures surviving among modern peoples
- especially in the connection of the bodjes by their outlines, and in
the ''cursive" rendering of the spjnal column as a zigzag, which occurs,
in the middJe of the second column from the right in the upper register
of Fig. 50, evidently as a result of haste or carelessness in drawing
t he individual vertebrae(8-r About the chevrons at the left side of
Fig. 50 we shall have something to say later.
By virtue of its close relation to the Lammefjord axe, Fig. 50,
the design of another 1\.1aglemose axe, found at Carstensminde( 86),
enriches the Maglemose repertory of conventionalized hun1a.n-figure
patterns by still another variant, permitting the identification of
additional M aglemose motives which have hitherto defied explanation
( 87).
1
).

i'
1

One peculiarity of the J\.íaglemose hexagon patterns, Figs. 44-50,
deserves special mention here; namely the circumstance that ali
of them either envelop a cylindrical surface, or stop but little short
of doing so (Fig. 50). This might be dismissed as a consequence of
the nature of the objects decorated (chiefly bones and antlers). W e
beiieve, ho'\:v:ever, that if these patterns are, as we have shown, composed of human figures in various stages of conventionalization thtts representing a genealogy which is, by its very nature, without
beginning or end - then the ap plication of such designs to cylindrical
surfaces aptly expresses thc endlessness of the genetic process.
Undoubtedly it is for this re[!.son t hat we find "genealogical" patterns
of connected human figures of ten applied around the periphery of
pottery vessels, beginning perha ps f rom the ti me whcn pottery was

(84) \Ve refor to tl1i} cohunuar pattern lis ted by Clark, 1936, fig. 60, as his moiive "t". ln the
light of our understanding of the Latnmefjord design, that inotive can only b e understood as an
abstracted spinal column . Cf. note 87.
(85) Though tbe" cursive" rendering of the spinal vertebrae is not very com.m on among moder11
·· primit.ive" peoples (besides the South American occurrence in Fig. 16, we know of its occasional
use in "genealogical" patterns of tlie type of Fig. 9 along the north coast of New Guinea (cf. Fig. 5)
and in Africa), still the obvious derivation of t be zigzag from vertehrae in this Maglemose desigrl
.oeemed to us to ju11tify its use as a convention for the s pinal column in the schema.tic clrawings of Fig. 3 .
(86) See Vebaek, 1938, figa. 5-7.
(87) Th,us t hrough our understanding of the Ca.rstens1ninde axe, the endlcssly 1 cpeated ele1nen t
on tbe Monbjerg point (Vebaek, 1938, fig. 1: inevitably unlisted by Vlark, 1936) a.ppears as a vertebra.
Another consequence of the identification of the Carstensminde design as a series of human figures
is that Clark, 1936, fig. 60, mot.ives g and u appear as further simplifications of the spinal column
(cf. our New Guinea design, l!'ig. 5 1), while Clark'e l!"ig. 60 j and w may he plausibly regarded Af.l
r<' presenting connected rows or opposed paira of skeletal figures, greatly eimplified.
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first decorated ( 88); and it may be for this reason, again, that we
find such pattems applied to ali manner of cylindrical surfaces,
including the trunk or limbs of the human body, in the traditional
cultures of so many modern peoples - as the reader can see by a
survey of our illustrations, beginning with the first and proceeding
through a list which needs no enumeration. ln view of this circumstance, it is interesting to find t hat modern sociologists have hit upon
the idea of projecting their diagrams of kinship around a cylindrical
surface, without the slightest reference to any of the materiais here
studied, thus "independently inventing" a motive which has been
traditional throughout large parts of the world for at least ten thousand
years! ( 89).
Now the extreme and widely varying conventionalization of the
human figures in Maglemose " hexagon" patterns clearly indicates a
long prior development . l t must be assumed that t hese patterns are,
so to speak, the crystallization of what must have been in still earlier
times a loose agglomeration of relatively naturalistic figures, so
arranged as to convey more obviously the idea of a genealogy. Though
such arrangements of human figures are not known to us from earlier
(i. e., palaeolithic) times, we do find, in the art of a culture somewhat
later than the M aglemose, what appears to be a survival of the primitive idea underlying the M aglemose designs. ln Fig. 51, a and b,
are reproduced motives from a Spanish cave-painting of the "schematic"
ph ase, which the Abbé BREUIL would date in t he "neolithiceneolithic" period of the f ourth pre-Christian millennium, and probably nearer 3000 than 4000 B.C.( 90).
For these motives BREUIL has offered the following explanation:
"A basic figure in the forro of two triangles or two thickened chevrons
joined at the points (certainly the scheme of a woman) has attached
to one, two, or all four of its corners certain appendages, generally
curvilinear, which burgeon at the ends into smaller figures similar or
analogous to the main one. Apparently we have to do here with the
representation of a mother with her progeny, a sort of female Tree
of J esse - in \Vhich the human elements are sometimes reduced to
a triangle or a thickened chevron. We need not attempt to apply
this very probable hypothesis [to the explanat ion of the designs of

(88) See note 73.
(89) See Layard, 1942, p. 113, who gives ·credit for the invention to D r. G regory Bateson.
Appropria te for this purpose is, according to Dr. Layard," something hard, such as a jam jar".
(90) This dating of the motives reproduced in our Fip,s. 51 a-e and 53 a-e was communicated to
the writer by Abbé Breuil in a letter óf April 25, 1955, as follows: "Tous les sujets peints que vouf!
m 'addressez [i. e., those here cited] sont datés Néo-Enéolithique, c'est à dire de la même époque que
les dolmena, doo e plus ou moins 3 à 4000 B.C., au maximum: plutôt 3000 que 4000 - mais peuvent
appartenir à divers périodes. C'est aussi l'Age des gravures rupestres d'lrlande, d 'Écosse et du NW
de l'lbérie (dont quelques-unes descendent plus bas)."
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Fig. 51 a and b] it1 detail: for every one can work it out as he sees
fit" ( 91).
It can hardly be doubted that BREUIL's hypothesis is indeed,
as he says, "very probable", and that the designs of Fig. 51 a and b,
represent a genealogy of the very type with which we are now so
thoroughly familiar. This genealogical representation is especially
instructive, not only because of its geographical and chronological
position (near the western end of the Mediterranean, at a time roughly
contemporary with the chalcolithic of Iran and Western Asia generally),
but because of its artistic character and the transparency of its
symbolism. BREUIL' s identification of these figures as females may
be of more than parochial significance( 9'2); and the way in which they
are connected is also of interest comparatively. Though the variety of
these ligatures permits, as the Abbé observes, a wide latitude of
interpretation, it seems possible to distinguish among them two
main types: one evidently consisting of common limbs, as can be
seen most clearly at the upper right of Fig. 51 b; the other taking
the form of lines attached to the figures apparently by their heads.
The f act that in all the "genealogical" patterns considered so far
(including the earlier Maglemose ones) the figures are invariably
co11nected by their arms and legs suggests that this form of connection
is, in all probability, the original one. Hence we surmise that connection
by the heads, which apparently occurs at severa! places in Fig. 51,
may be simply the result of carelessness. Ata later stage of our study
we shall consider certain mythological and linguistic evidence which
tends to support this conclusion.
The S-shaped curves connecting some of the figures in the
Spanish cave-painting of Fig. 51 might be likened to the two curves
attache<l to the bottom of the large figure on the Maglemose implement,
Fig. 43 a. If the analogy is not accidental, there is all the more reason
for regarding the latter curves as representing the limbs of the figure,
and for supposing that they were originally joined to the limbs of
two similar figures at the lower left and right, and so on in an endlessly
repeating pattern. Such a pattem would then be related on the one
hand to the Spanish patterns of Fig. 51, a and b, and on the other
hand to the more evolved and highly "geometrized" hexagon patterns
of the Maglemose as shown in Figs. 44-50. Needless to say, verification

(91) Freely translated by us from Breuil, 1933-35, 4, p. 16 f.
(92) Sce our earlier identification of the Maglemose designs of Figs. 44a, 45 and 46 as representing females, by virtue of their "brensts", and Breuil's euggestion (cited in our note 70) that the
component elemente of the Iranian pattern, Fig. 89, are femalee, by virtue of the voided "pubic"
triangles. The reader may also recall our euggestion that the design of the Celebee íkat, Fig. 2, ia
compoeed of females (by virtue of the "breast.s") and that certain American designe (Schueter,
1955, figs. l, 2) are femalee (by virtue of their genitais).
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Illustratione

on

opposite

page:

Fig. 51 a, b, e. Designa painted on a cave 'vali. "Los Letreros". Velez Blanco, Almería. Spain
4000-3000 B.C.
Fig. 52
F ig. 53.

1\,

b, e. Human figures carved on the earth at an aboriginal initiation ceremony .
New South Wales, Australia. 19th century.
Geometric motives (M-marks, chevrons) associated (a, g , m) with repeating
p:itterns or human figures in early cultures.
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of this surmise depends upon further study and, above all, upon the
availability of additional material.
No matter whether this particular analogy proves _to be valid
or not, there can hardly be any doubt that the genealogical idea embodied in the Sp9nish cave-painting is the sarne as that underlying
ali the l\ilaglemose pat.terns considered heretofore, and that the two
traditions are basically related. Incidental evidence of this relationship may be seen in the fact that there are certain "geometric" motives
more or less closely associated with the series of connected human.
figures in both traditions, - and also in certain other ancient traditions, approximately contemporary with the Spanish eneolithic. /\
number of these "geometric" motives are assembled in Fig. 53.
What is the meaning of these columns of M-marks, which
make their appearance, along with "genealogical" patterns of linked
human figures, so early in prehistoric times, and thcn find their way
into similar contexts in several later traditions? The Abbé BREUIL
has, in fact, offered an explanation for these motives, in so f ar as they
occur in the cave-paintings oj the neo-eneolithic (i. e., neo-chalcolithic)
period in Spain. BREUIL would regard designs lil{e that of our Fig.
53 e as representing a series of abbreviated human figures; and designs
of the type of Fig. 53 d and e he would interpret as a kind of "Tree
of J esse", the branches of which are f ormed by the paired arms of
series of human figures, probably male, sharing a common trun·k ( 93).
Though BREUIL' s interpretation, based upon his familiarity with the
processes of conventionalization prevailing among the cave-painters
of neo-eneolithic Spain, was presumably meant by him to apply
only to the art of those people and that epoch, there are indications
that it has an even wider validity; for in severa! düferent prehistoric
cultures, as already suggested, we find the motive of series of Mmar ks associated with the motive of lin_ked human figures of the type
which we have identified as "genealogical patterns". The first association of this type with which we have to deal is that between the
two groups of motives in the Spanish cave of Los Letreros, represented respectively by Fig. 51 a-b and Fig. 51. e - the latter reproduced again in Fig. 53 a. The association is, to be sure, not an
exclusive one, in so far as several other motives occupy spaces on the
rock wall between those which "\ve have chosen to reproduce close
together in the three parts of Fig. 51. It should be noted, however,
that all these motives belong to the sarne color-series and are thus
contemporary. The thesis of their conceptual rclation is supported
(93) Thcae auggestions were made to the writer in a letter of the Abbé Brcuil from ·Paris,
April 25, 1955. See also Breuil, 1933-.35, vol. 3, fig. 50 a.nd p. 98; fig. 52 and p. 105; vol. 4, p. 21.
Compare similarly a.rra.nged agglomerations of more "naturali8tic" huma.n figures in the pottery of
Tepe Moussian: Henlfeld, 1941, fig. 40. See al.ao note 109 below.
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by the circumstance that closer combinations of the sarne type oecur
in other traditions of the sarne epoch.
Before considering these, however, let us look again at the
engraved decoration of the Danish mesolithic axe from Lammefjord,
Fig. 50. To the left of the "genealogical p~ttern" with which we have
been chiefly concerned are col-umn~ ef V 's ot chevrons.. Though
these are, to be s~re, not the sarne as M-marks, there can be little
doubt of their equivalence, since columns of ·true M-marks occur
on at least two other Maglemose artifa-cts, where they are arranged
in groups in much the sarne way- as the columns of V's are
grouped on the Lammefjord axe('94). If now BREUlL's interpretation
of the columns of M's in the Spanish caves as series of raale figures
applies equally to the colurans -of cl1ev,rons on the Lammefjord axe
9f perhaps two raillennia earlier (a proposition whieh can hardly
be regarded as in- itself implausible), then we suddenly: find within
our -grasp the possibility of_ understanding the decoration of the
Lammefjord design as an organic and sensible whole; for not only
the eleraent at the right but also that at the left of Fig. 50 would
then represent a gene~logy: the former most prob"a bly compo$ed, &$
we have seen, of fetnale figures(9'6), the latter, followíng Breuil's
surmise, of males., That this. interpretatjon of the Laramefjord design
is no mere f antasy appear-s from the circumstance that two elements
clearly analogous to- those at the left and right of the .Lammefjord
axe occur in close association in the engravjng of an ostrich egg
frora predynastic Egypt, which is roughly con:ternporary with the
Sp~nish pairltings of Fig. 51 a:-c ( 96); and that colurans of M~marks
are specifically associated with series of connected humah figures in
a.t. Ieast one tradition of N ear Eastern chalcolithic pottery decoration,
~s sh.own in Fig. 53 m. ln the light of these associations, it may be
(94) 1'hus Müller, 1918,,fig. 1 ('of which our Fig. 53f is a detail), and op. cit., fig. 2 ( = Cbuk,
1936, fig. 62, no. 7). ln ·v iew of the culture-historical importa~ce of th,e motive of a column of M-marks
(which occurs also on a 1\faglemose amber pendant, Brõndsted, 1934-35, fig. 1), Clark's failµre to
inch)de this motive in his repertoiy of !vla;glemose deaigns (1936, fig. 60) must be regatded as a serious
ornissfon.
(95) Çf. note · _92.
(96) S~e Kantor; 1948, .fig. 2, This egg, the cal'Ying of which is att~Íbuted to the Amratial\
period, presumably about 4000 B.C_,_ , is kept in the Mus.eu:r;,n of the. Oriental Institute, Chicago.
On ít the motive by the side of the "genealogical" pattern (w'hich is ev:idently a simplilied version
of the design at tbe right of Fig. 50) is similar ~to the cólumn -of chev:rons at the left, of Fig.
50, with the a~dition of anuis, liké that.of Fig~ 53 l< or l. Isoln.ted "phytomorphic" motives of this
tYpe are, of course, common in-predynastic· Egyptian pottery âecoration; but the association
of such a moti~e ;with 'the excerpt of a "genealogical" pattern in Amratian times takes on speoial
.significance-in view of the · Maglemose pa rallel. 1t should be acfded that another design, similar to
b,oth the Maglemose and the Amratian "genealogical" designa, oecurs-in a. prehistorie rocJ<-engraving
in southeasiern Norwn.y: Engelf\tad, 19.34, pl. 59, f'ig. 1 (left). Though this design'.does not seem to be
accompanied by tlie chevrons associated with the other two, neverth~less the r.e cunence of what
1night be ça:l!ed . the "Lammefjord pat tern" on the one hand in predynastic Egyptian art and on
~be other -hand in a- presumably neolithio '.Norwegian petroglyph shows how Ímportant such ex. cerpta .<>f "genealogica.l" patterns we_re in the ar.tistic traditions of tlié fifth to fourth millei\nia B.C.
f'or anQh exoerpting irt the New ·World, cf. Schuster, 1955.
, .
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asked whether the introduction of a band of :E's or sigmoid marks
at the bottom of the modern Papuan "genealogical pattern" of Fig.
5 is wholly acciclental; for this ba.nd seems to correspond to the band
of chevrons at the side of the "genealogical pattern" of the Lammefjord
axe of Fig. 50, which the main Papuan design so remarkably
resembles. ( 9 6a).
Quite apart from the question of associated M -marks, the ver:r
fact that "genealogical patterns" composed of linked human figl;lres
occur as early as the f ourth millennium in Spain and the sixth
in Denm~.rk may have implications for the history of such motives
in thc New World. For these early occurrences in Western Europe,
themselves perhaps peripheral phenomena in relation to some still
earlier but unknown focus of diffusion in Western or Central Asia,
obviously permit us to envisage a relatively early transmission of
such patterns from the Old World to the Ne\v, ata fairly "primitive"
cultural levei - as we have already suggested in connection with
t he Patagonian designs of Figs. 37 and 38. At the sarne time, it
should be empha.sized that a motive which was already well established
in a decorative style of say the sixth millennium B.C. in Europe might
well have been, or rather must almost certainly have bee11, widely
diffused throughout Eurasia ir1 subsequent millennia, and hence could
have been trant"Jm itted to the New World more than once, at different
t.imes and in association \Vith different cultures. An attempt to reconstruct the history of such patterns in both hemispheres and to
determine the times and rou tes by which they reached the N ew W orld
from the Old does not lie within the scope of this study. Our purpose
js merely to call attention to the existence of the historical problem
and to point out the need for further studies which might contribute to
its eventual solution. Gaps, both chronological and geographical, there
are many; but it can hardly be doubted that they are gaps in available
evidence rather than in actual fact. Undoubtedly many of them will
be filled, once these patterns are recognized as representative of a
type, and the nature of the historical problem becomes manifest.
(96a) ln a communication made to the Vth I nternational Congress of !'rehisto rie and Protohistoric Sciences in H a1nbul'g in 1958 (to be published in Anthropos), the writer established more
fírmly the antropomorphio origin and genealogical connotation of the ?vlaglemose motives which
are hel'e shown as Fig. 53 f and h. ln the light of these considerations, the writ.er's present view is
that the groupcd chevrons ll.t the left of F'ig. 50 ( = Fig. 53 g; cf. also the grouped "branchesn of
Fig. 53 k) probably represent somethiJ1g like a genealogical count, which is deliberately and by ne>
mean11 accidentally 88.SOciated with the genenlogical picture at its right. l n- fact, we hope to show
in la ter studies that the "anthropomorphic" chevrons at the left of the Lammefjord design are really
equivalent to a kind of notchinq, no doubt n un1erative, which has a long archaeological prehistory
and also survives in significant association with ancestral representations (i. e ., genealogical
images) in many modern" primitive" culturee. (Cf. note 126). Thia interpretation of the Larnmefjord
design of Fig. 50 is pel'haps not at, va1·iance with n sexual differentiation between the two parte of
the composition (male pattcrn at the left, fcmale at the right) auggested above in our text. But
in auy case, we feel that the view, advanced only tentative!y in oul' text at this point, of the ban.d
of sigmoid marks at the bottom of the Papuan "genealogical" pattern, Fig. 5, as conceptually
related to it , is now 11trongly aupported. Tbe palpably "roesolithic" character of the main par.t of
t he.,Papuan design (cf. note 87) tends to confirm tbis view.
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The most interesting, and perhaps most significant, peculiarity
of the Spanish cave-paintings, Fig. 51 a and b, which sets them apart
from all the other designs considered heretofore, is their loose composition: their failure to form a regularly repeating pattern. The
fact that the "genealogical principie" was applied to tl1e decoration
of l\1aglemose artifacts in the form of rigidly repeating patterns of
highly conventionalized figures a few millennia before the Spanish
cave of Los Letreros was painted does not mean that the later Iberian
designs are necessarily derived from the earlier Baltic ones. It can
only meau that the lberian designs represent the late survival
of a much earlier stage of development. Undoubtedly the two traditions
evolved in different waya and at different rates from a common origin,
which must be sought in still older palaeolithic prototypes. Though
\Vedo not know (or at least have not yet recognized) such prototypes
in the palaeolithic art accessible to us, we do have indirect means of
penetrating the barrier closed to us by history - and we are not the
first to make use of such means. Others have already found in the
customs, beliefs and rituais surviving among the primitive Australian aborigines plausible solutions for some of the enigmas posed
by the art of our earliest ancestors.
ln Fig. 52 are reproduced the outlines of certain earthwor.k s
prepared for an initiation ceremony held towards the end of the nineteenth century by the Kamilaroi tribe of New South Wales. Mathews
reports that the "liíe-size" men of Fig. 52 a "were formed by cutting
a nick or groove in the ground along the outline of each"; and that
"all the figures were joined together, the hands and feet of one joining
the h ands and feet of others"( 97). The analogy between Fig. 52 a
and the Spanish cave-painting of Fig. 51 a is perhaps obvious. Both
arrangements are noteworthy for their irregularity: in neither are
the figures joined in a rigidly repeating pattern. E specially significant
is the fact that the Australian figures are connected, as M athews
says, by their limbs. Only once does a leg rest on the head of another
figure; and this obvious accident (at the lower left of Fig. 52 a) may
be regarded as an exception which proves the rule of ligature by the
limbs. (Does this Australian accident justify our surmise that ligature
by the h ead which occurs in several places in the Spanish composition
is likewise the result of accident or carelessness, and that the primary
f orm of connection is there also by the limbs ?) Perhaps the chief
difference between the Australian and the Spanish compositions lies
in the circumstance that the Australian figures are supposed to represent, as we shall see, males ; while the Spanish figures are most
probably intended, as Breuil says, for females. A possible exception
(97)

Mathews, 1895, p . 415.
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to this rule is one apparently male figure at the lower right of the
Spanish group, Fig. 51 a.
.
The resemblance between the modern Australian and the prehistoric Spanish compositions is hardfy accidental. Undoubtedly it
arises from the circumstance that both represent something li'ke the
primitive substratum from which all the regularly repeating patterns
known to us must b e evolved. The survival of the Australian traditicn
into modern times is like an outcropping of this substratum, which
is elsewhere hidden under subsequent formations.. The importance
of the Australian design of Fig. 52 a lies in that it is not "dead" like
ali the other designs of its type with which we have to deal, but that
the making of it was part of a ritual still traditionally observed until
modern times, when it carne to the attention of European observers,
able to transmit to us at least an inkling of what it meant to the
aborigines who made it. ln 1894 Mathews was told by the K amilaroi
that the design of Fig. 52 a "represented the young men who were
with Baiamai at his first camp". And Baiamai was the Creator of
the Kamilaroi. The Creator himself was represented, not as part
of the connected group of Fig. 51 a, but separately as an earthen
figure of heroic proportions (some 15 feet or 4.5 meters in length),
shown in Fig. 51 b, opposite his consort. Gunnanbeely, who 'vas carved
in life-size: Fig. 52 e. Mathews continues: "They say that Baiamai
created them (the Kamilaroi) and gave them the country and all
that is in it for their use, after whicl1 he and Gunnanbeely went away.
A short distance from these (that is from our Fig. 51 b ande) the figure
of a man and woman were f onned on the ground behind a tree, and
were partly hidden. The blacks said that these represented their
original parents, whom they call Boobardy and Numbardy, -meaning
father and mother respectively". (This pair of figures is not I'eproduced
by MATHEWS: perhaps they were represented in coitu).
What àre we to make of these explanations? Obviously we
have to do with a complex of ideas centering about the theme of
creation. And this theme is represented in t hree different ways~
first by the images of the Creator-pair, Fig. 51 b and e; secondly by
the pair of figures called "father" and "mother", whom the Kamilaroi evidently regard as their more immediate ancestors; and thirdly
by the composition .which chiefly concerns us, that of "the young
men at Baiamai's first camp", Fig. 52 a. The conceptual relation
of the last group to the two pairs of creator figures is somewhat
obscure. Yet it seems reasonable to suppose that "the young men
who were with Baiamai at his first camp" mt1st have been the first
figments of his creation or the first human beings, and thus in one
sense or another ancestors of the Kamilaroi: perhaps they were the
progenitors of various tribal subdivisions. Though MATHEWS was not
told why these figures were joined together by the hands and feet,
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the whole matter becomes clearer in the light of another Australian
ritual observed and recorded in another part of the continent some
forty years later.
ln 1935 URSULA McCoNNEL described and illustrated photographically a ritual which she had observed among the Wikmunkan and
Wiknatara aborigines on the western side of Cape York Península,
in northeastem Australia. This ritual was performed by "a line of
men lying on the ground ... with hands clasped (symbolic of continuity). One in the middle represents a woman with a baby (n1ade
of beeswax) lying on her abdomen. Those on the left of the 'woman'
are men who were gro'wing old. Then carne woman and birth. Those
on the right are t he children who carne after as a result of sex and
birth. At the end of the line stands a man who swings the moipaka
(i. e., bull-roarer) (female). The ritual symbolises the continuity of
life by means of sex and birth". The author adds: "It must be realized
that the spiritual power behind this ritual is believed to be invoked
by its performance and to bring about the desired continuity of life.
Hence its sacred character"( 98).
There are, to be sure, differences between the arrangement of
the perfo1mers in this ritual and that of the men in "Bairunai's first
camp". ln this ritual we have a single line of men connected only
by their hands: in the Kamilaroi carving, a group of figures spreading
in all directions and connected not only by t heir arms but by their
legs as well. Y ct it is fairly obvious that bot h arrangements illustrate
essentially the sarne idea: that of creation and procreation . What
the l{amilaroi represented statically in art the aborigines of the
Cape York Península enact in ritual. The symbolism of continuity
explicit in the clasped hands of the ritual is implicit also in the joined
hands and feet of t he Iiamila.roi figures. About this symbolic use
of tpe limbs we shall have 11).0re to say presently. Here it is perhaps
unnecessary to. attempt to account for every detail of the Cape York
ritual: for example, t he circumstance that all the performers are
men and that even the central parturient woman is impersonated
by a man(~ 9 ), or the circumstance that a "female" bull-roarer is
swung in connection with the performance. l t is enough for us to
recognize the ritual as a symbolization of the genetic process and a
prayer for its continuation. lt is undoubtedly ,a ritual of t he type
observed by Miss McCoNNEL in Cape York which underlies the l{amilaroi representation of Fig. 52a; and it may be reasonably inferred

(98) McConuel, 1935, pp. 70-71.
(99) Is thi~ simply a consequence of the male monopoly of ritual or could i t perhaps be
associated with the custom of couvade (to be considered la ter)? Could tbi!I female impersonation
have anything to do with the circumstance that in the Spa.nish cave-pa.inting, Fig. 51 a , w11
find one appa.rently ma.le figure inserted among a "genPalogy" of females?
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that some such ritual is depicted also in the Spanish cave-painting
for which Breuil postulated a genealogical significance. If, as seems
Jikely, the san1e expla11ation applies ultimately to all the patterns
of more highly conventionalized human figures reviewed in this study,
it is obvious that the ritual recorded by Miss 11cCoNNEL is
of fundamental and f ar-reaching importance.

The immense antiquity of this ~ theme, its \Vide diffusion among
m'.:>dern peoples at every stage of cultural development, and its survival
in a primit ive ritual intended to insure tribal survival - all these
circumstances attest its central, not to say transcendent, importance
in huma,n cultural history. lVIuch more could be said about the reflection of this theme in art, and many additional 'artistic motives
could be cited to which it provides the key in other cultures (for
example, in Africa); but we shall restrict ourselves, in t he concluding
part of t his discussion, to some observations about the manifestation
of this theme in the realms of myt hology, custom and language. These
observations, besides helping us to understand the artistic motives,
are also elucidated by them, and may thus prove to be of interest as
stimuli to further research.
Tl1roughout this study wc have had occasion to observe the
function of the limbs as means of co11nection between the figures in
"genealogical" patterns. If the clasped hands in the rit ual just described symbolize genetic continuity, there can be little doubt that
this is the meaning also of the common limbs in the Spanish cavepainting of Fig. 51, of those in the highly conventionalized Maglemose
designs of Figs. 44 to 50, and of the limbs in all the other "genealogical" pa.tterns considered in this study.
No\v the importance of the limbs as genetic bonds is manifest
not only in art, but also in other expressions of h.u man tradition.
1.'hroughout many parts of the \vorld we encounter myths and legends
about the l)irt h of human beings from the limbs - sometimeE.: from
the arms or fingers, more commonly from the legs, and most commonly
f rom the knees. Those born in this way are generally imagined as
"the first people"; and the limbs from which they spring are those
of an Ultimate Ancestor. An investigation of the details and distribution of these myths would constitute a fascinating study in itself.
Here we shall do little more than list the occurrences known to
us. ln Africa, myths referring to birth from the knees or legs are
distributed from the east central part of the continent southward
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apparently to the Hottentots( 100). ln }~ast .A.sia the theme occurs
among the Yami of Botel Tobago, an island off the southern tip of
Formosa( 1 º1); and in Micronesia among the Marshall Islanders( 101a).
It is incorporated in the Finnish epic of t.he Kalevala( 10-i), and in at
least one Indo-European cosmogonic legend( 1 º3 ); not to mention the
Greek myth of the birth of Dionysos, gorl of fertility, from the thigh
of Zeus( 1 º4). The t.heme 'vas current among the Carib lndians of
the Antilles( 1"º6), and survives in South ,:\merica at least among the
Chocó and Uitoto of Colombia and the Umutina of south-central
Brazil ( 106). For each instance here cited, presumably more could be
found in surrounding areas ( 1 º64).
(100) African niyth.s and legend.s about birth fron1 t.he kneea are conveniently eummariud
by Alice Werner, 1925, pp. 156-159, 222; and the theme is treated more fully in ite culture-bietoricaJ
implications by Baumann, 1936 (see bis índex, s . v. "Kniegeburt"), with references to Ehrenreicb,
Graebner and Rank. Though Miss Werner regards the Hottentot Creator's name of "WoundedKnee" as re1niniscent of knee-birth, Baumann (op. cit., p. 20) gives reasons for doubting tbis associa.tion. ln anotber connection, however, Baumann (op. cit., p. 48) admits the possibility of a
symbolical equivalence between "wound" and "vulva". (Cf. our note 141). Perhe.ps thc question
about the ulthnate 1neaning of the Hottentot Creator's name should st.i11 be regarded a.a open.
(101) Dei Re, 1951, pp. 39-40. For the Palaung of Burn1a, cf. our note 106 a. For the genetic
symbolisn1 of the knec in the Pbilippínes and Borneo see note 130.
(!Ola) Erdlnnd, 1914, p. 192.
(102) Kalei>ala, rune 9: (The writer is indebtcd to Dr. Henry \Vaasén for kindly calling
his a ttention to this passage. See note 106.) Cf. also rune 1.
(103) Schayer, 1935, p. 320. (To be quoted below).
(104) Rosch er , 1884-86, cola. 1045-46.
(105) La.borde, 1674, p. 5: "Louquo .....avoit un gros nombril d'ou il fit sortir le:; prenuers
hommes de mesme que desa cuisse faisant une incision." (Bosch-Reitz in Timehri 5, 1886, p , 226,
inistranslates nombril as nostril!). Cf. note 11.
(106) For the Chocó see Wasséu, 1933, pp. 116, 134, and Wassén, 1935, p. 133. ln a lette1· from
Buenaventura, Colombia, April 3, 1955, Dr. Wassén inforn1cd the writ,er that tbe distribution of the
theme of bírth f1:pm the knces will be treated comparatively in a forthooming publice.tion by hin1self
and Nils Holme1· on the Nia-ikala (see Etnolooiska Studier es, Gõteborg, 1958, pp. 18, 25 f). For the
Uitoto see Prcuss, 1921-23, v. l, p. 51; for the Umutina, Schultz, 1949, anda slightly aimpler version,
Oberg, 1953. p. 108. According to Schultz, the two legs produce four children: a me.le and a female
from each leg. Tbere is , however, no indication of subsequent intermarriage between these paira, as
occurs with appa1•ent logic in the Formoean story .
(106a) The following additional information ca1n e to tbe writer's at tentíon in the course of a
trip to tbe Far East undertaken with the as.sistance of tbe Wenner-Gren Founde.tion for Antbropological Research in 1956:
Prof. Eiicbirõ l shida of Tõkyõ University kindly supplied the following de.ta:
"Widely spread in nortbern Japan is the folkt.ale rnotif of the birth of a tiny boy from the
swollen knee of an old woman, or sometimes of an old man. Thus in Iwate prefecture the boy SunekoTampako, 'Knce-Spit,' is born from the knee of an old woman who prayed with her husband for a
child and was instructed hy t.he Boddhisattva Kannon to smear saliva on her knee. (Pre11umably
i!aliva hcre representa .sexnen. - C. 8). ln a variant from Sado Island, Niigata prefecture, a bee.n·
sized boy is born frorn tbe swollen finger of his ehildless mother. The diminutive child in these
folkta.les generaly transforms himself into a handsome youth who marriee a heroine and brings
wealth and happiness to his aged parents. Seki, 1953, pp. 279 f., 283).
"ln a widespread Japanese folktale, the boy Momotaro is born from a peach, momo, floating
down a stream. Though tales about miraculous birth from various fruita and vegetables are common
in Japan, it is noteworthy that momo in Japanese means'thigh' as well as'peach', e.nd that in an Ainu
tale of the Momotaro type, wbich is probably of Japanese origin, the hero, Omu-taro, is said to be
bom from the thigh (omu) of bis mother. ln a variant of thls type from Aomori prefeeture in
northernmost HoMhu, the boy is miraculously born from the heel of his mother e.fter the rest of
her body has been devoured by an ogress. [Cf. the Papuan tale cited in our note 120] (Seki, op.
cit. , p. 320 f. Cf. Ishida, 1956)".
ln addition to this Japanese evidence rnay be noted Skcat and Blagden, 1906, voJ. 2, p. 185: a
.lakun (proto-Malay) legend of the first wornan, "whose children were produced out of the calves of
her legs;" and the citation by Gill, 1876, p. 10, of a tale from Mangnie. according to which tbe boy
Rongo·came from e. boil on bis mother's arm, when it was pressed. (Cf. our note 71).
Furthennore, Prof. H. Otley Beyer of Manila informed the writer (oral communication, April,
1956) that he knew of tales about t.he birth of children from the knuckles of the hand amon1 at
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However these myths may vary in delails, their basic relationship
to each other is hardly open to question. Birth from the knees or legs
is generally preceded by a swelling of the affected parts, analogous
to that preceding normal birth from the womb. Often both knees
are involved: sometimes a male child springs from one knee and a
female from the other, or different races or social subdivisions spring
from the two knees, or respectively from the inside and outside of
the knee. ln the Kalevala and in the Yami myth of Botei Tobago,
birth from the knees is closely associated with the then1e of the discovery of iron (presumably a late intrusion). The Yami have rationalized this forro of pregnancy by supposing that the penes of their
progenitors were joined to their knees( 107). These stories often appear
grotesque to the point of absurdity: yet the vastness of their diffusion,
perhaps throughout every continent .of ·t he world, makes it impossible
to dismiss them as meaningless. We believe that the Australian ritual
just described, together with the many "genealogical" patterns studied
in this essay, provide a logical explanation for, and are at the sarne time
logically explained by, these stories. We have seen that the conception
of the limbs as bonds of connection between generations, which survives
in at least one modern "primitive" ritual, goes back some ten thousand
years in art. It would hardly be surprising, then, that the sarne idea
l~ast three ethnic groups of the Mountain Province of Luzon, including the Ifugao. Such tales are of

interest in connection with other evidence of the genetic role of the fingers, to wbich we áhall refer
presently. -(See notes 108, 119, and the general discussion of finger-mutilation at the-end of our text).
Undoubtedly such Philippine tales about birth from the knucklés go far toward explairiing also the
tattooing of little human figures on the pha1anges of the fingers of certain Paiwan women of Formosa,
which we hope to discuss elsewhere la.ter. ln certain other Philf'ppine tales, miraculous birth
takes place from between the fingers, rather than from the knuckles (presumably a rationali:r.ation o(
knuckle-birth, in which the cavity between the fingers is equated with the womb). Cole,1915,
pp. 18, 110, etc.).
Especially interesting is a Pala.ung tale from Burma (Milne, 1924, p. 284), according to which:
"long long ago.....it was the man and not the woman who bore the children. The man carried the
unborn child in the calf of bis leg until the time when it was large enough to be born. .. .. Then tbe man
said.....' Take the baby and keep it Warrn in thy stomach ..... • He then saw that the woman had
taken good care of the child..... ; ao, after that time, he gave over to the W'oman the care of the children."
Remarkable here is the e~plicit priority of male over female-birth (which tbe Greeks inverted
in the myth of Dionysos: see note 139 below). The Palaung story also provides a significant pamllel
for the Tupins.mha explanation of the couvade (see below at note 140). The bearing of the Palaúne;
story upon the couvade appears in certain details omitted from the-above quotatión: namely, an
accompanying and clearly symbolic transfer of the labõrs of fruit-gatbering hom the female to the male
ín exchange for her role in child-bearing. ln the Jight of this Pa.laung story, the couvade appears as a
reversion to an original state of affairs, wben men la.bored in childbirth and women in the production
of food.
Dr. V. Raghavan of Madras has kindly called my attention to two Hindu myths which cJearly
,
belong in this series. The celestial damsel (apsaras) U rvasi is said to ha ve been born from the thigh of
the (male) sage Nãvãyana;
. and the Brahmans are said to have "churned" King Prthu and Lady
Archis from the arms of the tyrannical King Vena, after he had been. killed by the curses of bis oppressed
"ubjects. Since ali lndian kings are traditionally men1bers of the Rãjanya or Kshatriya caste, the
latter story clearly corresponds to the Vedic "birth" o! thi11 caste from the a.rms of the cosmic Man oz:
Purusha (see below at note 111). Furthermore, the theme of birth from some member of a dead
(i.e., sacrificed ?) body has occasional parallels outside lndia: see the second Japanese story eited
earlier in this note, and further Teferences the,r e.
(107} Cf. notes 101 and 142. Del Re's account is evidently translated from Ogawa & Asai, 1935;
p. 753 f. A slightly variant and apparently lesa original version of the sarne tale is published by
Sayama & Õnishl, p. 18 f. I am indebted to Mr. Ch'en Ch'i-I,u of National Taiwn Unlversity for
both Japanese references.
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should be reflected in tales and legends, especially those purporting
to explain the origin of man, ali over the eart.h. The vagaries of these
legends might be likened to the ct>nventionalizations of the artistic
pattems which we have studied.
A fascinating question is that which carne first: the idea or its
projection in a,rt. Perhaps both .carne into being at once: for man
thinks in images. It is, at any rate, obvious that the genealogical
diagram or pattern must have played an · important, perhaps an
indispensable, role in the perpetuation if not in the original conception
of the genealogicalidea. Someti:mes it is hard to explain a mythoJogical
theme except by reference to a visual pattern of the type which we
have made the sribject of the present study. T·hus, for example, a
certain mytl1 current along the north shore of N ew Guinea relates
how two heroes (apparently conceived as ''the -first man" and bis
nephe\v) built a canoe carrying "all the ánimals'' to sea (thus a kind
of ark), and used for lashings of this canoe tl1e ''drawn-out sinews
and blood vesse]s of the arms and.legs of his [the nephew's] mother".
Then somehow, according to the story, "men and women sprang
from the cut.:off end$ of these Iashings'' and proceeded to populate
certain islands; which are duly enumerated( 1 º8). This gruesome and
apparently n0nsensical story makes sense when i:t is referred to the
visual image of a genealogical pattern in which figures 3,re joined by
their a:rms and legs; for in such patterns,. just as in myths about
birth f rom the knees, the geneti~ principle resides 1n the limbs. The
"mother" in this story is, as it were, ex_cerpted f roni such a genealogical patt'ern, and pro_g eny are conceived as springing from her limbs
in much the sarne way as plants spring from the cuttings of a parent
stalk(1 º9). Conversely, cer.tain artistie phenomena ob·s ervable in
'·'genealogical patterns·' ' of the type we have studied can be explained
in terms of the mythologica;l theme of birth from the limbs: thus for
example eertain South American pictographs and petroglyphs rep;...
resent a figure (sometimes clearly female) excerpted from a repeating
pattern, its lirobs ending iu a multipficity of lines which can best

(108) Rieseiúeld, 1950, p.. 369. The same author recounts a myth in which two children are
born fro_m the blood of a woman's anns (op. eit., p. 264); and an;other in whlch two sons are born from
the blood of a WQman's finger (op. eit., p, 360).
We shall have1nore to say presently about the
genetic and genealo~ical role of tl,le fingers. For the use of. genetieallY poten,t "limbs" in the construction.óf boats, ef. thê lrish anâ Old Norse use.of words for-''knee" in the·special sense of dbs in the
fra.me of a bo~t~ I..oth, 1923, p. 1~4.
(109) The idea of birth: fropi the li~bs is, in faeh assimilated to the theme of plant-f.ertility iri
an earlier episode of t,his sj;ory, in wh:ieh the. anns and legi;.of the sarne JJ:lother a.r e. described as having
the thickness of a tree an~ produciµg yams. ,(Riesenfeld, ,1950, p. 368}. Similarly. a Hawaiian gotldess.
Haumea, is~descri6ed as·having" a breadfruit body.; trunk ànd leaves"; and also as béing dismetnbered
to produce the tribe of Pelê Jrom her parts. (Beekwith,, 1951, pp. 110-112}.
The familiar image .of tliê "Tree of Life" is doubtless based upon thls evidently widespread
association;_even though Cahen, 1926; .p . 66, wo.u ld deny its antiguity, de~pite the obvious community
of word~ for "joints" of the body and "nodes" of a stalk, for "legs" and "branches", etc., in
Indo"-EuroJ>ean (and perhaps otlier) languages.. (Cf. notes 93 lind 129).
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be understood as the genetically potent "dra\vn-out sinews and blood
vessels of thc arms and legs" of a procreative Mother( 110). Evidencc
of relation bet,veen genealogical patterns in art and such tales cf
genesis could no doubt be multiplied, to the benefit of our unqer..,
standing of many an obscure phenomenon in both art and legend.
Perhaps such legends about birt h from the limbs are to be
explained as fragments of a cosmogonic myth, according to which
t he world in general and man.kind in particular originate frorn parts
of a primordial cosn1ic giant. 1\1yths of this type are to be found among
''primitive'' peoples in many parts of the world though not necessarily
among the sarne peoples 'vho tell the stories (about birth from the
Jimbs), and they are also commemorated in the literatures of early
civilizations. 'rhus, for example, a Vedic hymn explains the origin
of the world and of man f rom parts of Sltch a cosmic being (the Purusha or Man), who is sacrificed and presumably dismembered for
this purpose. The four primary castes of the Indian social system
are said to be derived from t11e body of this being as follows: "The
Brahmin (priest) was his n1outh, his two arms were made"' the Rãjanya
(warrior), his t\VO thighs the Vaiçya (trader and agriculturalist),
from his feet the Çüdra (servile class) 'vas born" l 111).
Though the joints of the limbs are not specificalfy mentioned
in this hymn, the knees do play an important role in a popular variant
of the sarne theme which survived until recent times in the unwritten
literature of Russia. ln the "Poem on the Book of Profound Mystcries" various f eatures of the physical world are explained as parts
of the body of a primordial Cosmic Being, and in some versions of
the poen1 man is said to be descended from various parts of the body
of "Adam" (obviously a Christian substitute for this more abstract
cosmic figure); the tsars coming from his head, t he boyar-princes
from other parts of his body (not specified), and the peasantry or
common people "from the holy knee of ...\dam". Schayer has shown
1.ha.t this poem is related not only to the Vedic Purushasükta but
to ' 'ariants surviving in the written literatures of various eastern
peoples (112). It is perhaps unnecessary to emphasize that early literary
versions do not necessarily perpetuate the most archaic variants of
a theme; and there is good reasou to believe (as we have already seen,
and shall see again) that the generative function of the knees in the
Russian poem is an archaic trait, probably inherent in the prototype
f rom which al1 these Iegends must be descended. Schayer was him(110) See Schuster, 1955, figs. l, 2, and especially 4. We do not inean to imply thal all" genea-

logical patterne" are necesearily con1posed of Cemales, even though this is apparently true of some
early exa1nplee (Figa. 44-46, 51, nnd perhaps 39), and seems to be implicit in the female impersonation
prn cticed in making the "living pattern" of the Australian ritual described at note 98.
(111) RigJJeda X, 90 (tr. Edw. J . Thomas, 1923, p. 122). Cf. our notes 106 a , 132 and 141.
(112)
Schayer, 1935, p. 320.
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self aware that this type of myth, which was familiar to hirn chiefly
in Indo-European and Semitic literatures, had relations to the oral
traditions of "Austro-Asiatic and Oceanian civilizations". Actually
its relations are even wider. For it seems very likely that stories abou t
birth from t he k11ees or legs., which are found, as we have seen, in
widely separated parts of t he world, are ali ultimately related to such
a cosmogonic myth as fragments to a whole. The basic myth of
creation by dismemberment is certainly much older than any of the
literatures in which it was first recorded; and it seems very likely
that such a myth lies at the bottom, or very near the bottom, of all
the · phenomena studied in this essay. ln civilized literary t raditions
. the cosmic being appears as a mystical abstraction; but among more
primitive peoples it seems likely that he '\vas, in the first place, simply
a deified ancestor.
The idea of tl1e creation of t he human race fron1 t he membra
disjecta of a prototypic 11uman being implies the idea of human
sacrifice. Though the allusion to such a sacrifice in the Vedic hymn
seems merely allegorical, one cannot escape the impression t hat t hc
aJlegory must have been preceded by the reality, and that in more
primitive, pre-Vedic times, human beings must have been sacrificed,
perhaps periodically, to symbolize the creation, or periodic re-creation,
of the world and of mankind. Since a human sacrifice symbolizing
the Creation, is ipso facto, the archetypal sacrifice, it would be of
jnterest to examine rituals of human sacrifice wherever they survive
in t he modern world, with a view to determining in how far they may
be explained as a recapitulation of the Creation, and 1nore specifieally,
in how far t he dismembered parts of the victim may be associated
with divisions of the social body which he symbolizes. Though such
a task cannot be accomplished within the limits of the present study,
we may make a few obsei:vations about the disposition of the Iimbs
in connection with the primit ive practice of cannibalism - assuming
that the preceding dismemberment of the victim is, in a fundamental
anel instinctive, if not al\vays in a ritual sense, a sacrifice.
Though cannibal practices vary enor1nously around the world,
and it is difficult to disengage symbolic motives from mere savagery
and bestiality, still we do s~em to find a special emphasis upon the
importance of the arms and legs, or hands and feet, in many of these
practices, which may be due, in t he final analysis, to something more
than a gourmet's interest in a "joint" of meat. Thus, for example,
when STADE N depicts four Tupinamba women racing around the huts
of t heir camp, each carrying one of the freshly dismembered arms
and legs of the victim( 11 3), this may be more than an expression of

(113)

Métraux.,r1928, p. 154 a.nd pi. VI, 1; ateo Volha1·d, 1939, p. 353 and fig. 9 (after Staden).
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cannibal joy pure and simple. It clearly suggests an association of
the f our "quarters" of the victim with the four geographical and
social quarters of the camp, thus implying that the sacrifiee creates,
or recreates, the Tupinamba world. A predilection for the arms and
legs or hands and feet of the victim as cannibal tidbits, observed
among other South American tribes ( 11•), may stem ultimately from
a recognition of the importance of these parts in terms of the sarne
concept. ln so far as ritual sacrifice and cannibalism among the
Tupi-Guarani tribes is related to similar practices in Mexico and
Central America( 11'5), it is perhaps not without significance that the
part of the sacrificial victim reserved for consumption by the king
of the Aztecs and the nobles of the Nicarao was invariably the
thigh( 116). It hardly seems likely that this choice was dictated by
purely epicurean considerations. Though its original motivation may
have been forgotten, it was probably rooted in the sarne idea as the
Tupinamba treatment of the four limbs just mentioned. And it is
perhaps for this reasou that the arms and legs, hands and feet, or
fingers and even toes of the victims are, in so many oliher parts of
the world, either regarded as special cannibal delicacies or reserved
as perquisites of chiefs and nobles( 11 7).
The fact that among the Tupinamba the tips of the victim's
fingers were assigned as a special treat to distinguished guests( 118)
takes on significance in the light of an episode in a creation myth of
the Bacairí, according to which "the first woman" became pregnant
by swallowing the finger-bones of dead Bacairí Indians ( 119). The

(114) Volhard, 1939, pp. 358-360, citing the Parintintin (Tupf) and the Chavante, Botocudo
and Coroato (all Ge).
(115) Radin, 1942, pp. 105-109.
(116) Volhard, 1939, pp. 327, 331, citing Seler's translation of Sahagún, and Joyce.
(117) The evidence can be found in Volhard's compilation on cannibalism (1939), as folloW's:
pp. 169-171 (SE Australia); p. 193 (Papua); p. 244 f (Loyalty Islands and New Caledonia); pp. 248-252
(Fiji); pp. 8, 9, 29, 30, 33, 44, 52, 57, 64, 98, 105, 150 (Africa and Madagascar). Volhard, pp. 100, 114,
citee two African instances of an avoidance of eating the tipa of the fingers and toes in cases where the
the victim had been diseased, on the grounds that the diseaee was concentrated after death in these
extremities. We suspect that the idea that disease is concentrated in the finger-tips is a rationalisation of a forgotten mot.ivation, which originally had to do, as elsewhere, with the potency of the fingers: a potency so great that is would harm ratber than strengthen the eater. We suapect the sarne
basic motivation for the Kwakiutl avoidance of eating the bands and feet (Volhard, p. 315). Cf. note
119, and see Baumann in Wassén, p . 26, as cited in our note 106.
(118) Métraux, 1928, p. 155, citing Thevet.
(119) Von den Steinen, 1894, p. 373. The "first woman" Was herself subsequently killed,
dismembered and eaten. (Cf. note 109). Probably connected in some Way with this myth and with
the Tupinamba cuatom just cited is the Guarani (southern Tupi) practice of cuttin.g off the right
tbumb of the sacrificial victim before bis body was disroembered for the cooking pot. (Friederici,
1922, p. 126). Underlying this abstention from the eating of a finger is probably the sarne motivation
aa cited at the end of our'note 117. The Guarani explanation, that the amputation was undertaken
in order to prevent the victim's ghost from drawing a how in vengeance, like a similar explanation
cited by Friederici for a similar amputation of the right thumb, would then be a rationalization of the
real motivation, which had been forgotten, and which emerges in the widespread practice of fingermutilation in mourning for dead relà.tives. A primary aesociation of the fingers with relatives (for
which we shaU presently cit.e evidence) was evidently extended to the principle of relationship,
thence to the cl08ely associated idea of procreation, and finally to that of potency (perhaps with the
help of phallic allusion). Our guess is that the Guarani amputation was undertaken in order to
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genetic potency of the fingers comes to light again in the Papuan
story of a culture-hero who was dismembered and eaten, except for
one finger: the next morning he appeared again alive(120). This seems
to imply that the survival of a single finger is sufíicient to assure the
regeneration of the whole body, in much the sarne way as a plant
may spring from a cutting.
The idea that a special genetic potency resides in the fingers
could be conceived as a specialization of the genetic role of the limbs,
as we havé observed it in art, legend and ritual. But it may be t.hat
the matter must be conceived the other way around, a social significance
having been first imputed to the fingers, even before the limbs to
which they are attached were conceived as symbols of social organization and relationship. The reason for this inference lies in the custom
of finger-mutilation - specifically, the amputation of one or more
phalanges of a finger or f ingers of a living person - which is practiced
by a great many "primitive" peoples in different parts of the world,
including South America( 121). The reasons given for this custom by
its practitioners are various; but there seems to be little doubt that
the most common motivation is that of expressing sorrow for the
death of a close relative, or attempting to preserve the life of a sic·k
or dying one. ln other ·words, the finger and its parts are so closely
associated with relatives that they come to be actually identified
with them. It is for this reason, then, that the illness or death of a
relative demands the sacrifice of a finger or part of a finger. This
sacrifice is, as it were, a partial death of the individual, by which· he
partakes in the death of someone closely related to him.
When we are confronted with a usage occurring so widely
throughout the modern world, it may be safely assumed that it began
in very ancient times. And we have proof of its antiquity. For it
is well known that silhouettes of hands with missing fingers or parts
of fingers were projected on the walls of caves in the Franco-Cantabrian
zone of southem France and northern Spain at the beginning of upper
palaeolit hic times, specifically in the Aurignacian period, some

eomplete tbe "killing" of the victim by inhibíting bis procreative power: if the amputated finger had
becn eaten (as among the Tupinamba and in the Bacalri myth), tbe object would have been to acquire
rather than merelv to destroy the victim's potency. The basic idea remains the sarne; out the
phenomena of behavior vary according to the attitude a.ssumed in relation to it.
(120) Volhard, 1939, p. 195, citing F. E . Williams.
(121) The literature on finger-amputation is, Qf course, too ext.ensive for detailed citation here;
but the following worka cover the subject in a general way and include references to further literature:
Ackerknecht, 1947, p. 35 (South America); Dembo & Imbelloni, 1938, p. 203 (citing Azara for the
the Charr<ia prli.ctice, Uruguay, whicb may be regarded as claseical: the phalanges of the fingers were
amputated progressively beginning witb the little finger, one phalanx for tbe death of each relative);
Lagcrcrantz, 1936 (Africa); Preuss, 1896 (who considera aU mutilations ma.de in móurning); Sõderstrõm, 1938 (including a good review of moat theories currently advanced in explanation o{ the
practice).
··
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20,000 years ago( 122). That the practice of finger-mutilation spread

to the New World in relatively early prehistoric times is indicated
by the occurrence of silhouettes of hands sl1owin.g similarly mutilated
fingers in caves of extreme southern Patagonia, which M ENGHIN
would date from 9000 to 8000 B. ( ). ( 12 ª).
N
if mourning for close relat ives is the real reason for the
custom of finger-mutilat ion, as it is the reason most commonly given
by the peoples who still practice the custom today, then it follows
that the fingers must have been conceived, already some 20,000 years
ago, as representing relatives or degrees of relationship. It may be
regarded as a safe conjecture that this association arose through the
use of the fingers as digits in counting relatives for purposes of social
classification; and we may suppose that t his numerative function of
the fingers led, at a very early titne, to their actual identification with
certain relatives or classes of relatives. It is this identification which
explains the custom of mutilating the fingers in token of m ourning
for relatives. Among peoples with limited powers of numerar)r
abstraction, t he counting may have taken place first on the fingers
as units, but probably from early times on the knuckles or pbalanges,
as some Aust ralian aborigines have done t heir counting until recently(124); degrees of relationship being symbolized, in all probability,
progressively from the distal to the proximal joint of each finger.
Needless to say, we do not know precisely what relationships were
assigned to various parts of the fingers in Aurignacian times: presumably modes of counting varied from one people to another. It is,
of course, obviously impossible to amputate the second or third
phala.nx of a finger without amputating also the tip; and it may be,
thus, that the choice of a finger or part of a finger to be amputated
was not always strictly determined by the classificatory position of
the mourned relative on the hand, but reflected only a generalized
association between relatives and fingers. N evertheless, the custom
of amputating fingers in mourning for deceased relatives is hardly
to be explained except by assuming that the fingers were first used

º'"

(122) See Caateret, 1930, and Obennaier, 1926, both refe1-ring especially to the Gargas cave
in the Central Pyrenees.
(123) Menghin, 1952 a , pp. 11 , 16, with pls. 1, li, V, the last incolor; also Aparício, 1933-36,
pls. 17-24.
.
(124) Thus Prof. R adcliffe-B rown in a letter from Gre.hamstown, S. Africa, June 11 , 1953.
informed t he w riter that" ln Western Australia, where there are no words for numerais beyond four.
a count can be made of days by means of the joints of the fingers. Going in one direction (starting
from the root of the thumb), the count is 14; returning, the countis 13-giving a total of 27, approximately a moon." Lévy-Bruhl, 1922, Che.pter V, cites a number of instances of counting in Australia
and Papua which begin, with the finger11 of the left hand (taken as units; not by knuokles or phalanges).
thence proceeding to tbe left wrist, elbow and shoulder, followed by the neck and sometimes features
of the face or head, and continuing downward successively by the corresponding joints of the right
F<ide, to the fingers of t.he right hand.
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for classifying the1n. And such usages survive, as we sl1all see presently, into recent and even modern times. The idea that genetic
potency resides in the fingers or finger-tips, which is reflected in
t.he Bacairí creation-myth and in Tupinamba eannibalism (and in
corresponding ideas and customs elsewhere in the world) appears,
tl1en, as a magica} projection of the genetic idea which is expressed
negatively in th.e custom of -finger-mutilation. The analogy between
the fingers and the branching of plants probably played a role in this
symbolism from the very beginning. This idea is reflected in legends
explaining human generation somewhat mystically in terms of the
propagation of plants, and again in the parallel or identical nomenclature for human joints and the joints of tbe stalks of plants, branches,
·etc., to \.Vhich \Ve shall return later.
Is there any relation between the custom of finger:-mut.ilation
and that of human sacrifice - or more specifically that of dismembering
tne human body to symbolize the creation, which we have postulated
as . the basic motive of human sacrifice-? 1."hough such ideas would
appear to be related conceptually, 've do not know ho'v they are
related historically. It lias been generally assumed that the custom
of human sacrifice is a relatively late develop1nent, and even that
cannibalism appears only at a relatively high and thus late stage o.f
social evolution( 124 "). We shall revert to this question presep.tly.
Here we wish only to suggest that a study of the history of these
instítutions might receive a fresh impetus from consideration of their
in so far as that can be reconstructed by
.symbolic significance,
.comparative ob:servation. We believe that the function of the finger~,
and in ali probability the finger-joints, in classifying relationships,
which is implicit in the widespread oustom of finger-mutitation,
repr.esents a natural point of departure for such studies.
lf, as seems very likely; relationship was first reckoned on the
joints of the fingers, the sarne method of reckoning could have been
easily extended or transferred to other joints of the body. It is probably in terms of such an extension or transfer that we must understand
the "joint-marks" which are firmly established in the artístic traditions·
of so many peoples in both 'b.emispheres( 125). The relation of these
"joint-mar ks" to the reckoning of kinship comes to light in certain
drawings in illuminated m.anuscripts of mediaeval German codes of

1

~

f

(124a) :F or an upper palaeolithic representation of human sacrifi.ce (on the wall of a cave at
A(ldaura near Palermo, Sieily) see Blane, 1954, and Bianc, 1955; and we understand that Breuil in
a fortlíeoming publication will likewise inter.p ret .a s buman sacrifice certa.in representations (presuma);ily Aurignaeian) in a cave. at Coi1gnae near Gourdon (Lot) in France.. Blane has a.lso develop'ed
evidenee suggesting the existence of cannibalism, possibly of a ritual cb.a racter, in still earlier times.
Circumstanees prevent citation here of the Italian publication in which he pr<>,sented his evidence
:for µrehistorie cannibalism..
(125) Schust.er, 195 l.
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law, an example of which is reproduced in Fig. 54. Though the
reason for introducing such drawings into legal codices was apparently
to provide a key to the sequence of relationship governing the rights
of inheritance, the idea of using the human body as a chart of relationship was hardly invented by mediaeval jurists: no doubt they
isimply codified an image which had come down to them from earlier
times( 126).
The drawing of Fig. 54 represents, in effect, a genealogical
chart in the form of the human body, in which "The father and
mother stand in the head, full brothers and sisters in the neek, first
cousins at the shoulders, second cousins at the elbows, third co11sins
at the wrists, fourth, fifth and sixth cousins at the joints of the
fingers. Finally come the nails, at .which would stand the seventh
cousins ... "( 12.7 ). ln this scheme, remoteness of relationship increases
with distance from the head, and the joints of the fingers represent
the remotest relatives. Though this sequence appears to be logical,
we believe that it may nevertheless represent an inversion of the
historical development: in other words that it was the joints of the
fingers which may have been used first, in primitive times, for
counting relationship, a11d that the count was subsequently extended
to the joints of the major limbs.
That the use of the human body as a kinship chart was not
the invention of a mediaeval German jurist but goes back to more
primitive conceptions appears from the fact that a similar chart
occurs traditionally in a West African culture. The Dogon, who
dwell within the great bend of the Níger, still today lay out the scheme
of a man on the ground by means of stones, as shown in Fig. 55, to
illustrate the marital relationships of the ancestors of the eight
clans composing their society. ln this chart the four primary joints
on each side of the body (shoulders, elbows, hips and knees) are
marked by large stones (here numbered by the anthropologist for
the convenience of the European reader to indicate tl1e relative social
(126) It sbould be mentioned here that in illuminated manuscripts of the Sachaenapiegel.
the image of our Fig. 54 is invariably accompanied by another, in which a human body, similarly
marked at the joints, ia surmounted by two heads: one male and one female. This two-headed
image is of immense culture-historical significance; and we hope to devote a special study to its
comparative consideration on a later occasion. It may suffice to a.Ilude bere to its probable relation
to a type of monument widely diffused an1ong modern "primitive" peoples, namely a Jorked poat,
not infrequently anthropomorphic, and often notMed. We believe that the notchinq on such posts
representa the survival of a palaeolithlc tradit.ion, and that it m ust have been associated since immemorial times with the principie of genealogical enumeration (see note 96 a). Such notches would
then be equivalent to the apot.a inscribed at the joints of the double-headed image in the Sacham.apiegel. Bisexual double-beaded figures in la.ter mediaeval alchemical treatises (the so-called
rllbia - rea bina) no doubt atem from the same tradition; but they are less original tha.n the doubleheaded image in the Sachaenapiegel, in so far as they lack tbe mnemoteohnic "joint-marka" for counti ng generations.
(127) Thus paraphrased by Radcliffe-Brown, 19.50, p. 15, from the Leipzig, 1545, edition
of the Sachaenapiegt/,. 1 am indebted to Dr. Hans Dietschy of Base! for first calling m y attention to
the verbal image in the Sachaenapi~oel through thls citation. Tbe existence of the oorresponding
illumination carne to my a ttention when investigating tbe source of Radcliffe-Brown's paraphraae of
the te:r.t of the Sachaenspiegel.
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Fig. 5' - Genealogical chart (Verwandtachaftabiül} in the Sachamsp&egel, a 14th-century German

legal codex..

Jl'igs. 5S: 56 - Genealogical chart.s of the Dogon. West Africa. Modern.

rank assigned to them by the Dogon); and we are informed that the
males and females of ''opposite'' clans intermarry according to the
lines connecting the joints 4iagonally across the center of the diagram.
.The ninth stone, marking the head of the figure, represents the
chieftainship of eaeh clan. The eight stones of the joints a:re explained
as "tokens of a:ffection'·' left by the original anc.estors of the respective
clans, and as "recepta~les of' their vital energy, which they wished
to keep in circulation among their descendants". This diagram,
which lives in the memories of Dogon elders versed in the lore of
their tribe, was said to have been originally "'vomited-" on the floor
of a toinb. in t:P.e place of the body of the first mortal by a primordial
.serpent who swalfowed h.im after hjs dea.th. The diagram is thus
a symbol of regeneration, as well as a genealogical chart; and we
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are told that a similar chart, representing "the hun1a,n soul", is projected by the sarne serpent at every birth. For the further integration
of this cha rt in the complex cosm0logy of the Dogon, the reader is
referred to the original account of ÜRIAULE, to whom 'vc are indebted
for rescuing and recording much o.f the immen.sely rich traditiouJd
culture of this vVest African tribe( 12:ª).
Of pa rticular interest to us in t he D ogon chart of Fig. 55 is the
fact that it syn1bolizes genealogy not only by means of t.he major
joints of the body, but also, as in the chart of the Sachsenspiegel, by
means of the joints oj the j ingers. In t.he Dogon chart the fingers and
toes are indeed not represented by rows of the sarne small stones
which represent the long bones, the ribs and the spinal column, but
by cowrie shells, said to symbolize the nails. As sho,vn schematically
in Fig. 56, the joints or sections of the fingers are assigneçl numerical
values corresponding \vith those of the eight major joints of the body.
ln other \Vords, the fingers again represent a system of marriage,
each pair of marital partners being coupled on two adjoining section~
of a finger(with the exception of the last two fingers, which "intermarry"
with each other). The \vhole Dogon scl1eme obviously goes back to
t.he sarne basic idea as the diagram of the Sachsenspiegel. 1-'he fac t
that in both schemes the finger-joints or phalanges play an importan t
role in the reckoning of kinship is an it1dex of the antiquity of this
association (12 ªª). Indirectly the role of the fingers in these diagran1s
confirms our view that the practice of finger-mutilation was originally
motivated by the principie: "For each joint, a relative; for the death
of each relative, a joint".
But it is not only in its joints that the human body may serve
as an image of human society. It must· always l1ave been obvio~s
that the joints are, in fact, nothing more than locations where the
bones are connected; and that they disappear with the dissolution
of the flesh, while the bones remain. It seems resonable to suppose,
accordingly, that the joints must have been conceived as symboliz.in.g,
in the first place, marital unions bet\veen "members" of the social
order, as represented by the bones(t 29). Though ultimate priorit.y

(128) Griaule, 1948. For my knowledge of tbe deeply significan t illustratio11 of Grinule
reproduced in F'ig. 55 1 arn again obliged to Dr. Dietschy of BasP.1.
(128a) Undoubtedly it is t.his function of reckoning kinship on the finge1·-joint.s which accounts
for the tattooing of conventionalized human figures on the phn.11.1.ni.i:es of the fingers of Paiwan womet1
of Formosa. (Cf. note 106a).
(129) I ntercsting in this connec,tion is the use of tbe term "bones" to describe relation~hips
in the male line and the term "flesh" for those in the female line, whicb determines the"skeletnl
chara.cter of affinal nomenclature" (especially in eystems of cross-cousin n1arriago) throughout
large parts of Asia, as ehown by Lévi-Strauss, 1949, chapt. 24 and pp. 460-463. ln a letter of
Ju.n. 13, 1954, Prof. C. T. Bertling of Amsterdam informed me that similarly h1 Batak languages
of Sumatra the word tulang, which in ordinary Malay means "bone", is used for "agnate." H e
adds tbat Malay BUku, meaning "leg", is the common term for a component qnarter of :~
community, genealogically and often nlso territoriaUy. Cf. note 109.
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in the development of thc genealogical concept may have to be
accorded the fingers 1 because of their natural suitability for numeration,
it may be reasonably supposed, as we have already suggested, that
e~rly man passed easily fron1 a counting of relatives on the fingers
to the outright identification of the fingers with relatives (as implied
by the custom of amputating fingers in mourning). The process of
identification could t hen have been easily extended to t he larger
n1embers and to othcr parts of the body. However this may be, the
fae<t remains that certain primitive Australians count relationship
upon their bodies, using not only certain joints, but also other features
of the bodily topography as well. Thus STANNER reports:
"A number of tribes use signs to designate certain relatives.
The usual method is to touch various parts of the body, each relative
being represented by a different part. ~"his is commonly clone when
silent communication is for some reason necessary, but often it simply
accompanies the mention of a relative, much as 1nany aborigines
\Vhen counting on their fingers raise each finger to their lips as the
numerais are ticked off. Doubtless t he concept has a reflection in the
belief that t\vitcl1ings or strange sensations in parts of the body mean
tliat certain rela tives will soon appear. The N angiomeri say th.a t
twitchings of the thigh mean that mother's brother is likely to appear
or that something is happening to him. One informant f rom this
tribe gave me the following list of bodily signs for relatives: right shin,
brother; left sbin, classificatory brother; groin, mother's brother and
sister's son; shoüldcr, father, father's sister and son; stomach, crosscousin ~1nd farther's moth.er; bre~st, sister's son; knee, father's father
and son's son; buttocks or hips, mother's father ; eye, wife's uncle.
-The lists vary bet \\'een tribes"( 18 º).
It need hardly be emphasized that S'l'ANNER's report has an
intimate bearing on the whole complex of questions here under
consideration. W e can only touch upon these matters briefly, b)r
\VD,y of suggestion. ln the first place, it must be obvious that the
_i\.ustralian custom is fundam.e ntally related to the Dogon tra(lition
of West Af rica, as represented in the genealogical chart of Fig. 55 even t hough this chart gives the impression of being a rigid cod ification
of something which is more fluid and variable among the Australians.
~I'he f act that the Austi;alian list given by S'rANNER includes three
sets of joints (namely shoulders, knees and hips) may be regarded
as prime evidence of relation to the African and European systems even though STANNER's list does nut include the fingers. We do not
(130) Stanner, 1937, p. 309 f. Omitted frort1 our quot11tion ar·e the na.tive names which
Stanner gives. The designation of " father's 'father aud son's son" by the knee in Stanner's Australian list ha.8 a certain parallel in the Philippinea. where the Tagalog designate a great grandchild
ns "grandchild of the knee" (apo sa tuhod). D r. Robert Fox, to whom I am indehted for this infonna.tion (communicated in a letter from the National Mu.seum, Manila, May l, 1956), adds that
íhf' T ngalog de..<;ignation for n great great grandchild iB " grandchild of the sole of thc foot" (apo "ª
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know whether the Australians actually projected their system in a
diagram, like the diagrams of the Dogon or the Germans. Yet we
may see a certain psychological analogy between the Australian
custom and the Dogon idea in the circumstance that the Dogon elder
who communicated the image of Fig. 55 to the European anthropologist, being blind and thus unable to trace it on the ground, indicated
the positions of the various ancestors and the social groups desceri.ded
from them by tapping the corresponding parts of his own body,
exactly as STANNER saw the Australians do (andas we may suppose
a mediaeval German lawyer to have done when arguing a case of
inheritance in court).
ln so far as the Australian list includes other bodily parts
besides the joints, it would seem to provide an ideal condition for
the development of a myth of creation by dismemberment, analogous
to that which we have in the Dogon story of the primordial serpent
(with a human upper body) which enters the tomb of the first ancestor,
swallows his body part by part, and then creates him anew by spewing
f orth the swallowed parts in the sarne order, so as to form the diagram
of Fig. 55 (thus prefiguring a typical rite of initiation). We do not
know whether the N angiomeri or other Australian tribes actually
have such a creation myth; but certain tribes of southeastern Australia
do observe a custom which may be regarded as prerequisite for such
a myth. Thus HoWITT describes the cannibalism practiced by the
Dieri as part of their burial ceremony:
'1'When the body is lowered into the grave, an old man who is
the nearest relation to the deceased present, cuts off all the fat
adhering to the face, thighs, arms and stomach, and passes it round
to be swallowed by the relatives. The order in which they partake
of it is as follows: - the mother eats of her children, and the children
of their mother; a man eats of his sister's husband and of his brother's
wife; mother's brothers, mother's sisters, sister's children, mother's
parents, or daughter's children are also eaten of; but the father does
not eat of his child nor the children of their sire. The relatives eat
of the fat in order that t hey may be no longer sad"( 131) .
Now, though the parts of a deceased relative devoured by the
Dieri of southeastern Australia may not agree precisely with the
parts of the body associated wit l1 relatives by t.l1e N angiomeri of
north,vestern Australia, still the very fact that the southeastern
talampakan). And he continues, in the sarne communication: "The Iloko-speaking people on the

northwest coast of Luzon (if 1 remember couectly data which 1 have oollected in the past) have
oarried this (system of designating generational position by parts of the body] even farther. Likening
the generational position of ego to the waist, they define five generations by the shoulders and bead
(i. e., a.scending generations) and by the knees and the solea (i.e., descending genera.tions). This
is extre1nely interesting from the standpoint of social anthropology, for it bounds the bilateral
kinship group as it exista in reality".
(131) Howitt, 1004, p. 751. The sarne, W'ith minor variations, in Curr, 1887, p. 63. (Cf ·
Volhard , 1939, p. 172).
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moumers partake of specified parts suggests that the two phenomena
are related. There can be no doubt, at any rate, about t he deeply
social significance of Dieri funeral ca nnibalism . Apart from the
sentiment of affection by which they explain the act, it is obvious
that the Dieri identify themselves with the relative whom they eat.
Assuming that the deceased has "gone to join his ancestors", and
has thus b ecome one of t hem, we must regard eat ing of the deceased
as tantamount to eatin g of the ancestor, and this rite as a re-enactment
of the Creation by the dismemberment of a primordial human being,
the ideal Ancestor of t he tribe or race. The comml1nal eating of
parts of a dead relative by the Dieri thus probably represents the
survival of an immensely primitive custom which lies at the bottom
of all myths of creation by dismembennent of an ultimate ancestor
(like the W est African myth explaining society as a pre-human being
who was swallowed by a half-human monster and then disgorged as
the perfect human image of Fig. 55). The eating of t he dismembered
parts is doubtless essential to t he rite. The deliberate sacrifice of a
human victim (for example a captive) is no doubt a later development,
in which the intention of t he primitive " endocannibalistic" rite is
really defeated, in so far as t he ancestor can be properly impersonated
only by a dead relati,,e. The importance of this inference will appear
in a moment. Undoubtedly the many .initiation ceremonies in which
neophytes are ritually " swallowed" by a mythical monster as a prelude
to their ritual rebirth are inspired by the idea implicit in the Australian
ritual cannibalism. If the Nangiomeri nomenclature is related, as
we surmise, to the familial cannibalism of the Dieri, then the bodily
parts by which the Nangiomeri name their relatives must have been
conceived also as bodily parts of their ult imate ancestor. It may b e
said that the Nangiomeri simpl'y enumerate t hese parts, the Dieri
eat them, a nd the D ogon have them eaten by a semi-ht1man monster(,1~2).

Now if it is true t hat t he Dieri custom of eating parts of dead
relatives symbolizes the creation of mankind, aud if it is true, as we
earlier suggested, that the Tupinamba and Aztec customs of human
sacrifice recapitulate that creation, we might expect to find some
(132) 'I'he relation betwecn the designation of social coonect-ions by parts of the body and t he
communal eating of those in a ritua l of re-Creation appears especially clearly in Ambon and t he
surrounding M oluccas, whero at least nineteen parts of the human body are used to designa.te not
only i ndividuais (l\s am ong tbe N angiomcri} hu t also certain sor.ial gro ups, which in their totality
corr.prise the comm uuity (uli) , conceived as a human body. Even the villu.ges occupied by c]ans
named for t he various bodily parts are lairl out in a géographical scheme simulnting a gigantic human
figure.
I t is significant that i11 this sarne region ritual cannib11.lism persisted doW'n ·t.o recent times,
and is still simulated on certa.iu occasíons by t he ceremonial consumption of " a glass oí water as
eymbol of the blood, and various kinds of cakes representiiig t he heart, liver, spleen, ribs, s pinal ·cord
(it s ho·uld be noted t hat severa! Ambonese words for' spina l column' also m eau ' ancestor'], intestines,
etc." Morcover, in ordinary sacrifices to the village spirit, eaeh family offers the part (nowadays the
part of a p ig} corresponding to the place which it symboli<:ally occupies in tbe comrnunal " body"
Unfortunately t he author to whom We are indeb ted for tbis information (J ansen, 1933, p p. 456 f.)
1vas unãble to oommunica te it i n as much d etail as its importan ce demands. (Cf. note 4).
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evidence of inner relation between the Australian and the America1f
customs. ln fact there is such a relation; and it is so intimate that
certain f eatures of the American customs are hardly to be explained
except in t he light of those of the Dieri. The specific prohibition of
the Dieri against t he father's eating of his child and the child's eating
of his father has its close if not precise counterpart in t he fact t hat after
a captive of the Aztecs has been sacrificed, the man who captured
him must abstain from eating of him, because of a simulated parental
relationship. This is announced ritually at the moment of capture,
\vhen the captor says to the captive: '''You are the sarne as my son",
and the captive responds: "You are the sarne as my father". The
cuptor may eat of other sacrificed captives, but not of l1is O\vn; "for",
he says, "should I then eat of myself ?"( 133) . This correspondence with
the primit ive Dieri custom can only mean that the basic motivation
of the Aztec sacrifice (and no doubt also of the Tupinamba sacrifice,
which is in so many respects like it) is really a ritual cannibalism, in
·vvhich the parts of the body devoured are regarded as parts of a
reincarnated ancestor whose dismemberment is prerequisitc for the
creation of the race and whose parts must be swallowed for its perpetuation. We arrive thus at t he sarne inference to which we were
first led by other considerations: namely, that each sacrifice, and
more specifically each act of cannibalism, recapitulates t he Creation.
The motive which deters the Mexican captor f rom eat ing of his captive
is no doubt the sarne as that which deters the Tupinamba executioner
from eating of his victim; and the paternal solicitude shown by the
Tupinamba for their prisoners (who often became the temporary
sons-in-law of their captors) clearly confirms this interpretation. ln
-~ustralia, relatives were ritually eaten when they died: in America
they were created for the purpose( 1ª4).
If the importance of the prohibition against cannibalism in the
direct male line did not strike us in the Dieri custom, it is forced upon
our attention by its conspicuous survival in a ritual like t hat of the
.~ztecs, which seems to be otherwise characterized by secondary
eh:i,boration. What is the significance of this prohibition? Why does
t he Aztec warrior justify his abstention from the flesh of his "son"
"vith the argument that this would be like eating of himself?
Apparently t here is something special in the relationship between
Sahagún , as cited by Volhard, 1939, pp. 327 , 329.
(134) T he vieW' here developed is at variance with that of Radin when he sa.ys: " It is perfectly
c!ear that the series oí ceremonies here described [among the Tupinsmba) does not oont.er nround the
one tbing that has made it fan1ous - cannibalism" (Rad in, 1942, p . 105); and "most oí the TupiGuarani overstressed the ritual eating of the captives to be sacrificed, an cletnen t whicb was, essentially,
an unimportant detail among the Azte~ ." Radin, p. 106).
It n1ay be appropriate to emphasize here also our disagreement with the goneral assumptiou
that a basic dietinetion must be made between "exocannibalism" or the eating of persons from other
social groupe and "endocannibalisn1'' or the eating of ones oW'n rela tives. Tbat this di11tinotion is
11.cademic appears from the survival of an "endocannibalistic" trait ns 11 central fea ture of an "exocannibalistic" rite among the Aztees, et<:.
(133)

•
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father and child which precludes their eating of each other. Why
is this relation different from ali others enumerated in the account
of the Dieri ritual?
Perhaps we may find a clue in the naming of relatives by bodily
parts among t he Nangiomeri. Although STANNER gives only the list
of parts which he encountered among one particular tribe, and tells
us that the lists are variable, still one cannot but wonder whether
there is not a special significance in the fact that the Nangiomeri
assign the "father's father and son's son" just to the knees - since
we have seen what an important role is played by the knees in
creation myths throughout the world. " Te must now make the further
observation t hat in such myths t he ultimate ancestor from whose
knees t he first human beings are born is almost invariably a male,
and that in most instances we are given to understand that this birth
takes place spontaneously, without t he intervention of a female womb.
ln other words, the first birth is exclusively in the male line; and
evidently because of its exceptional character, the relation between
all fathers and children is different from other relationships, which
are traced through the participation of females in the procreative
act. This in itself might suffice to explain the prohibition against
eating of t he real son (and father) among the Dieri and of the fictive
son among the Aztecs and Tupinamba. But let us first reconsider
t he Nangiomeri custom in relation to certain other customs; after
which we may return with better understanding to this question.
We have indicated our belief t hat the Nangiomeri custom of
naming relatiyes by the parts of the body is related to the Dieri custom
of cutting up t heir relatives for eating in the sense that both customs
imply the creation of society by dismemberment: ideally the dismemberment of the ultimate ancestor, and ritually that of t he individual
who stands for him. Cannibali~m might t hen very well have developed
out of, or in close relation to, t hls conception. While t he familial
cannibalism of the Dieri has consequences in American rituals of
human sacrifice, the family nomenclature of the Na11giomeri evidently
leads to systems of social classification in terms of the human body,
as we see them projected in the images of the Sachsenspiegel and the
Dogon (Figs. 54 and 55). It is noteworthy that the motive of cannibalism persists in association with the Dogon image, in so far as the
"first man" represented by the image is eaten by a mythical halfhuman serpent. Among the Germans, at least in the immediate legal
context of the Sachsenspiegel, the motive of cannibalism has disappeared.
Now the difference which chiefly strikes us between the Nangiomeri system on the one hand and the systems of the Sachsenspiegel
and the Dogon on the other is the fact that the former includes the
joints on a par with other features of the bodily topography, while

-
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the two Iatter (and more especially the Sachsenspiegel) make use only
of the joints in reckoning kinship. This difference, however, is perhaps
not an essential one. It may reflect merely an impulse toward codification, which can be seen also in the substitution of social classes
in the African and German diagrams for particular individuais as
mentioned by the Nangiomeri. It is noteworthy that among the
Germans, at least, the primitive idea of the whole body as a chart
of relationship is deeply imbedded in linguistic lisage. Thus GRIMM
brought together from various Germanic languages a series of kinship
terms, both specific and general, which are derived, more or less
obviously, from the names for head, nose, cheek, bosom, stomach,
lap or womb, side, back, elbow, femur, knee, ankle and nails( 135).
Though we do not know the ages of these various designations in
Germanic, or the extent to which they may have correspondences in
other branches of the Indo-European linguistic family, it is obvious
that the conception underlying them is analogous to that of the
Nangiomeri, in so far as they include joints on a par with other features
of the bodily topography. Though we suggested aboveHthat the image
in the Sachsenspiegel reveals its archaism especially in the fact that
it makes use of the fingers in reckoning relationship, it now becomes
obvious in the light of these Germanic terms that the body as a whole
must once have been conceived as a kinship chart, even though only
the joints are specified in legal practice. The fact that this image
makes no use of the joints of the lower Hmbs, which linguistic evidence
shows to have been of at least equal importance with the upper limbs,
confirms our impression that the original symbolism has here been
abbreviated for practical purposes. ln most respects, no doubt,
this symbolism survives better in the image of the Dogon.
This brings us back to the all-important question of the role
of the knees in genealogy. No matter to what extent the Germanic
naming of kin by parts of the body may or may not be paralleled
in other Indo-European languages, the fact remains that the name of
at least one bodily partis used in the terminology of kinship throughout
all or most languages of the Indo-European family: namely, that for
the knee. Many Indo-European terms for "knee" are used alternatively
for ide.as like "degree of kinship" or "generation" . . Though the
semantic connection is expressed variously in the various languages,
all such variations can be traced back to the homonymy of two IndoEuropean roots: the nominal root *g' en for "knee" and the verbal
root *g'en-, which seems to mean ''beget"( 136). The homonymy of
(135) Grimm, 1899, p. 647. '"Compare tbe Moluccan system mentioned in our note 132 and the
Philippines systems mentioned in note 130.
(136) Meillet, 1926. Most of the linguistic ideas propounded in tbis and the following paragraph of our text are taken from a group of four closely related articles (tbree of them published
together in one issue of a periodical); namely, Loth, 1923; Benveniste, 1926; Mei!let, 1926; and Cahen,
1926. Iam indebted to Prof. J. Whatmough of Harvard for kindly calling my a.ttention to these
articles.

..
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these roots leads to such correspondences as that ·between Lati~ genu
for "knee" and genus for "descent", Russian kolie_no for "knee" and
the plural and distributive forms káliena and pokolienie for "race1
line, branch, stem, generation, degree of kinship", and the Irish ·use
of glún for both "knee" and "generation". There are similar eorrespondences in Germanic, Greek, Armenian, Iranian, Sanskrit.
Now it has been pointed out that the verbal root *g'en- meaning
"beget" (Latin gignõ) is used. to designate exelu.sively the parental
role 9f the father, not that of the mother; and this has been explained
in terms of what appears to be a third homonymous root, *g'e,n-,
meaning "know" (Latin. .gnosco). MEILLET has,, in faet, eoneluded
that there wàs originally but one· verbal root, meahing "know",
and that this carne to mean "beget" by being used in a special juri:dical
sense ~ "to know as ones own" o.r "to recognize as legítimate", with
a ehild as the implied object(13 7). Frolíl consideration of the Latin
genu?tnus, ineaning "legitimate" (the·u-stem of which marks it elearly
as derived from the root for ''knee" and not from that for "beget'•
or "know"), MEILLET and other linguists have coneluded that the
homonymy of the roots for "knêe" and "beget" rests, in the final
anal_ysis, upon the early existence of a rite oj legitimation or jiliation
performed by the father,. in which he recognized a new-born infant
as.bis own by placing it upon his knee. Reminiscences of this custom
persist at various leveis of linguistic evolution i:Q. the Italo-Celtic and
Indo-Iranian branches of the Indo-European family; and the custom
is specifically alluded to in the lliad (IX, 455) and Odyssey (XIX,_
401) of HoMER, as well as, probably, in HEs_
1on's Theogony (460)( 13 ª).
SecortdariÍy -it seems to be reflected in Germanic rites of adoption,
in so f ar as the names of such rites show that they involved placing
a child upop the knee of its adoptive parent (presumably and proper]y its adoptive father).
In view ef the fact that. myths about the birth of the first human
beings fr0m the knees (or, less specifically, from the "legs") of an
ul-timate male ancestor occur among so many peoples in Africa, Asi&
and America (as well as in "Indo-European" cosmology), it may be
concluded that the rite. of legitimation attested linguistically among

(137) J\.Ieillet, 1926. ln a letter of Aug. 9, 1955, Pr.oíessor Whatmougl;t suggests another way
in which the roo~ *g'en-, "know," might have come to mean "beget"; namely t.hrough the idea of
"hàving (carnal) knowledge of" ', thus "knowing how," ánd so "being potent". Though we are noi
compefent to. jud1te the linguistic evidence for this _ interpretation, the faet that it impliea
a woman as object rather·than the. man'~ child .geems to place it at varisnce witb the evidence of mytà
and cth~tom; a:nd the two explanations would seem
to be mtitually exclusive.
'
"
(138) Tbe passage in the Theooony refer,i to the swallowing by Kronos of his children "83
soon as t.liey .carne forth from the womb óf their mother on tó. the knees;" There i11 no·pronoun in
the original specifying whose knees are meimt. and the passage ÍS· generally transla~ed wit.h ''he'r "
(i.e., tlie .m other's) knees." Undoubtedly Benveniste, 1926, note 1, is right in supplying ra_ther the
masculine pronoun "his", and inferring that the children eaíen by' íheir 'father h.ãd beeri ·placed on
bis knees for the,purpose of .legitimation.' See not.e 1:4'<?.
·
- ,·
·•
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the earliest "Indo-Europeans" is itself rooted in a broader and pre·~sUmably still more ancient mythical substratum. This rite, in which
·the father takes a new-born child upon his knee, then appears to be
"a re-enactment ·of the ºcreation of the first human beings. The Greek
legend about t he birth of Dionysos f rom the thigh of Zeus obvious]y
belongs to thB class of legends which explain the first birth from the
legs of a male ancestor. But it is far from "primitive". We are told
that Dionysos was first conceived normally by a woman, Semeie
(prohably "Earth", who thus appears as partner in a typical "marriage
of Heaven and Earth"), but that the half-formed foetus, delivered
prematurely f rom the mother's womb, was sewn by Zeus into his
·own thigh, where it remained until Zeus himself, upon its maturity,
cut the binding. threads and released the child( 13 9).
That the relation of this tale to the custom of the couvade was
:recognized by the Greeks themselves appears from the fact that they
·poked fun at the Jovian childbed in their later comedies (for the
couvade was known to them as a custom of their barbarlan neighbors).
·undoubtedly there is such a relation. But this still does not mean
that the Greek myth provides the best explanation of the couvade.
·For the Greek myth is atypical. ln no other myth ahout birth from
the Iegs do we find mention of a prior conception of the foetus in a
woman's womb, or in fact any mention of normal birth whatever.
Better than in the story of Dionysos the re]ation between myth and
custom appears in an explanation of the couvade given by certain
American Indians to a Portuguese voyager who visited the coast of
·Brazil in the sixteenth century. When SOARES DE SousA asked a
·Tupinamba husband why he observed dietary and other typical
restrictions of the couvade during the pregnancy and parturition of
his wife, the man replied: "because the child carne out of his Ioins
"[lombos], and because ali that women can do is to guard the seed in
the womb where the child grows"( 14 i>). The distinction is that between
planting and breeding; and it is no doubt this distinction which
~underlies the universal myth of the first birth from the "legs" of
a male ancestor. For it can hardly be doubted that the ªloins" of
the male which the Tupinamba designat.ed as the source of the seed
are functionally the sarne as the "thigh" of Zeus. The Greeks, however,
·by having Dionysos born first of a woman before he was born from
-Zeus' thigh, were obviously rationalizing a legend which must have
·come down to them from more primitive times, according to which
Dionysos shottld have been born only from the leg of Zeus, and not
.•

(139) Bee the excellent discussion of Diony808' birth in R08Cher, aa cited in note 104.
(140) Sousa, 1851, p. 314 (chapt. 154). Alao cited by Métraux, 1928, p. 101. See our note 146.
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from a · woman at all. The Greek myth, thus violate$ the pr'imitive .
conception( 141).
'
The fantastie character of all such myths lies in the displacement·.
of t.h e supposed source of the semen ol' "seed" from the Iumbar region·
(where, if we may trust SOARES DE SousA's trànslation of an·
unknown native term, the Tupinamba placed it) to the uppe1:
part of the legs. It seems that in the loose anatomy of legénd·
the femur or thigh could do for the loin or hip, aríd that lh.e
inertia of displacement eventually carried tfie focus of generation
as far as the knees, where in most myths it carne to rest.
That, at least, seems the most plausible, if not the only
possible, explana tion of the fact that in such myths the most
commonly designated source of the first children is the knees(i 42).
It is, _a fter all, nothing but the actual physiology of procreation which.
the Tupinamba and many other "primitive" peoples apprehended ·
and then projected symbolically in their tales of the "first" birth
from the legs of a male ancestor. Perhaps a displacement of the·
presumed source of the semen from the' plausible "loins" to the im-.
plausible knees of the first male ancestor was felt to be appropriate to ·
the supernatural character of such a mythical event. At any rate,
this displacement can hardly prevent us from recognizing in such
myths the manifestation of an actual physiological process. The
"male birth" \.vhich strikes us at first as a fantastic inversion of nature.
(and so appeared to the rational Greeks, who tried to 'set it right)
is really· nothing 15ut a figurative elaboration of. one of the "facts of_

..
(141) The sarne tendency to rat.ionalize the apparently irrational theme of first birth from thé'

legs of ·a male ancestor may be seen ·in .an African tale about a hero who "slipped out of his mother's
womb into her leg and was immediately full-grown". (Baumann, 1936, p. 222, no. 12; cf. our note
100, and also the mythical birth of Hephaistos from the hip of H.e ra, as cited by Baumann in thia'
connection). What we would regard as the rationalistic transfer of the mythical first parturition
from the leg of a male progenitor to that of a female appears also in an aetiological legend of one of
the hill-tribes of India, according to which "originally the vagina was situated below the knee of.the left leg. One day a chicken pecked at it, and it jumped up to a place of safety between the
thighs! .where it bas remained ever since. But it :was wounded [cf. ol.lr note 100] and blood flows
from it every month." (Elwin, 1947, p. 425).
·
Because. of 't he secondary nature of tlíe Greek.myth, if for no other ree.son, we cannot follow
Bachofen, 1897, p. 256, when he deduces from it the universal prio.rity.of •.• matriarcbate" over "patri- ~
archate." Tbe G1·eek rnyth nevertheless.seems to be connected in some wáy, with wbat is apparently.
an a~cient initiation custom still surviving among tlie people of India. Thus the .epithet8
otµ'Y)'t'WP and OtO'O'O't'ÓKO <;, meaning .. twice-born'', applied to D i o ny so s, have their e:mct '
counterpart in the Sanskrit term d'Dijá, applied to a man of any of tlie first three·cla.sses (as cited àt'
our note 111) who has been "·reborn" through in,vestiture with the.sacred thread. This thread is·
then evidently equivalent to that with which·Zeus sewed the immature foetus of Díonysos in;to his"
thigh in preparation for its "second birth' '. On the -ulterior symbolism of the thread, cf. •
note 67.
·
..
.
(142) It may be observed here that the attribution of a generative function to.the knees some
tim.es takes the more specific form of an ide.n tification of knee with penis: tbus in .t he Botel Tobago'',
myth cited at. note 107; and in the use of a single word meaning both" kl).ee" and "penis" among the ·
Assyrians and BabyJonians (Loth, ·1923, p. 147), and evidently ;i.lso in pseudo-Hittite (Meillet, .
192~, . p. 55). . Perhaps these correspondences are of t he sarne order .as t.he. dual use of Latin :
membrum· and German Glie.d, and inore recent jocular euphemis1ns fçir the penis, s:uch as "third leg•:;.
"short arm", "eleventh finger" (the last in Grimm, Deut. ll'orterb., s.v. Glied, II;B, 2, a).
·
~
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life:" the generation of semen in the male. The statment of
·SOARES DE SousA'• Tupinam ba not only explains very
simply in terms of this observation the widespread myth
about the birth of the first human beings from the "legs" of a.
male a.ncestor; but it a.lso brings us as near as we shall
probably ever get (and it is near enough) to the idea underlying the
couvade. For this statement implicitly combines custom and myth
in what must be their original and logical relation.
So much has been written, back and forth, about the custom
of the couvade that it takes courage to attempt another generalization.
Yet the foregoing considerations impel us to venture into the vortex.
ln the light of these considerations it seems to us that the statment
of TAUTAIN (which is remarkably brief for a communication on this
subject)( 143), comes nearest the mark. He says that the basic motivation
of the couvade must be the principie of jiliation or legitimation: in
other words, the recognition by the f ather that a child is realiy his, and
an affirmation of his paternity. To TAUTAIN's statement we would
only add a little extra emphasis upon the obvious fact that whereas
the physiological relation of a child to its mother is proved by its
birth from her body, its relation to its father is not capable of equally
ineluctable proof - a circumstance which has led to countless tragedies
and comedies of real life and invention. It was, no doubt, to correct
this inequity of nature that man provided bis own means of establishing
bis paternity; and it is only natural, as 'fAUTAIN says, that the rite by
which he sought to establish it should be an imitation, or in so far
as possible a counterpart, not to say an exaggeration, of the act by
which woman gives birth. This impulse would adequately account
for the drama surrounding the simulated parturition of the male,
which has so long fascinated scholars. All this drama is nothing but
byplay to the basic idea, which has been lost like the cloth under an
elaborate embroidery( 1 •~).
Ultimately, no doubt, the idea expressed in the couvade is the
sarne as that which led to myths about the creation of the first human
(143) Tautain, 1896, pp. 118-119. See the discUMion of thia view by Dawson, 1929, pp. 75 ff.
(Daweon elides over this view, ae over all others, and ends up nowhere, as does ai.ao Father Schmidt
in a moet recent treatise on the cou1'aàe).
(144) ln view of the enormous düfusion of the idea that the first "womb" of mankind lay in
the lep of a mythioal male anceat.or, and of the cloee relation of this ide& to the custom of the coutad•,
We believe the statement of Métraux, 1949, p. 369, that it is doubtful whether the couoade is anywhere in South America intended as an imitation of childbirth, must be eeriously questioned. The
eommon South Amerioan custom of the huaband's "keeping t.o his hammock" before, during or
alter hie wife's parturition cannot be explained away as anything but an imitation of the woman'•
eonfinement. The food • and other taboos observed by the husband (and sometimes by the wife &!ao)
ean only be regarded aa a shift of emphaaia from thia baaic motivation. That ••a powerful bond existe
bAtween the father and the ohild" as a manifestation of the cou.od11 in South Ameriea we would not
g,.insay. Thia, however, is ohara.cteristic of the cou1'ad11 not only in South America, but everywhere, by virtue of ita inherent nature aa "une mani!estation eymbolique du rôle du pére dane l'acte
de la génération." (Métraux, ' 1928, p . 101). Métraux'a characteriaation would apply. in our opinion,
to tbe c:ouaiadc ~Aaupt, inatead of only to the Tupinamba explanation of the cwtad1, to which
Métraux apparently intended to restrict it.
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beings from the legs of a male ancestor: namely the priority of the
male in the procreative process. On this priority is also based the
special relation between a father and his children, · which is so often
manifested not only in the couvade, but also in the prohibition against
the father's and children's eating of each other in the "creative"
cannibalism of the Dieri and of the Mexicans. The Mexican formula
justifying this abstention, "Should I then eat of myself ?" obviously
expresses the sarne intimacy of relation between father and child
which we observe in the couvade, an intimacy based upon the idea
that the child is really "born" first in the father. The source of ali
these phenomena is the observation that the seed is generated in the
male and only secondarily "planted" in the female. What springs
from such "planting" is obviousiy that of the sower, the father .
Undoubtedly it was a universal sentiment which the Mundurucu
expressed when they described the role of the mother as being like
that of the earth: a seedbed( 146). Undoubtedly it is this conception
of the procreative process, its analogy to the propagation of plants
from seed, which accounts for the elaborate repudiation of the mother's
role in the couvade, and at the sarne time·explains why father and child
are considered as one, regardless of the woman's intrusion. The
mythological motive of the man's midwifery practiced on his own
leg or knee, as we encounter it not only in the Greek myth but also
in the more "primitive" myths of the African Masai, the Antillean
Caribs, and the Brazilian Umutina, asserts the spontaneity of the
male procreative act - however this must needs be grotesquely
symbolized in terms of childbirth from a woman. This mythical
,midwifery is neither more nor less ridiculous than the man's behavior
in the couvade; for the two are one. It is hardly surprising that this
widespread idea should have crystallized, among at least one group
of people, in a special rite of filiation or legitimation, in which a father
asserts his parentage by taking a new-born child upon his knee, as
if that were the real "womb" from which the child had come originally
(145) Martius, 1867,_l, p. 392 {also in Spix & Martiue, Reise, 3. p. 1339). Thisis esaentiallytbe role
of the Greek Semeie or Gã in the birth of Dionysoe; although the Greeks have miacast her as the
prior concipient. ln this connection it is of interest tbat the Tupinamba custom of the father's
(or maternal uncle's) lifting the newborn child from the eartb (Métraux, 1928, p. 96) ha.a a precise
parallel in the Latin rite of aublatio, of which Loth says (1923, p. 151 f) that it wa.s the father'e first
act of recoe,nition of an infant as bis own, whicb was followed by bis pla.cing it on bis knee and naming
it. Eitber or both acts indicated tbat the child was not to be destroyed (as by Kronoe) but kept and
"raised".
Loth adds: " La coutume de dépoeer 1'enfan t sur sol parait avoir é~ d 'abord une sorte d 'hommage
à Ia T erremere. C'estégalement surle sol que chezleeLatinsetlesGermainsondépoeait lemoribond.
La terre est la mére des hommes..•.. : ils sortent de son sein et y retournent. La aublatto paralt être
en conséquence l'acte le plus général impliquant la reconnai1JSance de l'enfant parle pére."
It must be emphasized, however, tbat the act of legit imation by lifting the chHd from the
earth and more especially by placing it upon the father's knee (wberever that wu done) was really
a 311mbolic return o/ the chilà to the place o/ ita pri"' con.ception in the male, and thus a repudiation of
the conceptive role of the earth-womb. This aspect of the matter is eseential to a proper understand·
ing of the couiiade, of the myths about birth from the knees of a male ancestor, of the (Indo-European
homonymy of " k nee" and "beget,,'' etc.
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(not a secondary womb, as it appears in the "corrected" Greek version
of the myth); and it would not be surprising that a memory of this
rite should be embodied, as it were, in the very base of the lndoEuropean linguistic tree, in the homonymous roots for "knee" and
"beget", which bring forth analogous fruits in various branches of
that tree. Couvade, myth, cannibalism(1411), legitimation and language
all perpetuate this one idea: an obsessive preoccupation with the
special relation between father and child, based upon the prior
activity of the father in the procreative process, andgenerallysymbolized
in a fictive male "womb". Perhaps even the exclusion of women
from ritual life so commonly observed among "primitive" peoples
throughout long phases of their social development is itself a reflex
of this sentiment.
Whether and how this complex of ideas is associated with another
phenomenon which we have observed, the genetic significance of the
fingers, is perhaps not immediately apparent; though it seems very
unlikely that the two are unrelated. Perhaps once the fiction of a
"womb" in the male legs was established, its more precise location
in the knee-joint was suggested by the analogy of the finger-joints,
whose reference to relationship must go back, as we have seen, to
immemorial t imes. The conjunction of these two ideas might then
suffice to explain the anatomical fa11tasy which, once established,
so deeply influenced many phases of traditional culture.

All these considerations undoubtedly have a bearing upon t he
designs reviewed in the first part of this essay. For the one feature
which gives those patterns tl1eir schematic character and disting,uishes
them from mere representations of human figures is the connection
of the figures by means of commo11 lin1bs. These continuous limbs
can only be symbolic; for there is · nothing like them iri nature. And
what t hey symbolizc can only be familial and social connections
between the individuais comprising the patterns. It is hardly likely
•

(146) The intima.te relation of cannibalism to this complex of ideas, of which we have seen
strong hints, if not unrnist.akable evid~nce, among the Australians, the Aztecs, the Tupinamba, the
Moluccans (not-e 132), is apparently commemorated in the Greek myth of Kronos, who devoured
each of his children as soon as it was placed upon his knees, presumably for the purpose of
legitimation. (See note 138). This seems to be a mythical projection of wha.t might happen to
children in the remote contingency that their father does not "recognize" them as his own, and as
sometimes still happens under primitive economic conditions in Australia.

...
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that the arms a.nd legs would have been made to serve as connections
between the figures if they were not in themselves symbolic of relationship. And we have seen abundant evidence of the genetic symbolism
of the limbs and their joints in language, myth and ritual. It is no
doubt for t his reason that the structure of society may be indicated
as well by the joints in the limbs of a single figure as by a multiplicity
of figures joined together by their limbs. For the relation between
the individual and society is that between microcosm. and macrocosm,
each being an image of the other. ln the "genealogical" patterns
to which· this essay is chiefly devoted, each individual appears as a.
member of society; but conversely, as we see in the genealogical
charts of Figs. 54 and 55, society may be symbolized by the members
of each individual. The "synthetic" and "analytic" images of the
social order are thus reconciled in the genetic symbolism of the limbs.

Resumo
O escopo do presente trabalho é: 1) focalizai' certas composições feitas
com uma série de figuras humanas ligadas entre si pelos braços e pernas, de tal
modo a formar uma seqüência de padrões que se repetem ininterruptamente, e
2) sugerir uma provável explicação de tais padrões em têrmos de simbolismo genealógico. Tais padrões de figuras humanas em cadeia representariam o tecido
da estrutura social, em que cada indivíduo se encontra relacionado aos demais
pelos laços de descendência e parentesco.
Desde que ios padrões dêsse tipo ocorrem muito cedo no Velho Mundo (sem
dúvida na decoração de cerâmica chalcolítica nas proximidades do ano 3000 A. C.
no Irã; provà-velmente na arte decorativa da cultura Maglemose na Dinamarca,
entre 8000 e 6000 A. C.; e n0vamente ern certas pinturas cavernícolas espanholas
do tipo esquemático, para as quais uma interpretação genealógica já tem sido
sugerida por BREUIL), e desde que tais padrões ainda são fêitos pelos aborígenes
australianos modernos, para ilustrar (algumas vêzes em associação com rituais
de fertilidade) a origem e a continuidade da sua existência tribal, não pode haver
dúvida de que os padrões dêsse tipo pertencem a uma herança cult ural muito
antiga, comum a muitos povos diferentes.
Assim, não é surpreendente a verificação de que tais padrões ocorrem também no Novo Mundo. O fato de que persistem especialmente nas tradições artísticas da Patagónia, no extremo sul da América do Sul (assim na decoração
pintada nas modernas cobertas de couro dos Tehuelche; mas também, em formas
convencionalizadas, em certas "placas grabadas" e certas pinturas cavernícolas
da Patagônia, de alguma antiguidade) sugere que o costume de elaborar tais
padrões pode ter alcançado o Novo Mundo com as primeiras migrações em nível
cultural relativamente "primitivo". Isto não excluiria a possibilidade de que
padrões dêste t ipo tivessem sido reintroduzidos no curso das influências culturais
mais recentes procedentes do Velho Mundo.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1 - Design incised on a club f rom the Byron Strait Islands (northem
New Irela.nd), Bismarck Archipelago. Scale, about 1 : 3. After a rubbing of the
original in Sydney, Australian Museum, A 18808. Published: Schuster, 1951,
fig. 69.
Fig. 2 - Cotton cloth (pall for a coffin) with ikat design (tie-dyed warp)
in black and ivory on reddish brown, from the Tora.dja.s of Ga.lumpa.ng, Central
Celebes. 176 X 135 cm. Photographed by i he writer in the Georg Tillmann
collection, Amsterdam, 1939. Now in the Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam,
1772/713. Published: Jager Gerlings, 1952, Afb. 26 and figs. 19 a.nd 20.
Fig. 3 (Cf. note 85).

D iagram showing two basic t ypes of genealogical patterns

Fig. 4 - Embroidered panei (unfmished) for a wom.an's biouse. Li (or Loi).
tribe of Hainan l sland, South China. After Stübel, 1937, fig. 188.
Fig. 5 - Design incised on a bamboo tobacco-pipe f rom the Miku (Digul)
River, southem Dutch New Guine&. Scaie, about 1 : 3. After a rubbing of the
original in Ba.sel, Museum für Võlkerkunde, Vb 6044. Published: Haddon, 1947,
fig. 20, A and B, and p. 32.
Fig. 6 - D esign incised on a wooden club, said to be from Surina.m (Dutch
Guiana). Amsterdam, Museum of the Royal Tropical Institute, A 6368.
Fig. 7a ee note 7.

Author's reconstruction of the design on a. Ma.rajó bowl, fig. 7b.

Fig. 7b pl. 1, fig. 3.

Pottery vessel from Marajó Isla.nd, Brazil. After Netto, 1885,

Fig. 8 -

The se.me as Fig. 1.

Fig. 9 - Incised decoration on a bamboo salt-box from Astrolabe Bay,
New Guinea. After Biró, 1901, fig. 49.
Fig. 10 - Paddle with painted decoration. Cara.já Indiana. Rio Araguaya,
Brazil. After Max Schmidt, 1926, pl. 47c.
Fig. 11 - Author's reconstruction (shaded portion and circles) of a motive
at the left side of t he Patagonian cave-painting, fig. 38. Justification for the
postulated circ]es is provided by anot her cave-painting of the sarne class, fig. 38g.
Fig. 12 - Design painted on the membrane of a drum. Piro lndian.s.
Junction of the Urubamba and Tambo Rivera, Eastern Peru. New York, Museum
of the America.n lndian, 19/5853.
Fig. 13 - Incised or burnt design on a ealabash. Wapishana Indians.
Southern British Guiana. Height, 20.4 em. After Koch-Grünberg, 1917-28,
vol. 3, pl. 20, fig. 4. For simila.rly "crossed" figures on Guiana clubs, see
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Stolpe, 1927, pi. 3/8-9, 7/4a, 13/6&; and (more strikingly), in Bush Negro art,
Panhuys, 1928, fig. lOb, and 1926, figs. 16, 20.
Fig. 14 - Excerpt of the painted decoration on a. pottery "tanga" (woma.n's
pubic covering) from Severino on Ma.raj6 Island, Brazil. After the original in
Recife, Museu do Estado de Pernambuco, Col. Carlos Estêvão de Oliveira, 925.
Published: Mordini, 1929, pi. 2, fig. 8; Eladio Filho, 1928, III. (A fragment
of another Maraj6 "tanga" with related design is presetved in Belém, Museu
Goeldi, 386).
Fig. 15 - Basketry sieve. Chama Indians. Ucayali valley, Eastern Peru.
Mter Tessmann, 1928, pi. 27, fig. 10. Height, 43 cm.
Fig. 16 - Excerpt of the painted decoration on a calabash from "Guia.na"
(Brazilian Guiana?). Yellow (the zigzags and the dotted circles) and white on
black. After the original in Paris, Musée de l'Homme, 78.32.185 (Fonds des
émigrés).
Fig. 17 - Painted decoration on a house-post of the Uanana Indians
(Tukanoan group). Carurú, Rio Caiary-Uaupés, northwestem Amazon basin,
Brazil. Colora: white and yellow on da.rk red. Height of design, approximately
1 to 1.5 meters. After Koch-Grünberg, 1908, fig. 16a, and 1909- 10, vol. 2,
fig. 28.
Fig. 18 - Carved door-post.
1925, pl. 8. Height, 2.34 m.

New Caledonia.

After British Museum,

Fig. 19 - Painted house-post with carved capital. St. Gabriel, Admiralty
Islands. Height, 1.75 m. The painted decoration is brown, red and white. The
eyes of the head at the top have red pupils inlaid in blue irises. After Sydow,
1932, p. 192. Original in Berlin, Museum für Võlkerkunde, VI 17254.
Fig. 20 - Painted decoration of a tomb a.t Tierradentro, Cauca va.lley,
Colombia. C9lors: red and bla.ck on white. After Hernandez de Alba, 1938.
Fig. 21 - Costumed dancer. Cáua. Indians (an Arawak tribe, mixed with
the Tukanoan Cubeo, according to Goldma.n, 1948, p. 766). Rio Aiary,
northwestern Amazon basin, Brazil. After Koch-Grünberg, 1906, p. 264, and
1909- 10, vol. 1, fig. 78.
Fig. 22 - Carved "menhir" or stone stela, from "El Mollar", Tafí,
Tucumán province, nort hwestem Argentina. Height, 3.10 m; width, 60 cm.;
thickness, 20 cm. • (elliptical section). Now set up in the Parque 9 :d e Julio, city
of Tucumán. Published: Ambrosetti, 1897; Bruch, 1913, p. 6; Schreiter, 1928,
pi. 13. Buffo, 1940, reproduces the stela in great deta.il, photographically, from
various a.ngles (pi. 15).
Fig. 23 - Sculptured stone at ~'El Rinc6n", two leagues (about 10 km. or
6 miles) from "El l\1ollar" (the site of fig. 22), Tafí, Tucumán province, northwestem
Argentina. Height, 1.2 m. After Bruch, 1913, fig. 9.

Fig.· 24 - Design painted and carved on a house-post of the Ua.iana Indians
(Tukanoan group: a sib of the Uanana, according to Goldma.n, 1948. p. 765).
(Cf. Fig. 17). Rio Ca.ia.ry-Uaupés, northwestem Amazon basin, Brazil. After
Koch-Grünberg, 1908, fig. 24, and 1~10, vol. 2, fig. 166c.

f.

-

Fig. 25 - House-post with red and white painted decoration. Chama
Indians. Ucayali valley, Eastern Peru. Height, 4 m. Mter Tessmann, 1928,
pi. 12, fig. 1.
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Fig. 26 - Carved house-poat. Chama Indiana. Ucayali valley, Ea:stern ·
Peru. Height, 4 m. After Tessmann, 1928, pl. · 12, fig. 2.
·
Fig. 27 - Design painted on a holise-poat. Uanana Indiana (Tukanoan
group). Rio Caiary-Uaupé.s, northwestern Amazon basin, Brazil. After KochGrtinberg, 1908, fig. 17b, and 1909-10, vol. 2, fig. 165a.
Fig. 28 - Tattooed warrior of the Tabajara-Tupinamba.
northeastern Brazil. After Claude d' Abbeville, 1614, folio 348.

Maranhão,

Fig. 29 - Excerpt from a repeating pat tern. Caduveo Indians. Southern
Mato Grosso, Brazil. Re-drawn after a native pencil drawing on paper, by kind
permiasion of M. Claude Lévi-Strauss, who collected it, among other Caduveo
design.~, at Nalike in 1935. Our draughtaman has made all the crossings of the
atrapwork go in one direction, whereas in the original drawing their direction
seems to alternate, as in our Fig. 32. For the original drawing on which or Fig. 29
is based, see Lévi-Strauss, 1955, fig. 23.
We assume that this design was painted on the arms, as were similar designs
recorded by Boggiani, 1895, figs. 81 and 94 (the latter reproduced in our Fig. 32).
As M. Lévi-Strauss pointed out in a letter to the writer of March 9, 1954, the
"open" designs (i. e., repeating or all-over patterns) of the Caduveo were generally
used for body-painting, whereas the designa used by them for facial painting and
pottery decoration are generally organized more or less radially. A design like
t hat of our Fig. 29 is painted on a Caduveo hide in Rio de Janeiro, l\.:[useu do
Indio, n. 0 490 (which is, however, not included among t he painted hides
reproduced by Ribeiro, Figs. 13-15).
Figs. 30, 31 - Painted designs of the Shipaya Indians. Rio Iriri, Brazil.
After Nimuendaj ú, 1948, p. 239, Fig. 29. The accompanying text as published
does not state explicitly whether bot h these designa were used in Shipaya bodypainting, or only our Fig. 30; nor is there any accompanying indication just how
t he design of Fig. 31 was applied or repeated. Efforts made by t he writer to get
access to Nimuendajú's original notations, in order to determine these points,
remained fruitless. A reconstruction of t he all-over pattern from which t he design
of Fig. 31 was presumably extracted appears in Schuster, 1955, fig. 10. See not~
29 in the present article.
Fig. 32 - Design painted on t he arm of a Caduveo wo1nan. Mato Grosso,
Brazil. After Boggiani, 1895, fig. 94. See note 28.
Fig. 33 - Diagram "showing the effect of matrilineal moieties on patrilineal
descent" in Malekula (New Hebrides). After Layard, 1942, Fig. 17: "Brackets []
join brother and sister. D ouble lines indicate marriage. Curved lines indicate
descent . .. " Cf. note 31.
Fig. 34 -

The sarne as Fig. 32.

Fig. 35 - Pattern of a silk textile. China. Han dynasty (206 B. C. to
A. D. 221). After Stein, 1921, vol. 2, p. 963, a nd Andrews, 1920, p. 76, Fig. 10.
See note 32 in the present article.
Fig. 36 -

The sarne as Fig. 4.

Fig. 37 - Design painted on a horse-hide robe. T ehuelche Indians,
Patagonia. New York, American l\1useum of Natural History, 40.0/756. After
a drawing kindly made by l\1iguel Covarrubias. The dark stepped framework
of t he pattern is blue, the vertical eleme:nts bet,veen its approximations and the
horizontal zigzags (bot.h stippled in the drawing) are yellow, and the pairs of
"little men" separated by t he zigzags are alternately red with green heads &nd
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·green with red heads. All cqlored parts · of the design are outlined in black.
Published: J.JOthrop, 1931, Fig. 8b.
Fig. 38 - Painting ·o n a sheltered rock wall. Cerro Carbón, between
the village of Bariloche and the Río· ~ireco, Territorio Nacional del Río ·Negro,
Argentina. After Menghin, 1952, pl. 4.b.
Fig. 38a -

Detail of the rock-painting:, Fig. 38.

Fig. 38b - Incised design on a stone "ceremonial axe". Território Nacional
del Neuquén, Argentina. After Serrano, 1947, fig. 133. Also Menghin, 1956, fig. 7.
Fig. 38c - Hypothetical reconstruction of the repeating pattern fi:om
which Fig. 38b is. presumably an excerpt, or to which it supplies the key.
Fig. 38d - Appliqué design in materiais· of two colors. Kirgiz of Central
Asia. After Almásy, 1907, p. 163, fig• 12.
Fig. 38e - Rock-painting. Black areas enclosed in red outlines. Hueco
Tanks, El Paso County, Texas, U. S. A. After Jackson, 1938, fig. 2. Dimensions:
62.4 X 53.3 em.
Fig. 38f - Plan of the labyrinth, as laid out in an arena or circus for the
equestrian "Game of Troy", a milit.ary exercise performed by patrician youths
o.f ancient Rome. After Petrikovits, 1939, fig. 3. (See our note 5f). AA represent
points of departure, and SS points of arrival of the two teams engaged in a
mock combat.
Fig. 38g - Painting on a Patagonian rock wall (detail of a larger composition). Huemul peninsula, Lake Nahuel Huapí, Território Nacional del Neuquén,
Argentina. After Vfgnati, 1944, p. 97, fig. 2, and Menghin, 1954, fig. 4. The
circles numbered1 by us represen:t two points of departure and two points of
arrival in the construction of the maze. (Cf. Menghin, 1956).
Fig. 38h"' - Sand-tracing. Malekula, New Hebrides. After Deacon, 1934,
fig. 51, and p. 141: "This. is a geometrical figure through w:hich, it is said, a
ghost Qf Lambumbu must pass -0n its way to tlie land of the dead''.
Fig. 38i - Sand-tracing. Islet of Yao, off Malekula, Ne\v Hebrides. After
Layard, 1942, p . . 677, [fig. 16. Dayard has shown (op. cit., pp. 669, ff) that this
is one of a type of designs representing the "Guardian Ghost" who stands at the
entrance to the Afterworld.
Fig. 38j - Wooden spindle-whorl. Province of San Juan, Argentine cordillera. After Debenedetti, 1917, p. 174, fig. 114.
Fig. 38k - W ooden d.isk with incised or burnt design, used in a f unera.l
game. Canelos Indians of .e astern Ecuador. After Karsten, 1930, fig. 7.
P.ainted potsherd with supplied continuation of the design.
Iran. Cb._alcolithi~ period (around 3000 :ij. C.). The continuation was developed
by ,TYfiguel Covarrub~a.s,, on the basis of a photograph of the original sherd in the
Oriental Instit11te, Cl:iicago, a.nd withou~ knowledge of the published reconstruction
of Lan~dorff and McCown, 1942, pl. 51, fig. 4. The Ja.ct that these reconstructions, arrived at in~ependently by two artists, are essentially the sarne, speaks
for their relif!-bility. (Probably Covarrubias' reconstruction is the more accurate,
in so f ar ás it repe~ts the iirverted triangq.lar void within the triangul8.r body.
See note 70).
·
Fig. 39 -
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Fig. 40 - Pottery bowl with painted decoration from the neolithic site
of Persepolis. Iran. Around 3000 B. C. After McCown, 1940, p. 108. See
also a discussion of the design by Herzfeld, 1941, p. 38.
Fig. 40a Fig. 13.

Design on a modern calabash from British Guiana. Sarne as

Fig. 40b - Design on a modem ca.labSBh from the Gold CoSBt of West
Africa. After Dahse, 1911, p. 67. Our illustration shows only a. deta.il of the
roundel at the center or bottom of the exterior of the cala.ba.sh. For the rest of
the design, see loc. cit., a.nd Baumann, 1929, p. 109, fig. 2.
Fig. 41 - Hypothetical reconstruction (by the writer) of the design on
the bowl, fig. 42. (We ha.ve omitted the hands, which appear just under the
rim of the bowl, and have a.dded eyes, on the ana.logy of similar designs in
the sarne cla.ss of pottery, e. g. Fig. 53m).
Fig. 42 - Pottery bowl with painted decoration from the neolithic site
of Persepolis, lran. Around 3000 B. C. Redrawn after Herzfeld, 1941, pi. 8.
Also published: 'Langsdorff and McCown, 1942, pl. 59, fig. 7.
Fig. 43 - Bone implement with drilled ornament on both sides. From
Fünen, Denmark. l\itaglemose period (7000-5000 B. C.). After Müller, 1918,
fig. 35. Also published: Müller, 1896, fig. 20; Wernert, 1917, figs. 1, 2; Clark,
1936, fig. 57, n. 0 5; Brõndsted, 1938, p. 73f; Mathiassen, 1941, fig. 5.
Fig. 44 - Antler with drilled ornament. From Silkeborg Lake, Jutland,
Demark. Maglemose period (7000-5000 B. C.). Presumably used as an axe
handle. After Müller, 1918, fig. 31. ALcio published: Müller, 1896, figs. 12, 13;
Wernert, 1920, fig. 9; Clark, 1936, fig. 57, n. 0 8.
Fig. 44a antler, Fig. 44.

Enlarged detail of motives surrounding the bottom of the

Figs. 45, 46-Two fragments, possibly from one antler, '\vith drilled ornament.
From Kolding Fjord, Jutland, Denmark. Maglemose period (7000-5000 B. C.).
After Müller, 1896, figs. 14, 15. Also published: Müller, 1918, figs. 32, 33; Wernert,
1920, figs. 3, 4; Clark, 1936, fig. 57, n. 0 2b.
Fig. 47 - Incised design on an implement made from a deer's tibia. Found
in Bohuslan, Sweden. l\faglemose period (7000-5000 B. C.). After the writer's
photograph of the original in Stockholm, Sta.tens Historiska Museum, 2898.
Published: Stjerna, 1911, fig. 23; l\fontelius, 1917, fig. 77; Clark, 1936,
fig. 59, n. 0 3.
Fig. 48 - Incised design on an implement of antler from Horsens Fjord,
Jutland, Denmark. Maglemose period (7000-5000 B. C.). After Broholm, 1924
and 1926-27, fig. 28. Also published: Clark, 1936, fig. 61, n.º 7. According to
Broholm, 1924, p. 72, the incisions are so fine that they can scarcely be seen
even under a magnifying glass, and the Unes had to be coarsened for reproduction.
Fig. 49 - Incised design on a stone implement from Skaraas, Sogndal,
Stavanger, Norway. After Rygh, 1885, fig. 42b. Cf. l'viontelius, 1917, p. 16f,
and see our note 83. Possibly post-Maglemose: see Clark, 1936, pp. 105ff.
Fig. 50 - Incised decoration on an antler axe from Lammefjord, Zealand,
Denmark. After Vebaek, 1938, fig. ~3. Earliest phase of the. Ertebõlle or Kitchen
Midden Culture (about 5000 B. C.).
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Fig. 51a-c - Painted designs (pictographs) in "Los Letreros" cave, Velez
Blanco, Almería, Spain. Neolithic or eneo- (chalco-) lithic period (4000-3000
B. C.). After Breuil, 1933-35, vol. 4, pl. 10. The relative positions of the three
groups in our reproduction are approximately as i~ the original, but they are
brought somewhat closer together, and other motives separating them in the
original are omitted. However, a, b and e ali belong to the sarne "series", that
designated by Breuil as of "chocolate" color, and they are thus presumably
contempora.ry with each other. The scale of our reproduction is uniform. The
designa are discussed by Breuil, op. cit., pp. 14-16: "Deuxieme panneau".
Fig. 52a-c - Representation.S of human figures carved on the earth at an
i nitiation ceremony. Kamilaroi tribe. New South Wales, Australia. After Mathews,
1895, figs. 5, 3 and 4, respectively.
•

Fig. 53 - Geometric motives (M-marks, chevrons) associated (a, g, m)
with all-over patterns of human figures in early Westem cultures.
a) Painted motive from "Los Letreros" cave, southea.stem Spain, as recorded
by Breuil in 1912 and published, Breuil, 1933- 35, vol. 4, pl. 10, and
p. 14: "quatre doubles arceaux emboité.s". (Sarne as our Fig. 51c).
b) The sarne motive, as recorded by Góngora some time before 1868. Mter
Breuil, op. cit., vol. 4, p. 10, fig. 2.
e) Painted motive from "Los Buitres" cave, near P efíalsordo, Badajoz,
southwestern Spain. M ter Breuil, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 56, fig. 18j.
Cf. PI. XVI, panneau B 3, and text, p. 51: "une figure à tête
ponctiforme superposée à quatre étages de membres en doubles
arceaux sans a.xe".
d) Painted motive from the "Piedra escrita" of Fuencaliente (Ciudad Reál),
south centra] Spain. Mter Breuil, op. cit., vol. 3, fig. 40.
e) Painted motive from the "Fuente de los Molinos", Maimon, Vélez
Blanco, Almería, southeastern Spain. After Breuil, op. cit., vol. 4;
pl. 17, fig. 1.
j) Part of the incised decoration of an implement of aurochs bone from
Ringsted Aa, Zealand, Denmark. Maglemose culture (presumably
7000-5000 B. C.). After Müller, 1918, pl. 2, fig. 1.
g) Incised decoration on the Lammefjord axe. Denmark. About 5000 B. C.
(Detail of Fig. 50).
h) Incised decoration on an implement of aurochs bone from Ryom-Aa,
Jutland, Denmark. Maglemose period (presumably 7000-5000 B. C.).
After Brõndsted, 1934, p. 246, fig. 2.
i) Painted design on a pottery vessel. Egypt. Badarian period (about
5000 B. C.). After Brunton and Caton-Thompson, 1928, pl. 40,
fig. 41e.
3) Design painted on the chest of a clay figurine, presumably representing
tattooing. After a photograph of the original in the Ashmolean
l\1useum, Oxford, 1895.127. Egypt. Amratian period (about 4000
B. C.). Published: Petrie and Quibbell, 1896, pl. 59, fig. 6. Cf.
Schuster, 1948, fig. 3.
k, l) Designs on predynastic Egyptian white cross-line pottery. (About
4000-3600 B. C.). After Petrie, 1920, pl. 15, figs. 58 and 57
respectively.
m) Painted design on a pottery bowl. lran. Around 3000 B. C. Mter
Langsdorff and McCown, 1942, pl. 68, fig. 1.
n, o) Designs painted on pottery bowls. Iran. Around 3000 B. C. M ter
Langsdorff and McCown, 1942, pl. 63, fig. 6 and pi. 73, fig. 8.
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Fig. 54 - Geneá.logical chart ("Verwandtschaftsbild") in the Sachsenspiegel,
a mediaeval German legal codex. After a facsimile edition of the 14th-century
ílluminated manuscript of Dresden, published by Amira, 1902, pl. 9. Similar
illuminations in the Oldenburg and Wolfenbüttel manuscripts of the Sachsenspiegel
are reproduced by Spangenberg, 1822, pls. 7 and 9a.
Fig. 55, 56 - Genealogical charts of the modern Dogon. French West
Africa, south of the great bend of the Niger. After Griaule, 1948, pp. 64 and 66.
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